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FOR OTHER RELIEF (including 
without limitation CONTRACT 
CLAIMS AND DECLARATORY 
RELIEF) 
Property: Common Areas of Aspen 
Meadows Planned Unit 
Development, Cache County, Utah 
Case No.: OOOfol 3 | 9 . pR_. 
Judge: 'ThQinttG Vl\llfflW& 
Plaintiffs Demand Jury Trial on 
Legal Claims 
Plaintiff First Equity Federal, Inc. ("First Equity") on its own behalf and on behalf 
of the Aspen Meadows Homeowners Association (the "Homeowners Association") and, 
with respect to specific claims, Plaintiff Rocky Mountain Financial, LLC ("Rocky"), by 
their undersigned attorney, respectfully allege: 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
1 . This Court has jurisdiction under Utah Code Ann. § 78-3-4 because the 
complaint arises under Utah statutes (including Utah Code Ann. § § 78-40-1 ef 
seq.), under common law and because the matter involves real property situated 
in Cache County, Utah. 
2. Venue is proper in this District and County because of the location of the real 
property and because, on information and belief, Defendants Phillips 
Development, LC ("Development"), Peter O. Phillips, Lydia Phillips and Alden B. 
Turnbow reside in Cache County. On information and belief, Defendant Larry 
Andrews has done business in Cache County in relation to the subject matter of 
this action but currently resides in Washington County, Utah. On information and 
belief Defendant John E. Phillips resides in or does business in Cache County, 
Utah. On information and belief, Defendant Cache Title Company ("Cache 
Title") has its principal place of business in Cache County. On information and 
belief, some of the John and Jane Doe Defendants reside or do business in 
Cache County. North Logan City (the "City") is located in Cache County. 
3. The amounts demanded in this Complaint are exclusive of costs, attorney fees 
and offsets; interest has been set forth specifically. 
2 
PARTIES 
First Equity is a corporation duly organized and in good standing under the laws 
of the State of Utah with its principal place of business at 4902 South State 
Street, Murray, Utah 84107. 
Mr. Coty Evans is president and authorized spokesman for First Equity. 
First Equity is the owner, through foreclosure proceedings of reversionary rights 
to 12 lot and 75 lots (the "PUD Lots") in the real property located in North Logan 
City, Cache County, Utah known as and approved as a private unit development 
Aspen Meadows Planned Unit Development with a total of 90 lots ("Aspen 
Meadows"). 
The Homeowners Association is a legally formed entity in good standing under 
Utah law. 
The Homeowners Association was formed with respect to the development of 
Aspen Meadows. 
First Equity holds the majority voting membership in the Homeowners 
Association because of its purchase of the PUD Lots. 
First Equity is entitled under the Declaration of Covenants, Conditions and 
Restrictions (the "CC&Rs") recorded with the Cache County Recorder for the 
Aspen Meadows Planned Unit Development to enforce the provisions of the 
CC&Rs. A copy of the CC&Rs is attached to this Complaint as Exhibit A and 
made a part of this Complaint by this reference. 
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11. Rocky is, for good and valuable consideration, the assignee and successor of a 
mechanic's lien and judgment claim against certain of the Defendants in an 
amount of $113,000.28 plus any additional interest and fees. 
12. LeGrand Johnson Construction ("Johnson") filed a mechanic's lien on real 
property and has a judgment against Development; Johnson is the assignor of 
the claim and judgment asserted by Rocky in this action. 
13. Development is a limited liability corporation organized under the laws of the 
State of Utah. 
14. On June 30, 2000, the Utah Department of Commerce, Division of Corporations 
reported that Development was not in good standing. 
15. Defendant Peter O. Phillips is the majority owner of Development and, according 
to the amended articles for Development, has a 65% interest in Development. 
16. Peter O. Phillips is a Debtor in United States Bankruptcy proceedings, In the 
Matter of Peter O. Phillips, Bankruptcy Case No. 97-27352 (Honorable Judith A. 
Boulden) (Chapter 7) (the "POP Bankruptcy"). 
17. In the POP Bankruptcy, Peter O. Phillips has stated his address in the POP 
Bankruptcy as 97 South 400 East, Richmond, Utah 84333. 
18. Defendant Lydia Phillips is, on information and belief, the wife of Peter O. Phillips 
and has given her address in a bankruptcy proceeding as 97 South 400 East, 
Richmond, Utah 84333. 
19. Lydia Phillips is a member and an owner of Development with a 5% interest in 
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Development. 
20. Defendant Alden B. Turnbow is, on information and belief, a resident of Cache 
County. 
21. Mr. Turnbow has operated a business in Cache County, Utah, with the facsimile 
number (435) 787-8796. 
22. Mr. Turnbow is a member and an owner of Development with a 15 % interest in 
Development. 
23. On information and belief, Defendant Larry Andrews resides in Washington 
County, Utah. 
24. Mr. Andrews is a member and owner of Development with a 15% interest in 
Development. 
25. On information and belief, Mr. Andrews has done business with Development in 
Cache County. 
26. Defendant John E. Phillips is, on information and belief, the father of Peter O. 
Phillips. 
27. On information and belief, John E. Phillips has claimed, and may still claim, to 
have an interest in certain real property, although Plaintiffs aver that any such 
claim or interest is subordinate to and has been extinguished by First Equity's 
purchase of the property pursuant to a foreclosure sale. 
28. Defendant Cache Title Company ("Cache Title") provided a title insurance policy 
to Weststar Financial ("Weststar") respecting Aspen Meadows. 
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29. The City is a duly incorporated entity with rights, title, claims or other interests in 
12 specific lots among the PUD Lots. 
30. Although the City has an interest in specific lots and has a general public interest 
in the proper and completed development of Aspen Meadows, the City is named 
as a Defendant for the purposes of notice and to provide it with information about 
the action to quiet title and to permit the City to participate to the extent it may 
deem appropriate under its general powers and in connection with its interests in 
the specific lots among the PUD Lots. 
31. Defendants John and Jane Does I - XXV are persons and entities unknown to 
the Plaintiffs at this time who may have claims as tenants, undertenants or have 
other relationships to the property or have omitted to act or have acted or acted 
in concert with or on behalf of named Defendants or others to the detriment of 
Plaintiffs or have clouded title to the properties subject to this action. 
32. Defendants John and Jane Does I - XXV include all other persons and entities 
now unknown, claiming any right, title, estate or interest in, or lien upon real 
property described in this Complaint adverse to the Plaintiffs' ownership or 
clouding Plaintiffs' interest thereto. 
33. In addition to the named Defendants and the John and Jane Does I - XXV, 
Plaintiffs have provided a copy of this complaint to serve as notice to the 
appointed Trustee in a pending bankruptcy proceeding, under circumstances set 
forth in the following paragraphs. 
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34. In the course of the POP Bankruptcy, Joel T. Marker, Esq. was appointed by the 
Court to serve as Trustee for the Debtor. 
35. By order of the Bankruptcy Court, Trustee Marker was appointed to serve as 
manager of Development in order to handle a First Equity claim, as more 
specifically described below. 
36. Notice of this proceeding is being sent to Trustee Marker and to his counsel 
because of Trustee Marker's Bankruptcy Court appointment in the POP 
Bankruptcy, but Plaintiffs aver that neither Trustee Marker nor his counsel has 
personal interest in the real property at issue in this matter and that neither of 
them have participated in any delinquencies, actions or omissions affecting 
Plaintiffs or their claims; Trustee Marker is being provided with notice of this 
action solely for the purposes of notice and providing information with respect to 
his service as Trustee in the POP Bankruptcy. 
37. Plaintiffs do aver that Trustee Marker, like them, has not been provided with 
material information with respect to the administration of the POP Bankruptcy. 
FACTS 
38. The real property subject to the first claim for quiet title is the common areas (the 
"Common Areas") that are part of Aspen Meadows. 
39. The Common Areas are those parts of Aspen Meadows in use as or to be used 
as, among other things, roadways, sidewalks, curbs, gutters, recreation areas 
and open spaces available for common use by homeowners in Aspen Meadows 
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and their guests and others entitled to enter into the area. 
40. The City has right, title, interest or claim in 12 specific lots denominated as Lots 
numbered 14,15,16, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 75 of Aspen Meadows, 
taken in lieu of a performance bond (or other liquid security) to secure the 
development and installation of improvements required for Aspen Meadows and 
for the Common Areas in what has been called Phase I of the development. 
41. When First Equity became acquainted with Peter 0. Phillips, Development was 
owner of Aspen Meadows and Peter O. Phillips was owner of another property 
commonly called the Highway Property. 
42. Aspen Meadows and the Highway Property were both entrusted by Development 
and Peter O. Phillips pursuant to a Deed of Trust with Weststar as Beneficiary. 
43. The Trust Deed for Aspen Meadows and the Highway Property secured the 
promissory note issued by Development and Peter O. Phillips to Weststar 
because of a loan from Weststar. 
44. In 1993, the City approved the plans for Aspen Meadows. 
45. As part of the documentation for Aspen Meadows PUD, Development, by its 
representatives or agents, caused the legal formation of the Homeowners 
Association. 
CC&Rs 
46. On July 29,1994, Peter O. Phillips, for and on behalf of Development, became 
the Declarant, signed and issued a CC&Rs of Covenants, Conditions and 
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Restrictions (the "CC&Rs") as part of the documentation to support Aspen 
Meadows and in the normal course. 
47. On information and belief, work on Aspen Meadows began during 1994, 
including some work on the Common Areas. 
48. Two homes have been completed at Aspen Meadows and are currently 
occupied. 
49. The first of the homes was completed and sold in 1996. 
50. A third home is near completion and has, on information and belief, a "for sale" 
sign posted by or on behalf of its owner. 
51. The owners of the completed homes and the owner of the third home (which is 
for sale) are members of the Homeowners Association, together with First 
Equity, pursuant to the terms of the CC&Rs. 
Weststar Loan 
52. Development and Peter O. Phillips borrowed $542,000.00 from Weststar 
Financial (the "Weststar Loan"). 
53. The Weststar Loan was a "Development Loan," a term used in the lending and 
construction industries to identify a loan whose proceeds are to be used for the 
development of property and which, in general usage, is distinguished from a 
construction loan whose proceeds are to be used for the construction of some 
9 
type of building.1 
54. Weststar took a first position trust deed on Aspen Meadows and a second 
position on the Highway Property to secure the Weststar Loan. 
55. Peter O. Phillips signed the loan documents from Weststar Financial for and on 
behalf of Development and on his own behalf. 
56. John E. Phillips personally guaranteed the Weststar Loan. 
57. At the commencement of the POP Bankruptcy, the Weststar Loan was 
delinquent and had fallen into arrears. 
58. John E. Phillips, as guarantor for the Weststar Loan, made one payment to the 
lender in the amount of $40,000.00 on or about January 14, 1997. 
First Equity Solicited for an Overall Loan 
59. In 1998, Peter O. Phillips contacted First Equity through Jason Ames, a 
mortgage broker, seeking loan funds to bring himself out of the POP Bankruptcy. 
60. Peter O. Phillips told First Equity he wanted to obtain a large loan so he could 
pay off creditors, get out of the bankruptcy and then continue development of 
Aspen Meadows and the Highway Property. 
61. Prolonged negotiations between First Equity and Peter O. Phillips followed. 
1
 The terms "Development Loan" and "Construction Loan" are sometimes used interchangeably; 
a Development Loan may be used for construction, usually for simple kinds of things that are part of the 
initial development of land, and a Construction Loan may be used to develop property as part of the tasks 
necessary for the construction of a building or other structure on land. In either case, the general 
understanding among lenders is that neither Development Loans nor Construction Loans will be used for 
the personal benefit and interests of a borrower but for the benefit of specific projects and improvements. 
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62. First Equity, after reviewing the outstanding creditor claims they were told about 
and after considering Aspen Meadows and Highway Property and the then-
current real estate and other market conditions, decided that a large loan at 18% 
interest with thirteen points could be safe and profitable to First Equity and its 
investors (the "Overall Loan"). 
63. First Equity thus put together the financing and details for and was ready on five 
occasions to consummate the Overall Loan to permit Peter O. Phillips to emerge 
from the POP Bankruptcy in the manner he had represented to First Equity he 
wanted, that is, owing only one large loan (to First Equity) but also obtaining the 
necessary capital to continue development at Aspen Meadows and at the 
Highway Property. 
64. First Equity met with Peter O. Phillips on numerous occasions, including meeting 
several times at the Cache County office of Gregory Skabelund, Esq. in Logan, 
Utah who regularly made his office available to and joined with Peter O. Phillips 
for meetings and discussions with First Equity about the Overall Loan. 
65. Mr. Skabelund provided advice about the Overall Loan transaction under 
negotiation, drafted and prepared several documents leading to small loans 
made by First Equity to Peter O. Phillips and sent loan documents to First Equity 
for the Overall Loan. 
66. Mr. Skabelund also telephoned and corresponded with First Equity about the 
Overall Loan to meet Peter O. Phillips' request. 
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67. At all times during the negotiations, First Equity was induced to believe and did 
believe Mr. Skabelund represented Peter 0. Phillips and was authorized to act 
on his behalf and make representations to First Equity. 
68. On several occasions and the request of Peter O. Phillips and Mr. Skabelund, 
First Equity amassed the capital and prepared to close the Overall Loan to Peter 
O. Phillips to permit him to pay creditors, to emerge from the POP Bankruptcy 
and to go forward with his development plans for both Aspen Meadows and the 
Highway Property. 
69. Part of the Overall Loan was to be applied to pay off the Weststar Loan, 
including interest and principal. 
70. Under the Overall Loan, First Equity would obtain first position on Aspen 
Meadows and the Highway Property because all other liens and other claims 
would be resolved in the POP Bankruptcy from the proceeds of the Overall Loan. 
71. First Equity required 18% interest per annum and thirteen points on the Overall 
Loan in order to attract the investment funds and to have any chance at a 
favorable outcome from the proposed Overall Loan. 
72. First Equity spent a great deal of time and effort in preparing to make the Overall 
Loan to Peter O. Phillips. 
73. At least five times, Mr. Skabelund advised First Equity that Peter O. Phillips was 
ready and willing to enter the Overall Loan and would close the Overall Loan. 
74. Mr. Skabelund prepared loan and other documents and assisted in the 
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negotiations with the Parties. 
75. Mr. Skabelund sat at the table in the Bankruptcy Court with Peter O. Phillips and 
a representative of First Equity to assist in obtaining approval in the POP 
Bankruptcy for the Overall Loan First Equity was prepared to make. 
76. On information and belief, Peter O. Phillips, despite his representations and his 
request to First Equity, never truly intended to obtain an Overall Loan from First 
Equity to permit him to emerge from the POP Bankruptcy but concealed his true 
intentions and motivations. 
77. First Equity was ready to consummate the loan at several junctures, but Peter O. 
Phillips did not sign but each time asked for additional time or assistance with 
other persona! matters, including help in reinstating the mortgage on his personal 
residence and in obtaining money to pay for living expenses. 
78. Even though First Equity assisted Peter O. Phillips to meet his personal needs, 
which he made into conditions precedent to consummating the Overall Loan, 
Peter O. Phillips still would not sign or consummate the Overall Loan. 
79. First Equity made two small loans in the amounts of $5000.00 and $500.00 to 
Peter O. Phillips, anticipating their repayment in the Overall Loan, both to assist 
Peter O. Phillips in saving his home and meeting his personal needs and those 
of Lydia Phillips, his wife. 
80. First Equity also extended a secured loan to John E. Phillips, who agreed to use 
the proceeds on still another occasion to reinstate the mortgage on Peter O. 
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Phillips' personal residence. 
81. John E. Phillips renegotiated the First Equity loan to him so First Equity was paid 
in full for that specific transaction, in which John E. Phillips participated in the 
general negotiations surrounding the Overall Loan and Peter O. Phillips' 
demands for funds for his personal needs as a condition of agreeing to and 
entering into the Overall Loan. 
Purchase of Weststar Loan 
82. In the course of the negotiations with Peter 0. Phillips and Mr. Skabelund, First 
Equity was induced to purchase the Weststar Loan, giving First Equity the first 
trust deed position on Aspen Meadows and a second position on the other 
Cache County property, the Highway Property. 
83. Peter O. Phillips and Mr. Skabelund expressly represented to First Equity that 
the Weststar Loan was accruing interest at the default rate of 22% so First Equity 
would be well secured if it purchased the Weststar Loan. 
84. At all times, First Equity advised Peter O. Phillips and Mr. Skabelund that First 
Equity would purchase the Weststar Loan only if the Overall Loan was closed 
within days after a purchase because First Equity did not want to own the 
Weststar Loan with the POP Bankruptcy still going forward. 
85. Peter O. Phillips and Mr. Skabelund expressly represented to First Equity that if 
First Equity purchased the Weststar Loan, the purchased loan would be folded 
into the Overall Loan, as First Equity required; and Peter O. Phillips could prove 
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to the Bankruptcy Court that he was serious and able to emerge from the 
bankruptcy proceeding. 
86. First Equity received an accounting schedule of the status of the Weststar Loan 
which was available to Peter 0. Phillips and to Mr. Skabelund showing the 
accrual of interest at the default rate of 22%. 
87. At no time did Peter O. Phillips or Mr. Skabelund represent to First Equity that 
the Weststar Loan was accruing interest at a rate less than 22%. 
88. The accounting schedules of the status of the Weststar Loan and other 
documents underlying the Weststar Loan were reviewed by First Equity, Peter O. 
Phillips and by Mr. Skabelund and confirmed by both Peter O. Phillips and Mr. 
Skabelund. 
89. First Equity continued in good faith to work toward the Overall Loan, even though 
First Equity had to obtain new investment capital with every delay by Peter O. 
Phillips in order to accommodate First Equity's investors, who wanted to put their 
funds into transactions, not wait for Peter O. Phillips to sign the documentation 
for the Overall Loan, notwithstanding Peter O. Phillips' continued failure to 
submit documents and comply with directions and orders of the Court. 
90. As First Equity worked towards the Overall Loan, First Equity received telephone 
and facsimile communications from Peter O. Phillips sent from the office of Alden 
B. Turnbow. 
91. Peter O. Phillips instructed First Equity to send facsimile messages to him at the 
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office of his brother-in-law, Alden B. Turnbow. 
92. First Equity followed the instructions and was able to contact Peter O. Phillips by 
facsimile at the Turnbow office facilities. 
93. During the course of negotiations, First Equity learned that Peter O. Phillips was 
working from time to time (for pay) for Alden B. Turnbow or his business. 
94. First Equity also learned that Peter 0. Phillips used the computer and facsimile 
machines at Mr. Turnbow's office, particularly during evenings. 
95. On the very day that First Equity yielded to the representations and the 
inducement to purchase the Weststar Loan with its 22% default rate, Mr. 
Skabelund sent, via facsimile showing his name and telephone number, the loan 
documents for the Overall Loan at the agreed 18% per annum interest rate. 
96. After negotiations with Weststar, First Equity (not then represented by counsel) 
purchased the loan (and thus also purchased the Weststar claim in the POP 
Bankruptcy) at a negotiated rate but with the understanding and representation 
that it was accruing interest at the default rate. 
97. First Equity was induced to purchase the Weststar Loan on representations 
made by Weststar, Peter O. Phillips and Mr. Skabelund that the Weststar Loan 
was accruing interest at the default rate of 22%. 
98. By purchasing the Weststar Loan, First Equity succeeded as Beneficiary with a 
first position on Aspen Meadows and second position on the Highway Property 
under the Trust Deed issued and recorded to secure the Weststar Loan. 
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99. First Equity scheduled a closing with Cache Title for the Overall Loan. 
100. At the request of Mr. Skabelund and Peter of Phillips, First Equity agreed to 
make a small, unsecured loan with a check to be paid to Peter O. Phillips1 
designee so Peter O. Phillips could forestall foreclosure of his home and have 
some money for personal expenses. 
101. Under the terms of the pending Overall Loan, Peter O. Phillips was borrowing 
enough money to reinstate his home mortgage as well as to cover the needs in 
the POP Bankruptcy, to roll the Weststar Loan into the Overall Loan and have 
money towards developing Aspen Meadows and the Highway Property. 
102. First Equity agreed to reschedule the closing after Peter O. Phillips and Mr. 
Skabeiund informed First Equity that the Bankruptcy Court had not yet approved 
the refinancing under the Overall Loan, although Peter O. Phillips and Mr. 
Skabelund induced First Equity with the representation that the Bankruptcy Court 
had already approved the refinancing or would approve the refinancing without 
further action. 
103. First Equity made many painstaking attempts gain Bankruptcy Court approval 
and then to close the Overall Loan over the next seventeen months. 
104. In intervals over the seventeen month period while First Equity was attempting to 
gain approval of the Bankruptcy Court to close the Overall Loan, First Equity 
learned that Peter O. Phillips had not complied with many of the requests and 
directives of the Bankruptcy Court, including without limitation, failure to provide 
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statement of financial affairs, schedules, tax returns, verification of social security 
number, Development accounting and formal objections against the petitioning 
creditors; all of which delayed any possible closing and caused detriment to First 
Equity. 
105. On August 17,1999, at a scheduled closing at Cache Title's office in Logan, 
Utah, Peter O. Phillips said he had not read the closing documents that had 
been presented to him well before the first scheduled closing day and again 
refused, this time once and for all, to enter into the Overall Loan that had been 
negotiated for his benefit and had been approved through the Court in the POP 
Bankruptcy. 
Chapter 11 Proceedings, POP Bankruptcy 
106. Instead of agreeing to the First Equity Overall Loan substantially in the form 
Peter O. Phillips originally requested, Peter O. Phillips petitioned the Bankruptcy 
Court to convert the POP Bankruptcy proceedings from Chapter 7 to Chapter 11. 
107. The Bankruptcy Court, per Judge Boulden, granted the motion to convert to 
Chapter 11 and appointed Trustee Marker as the new Chapter 11 Trustee, thus 
refusing to allow Peter O. Phillips to control the bankruptcy estate as a debtor-in-
possession. 
108. The Weststar Loan continued to be in default, and no payments were made by 
the borrowers (Development and Peter O. Phillips) or the guarantor John E. 
Phillips to First Equity. 
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109. At the request of Trustee Marker, First Equity participated in a specially called 
meeting between First Equity, Peter 0. Phillips, Development, Mr. Skabelund, 
John E. Phillips, Alden B. Turnbow, Lydia Phillips, Larry Andrews and Trustee 
Marker in the office of then Development attorney Robert Funk to determine how 
best to resolve the problems produced and forwarded by Peter 0. Phillips refusal 
to consummate the Overall Loan which finally had been approved by the 
Bankruptcy Court. 
110. During the meeting, Peter O. Phillips demanded that First Equity assume the 
liability for the investment homes of Alden B. Turnbow and Larry Andrews or 
Peter O. Phillips would agree to no settlement with First Equity; Alden B. 
Turnbow and Larry Andrews likewise requested, but less coercively, that First 
Equity assume the liability for their investment debts. 
111. Trustee Marker approached First Equity about the possibility of settling First 
Equity's claim arising from the Weststar Loan after Trustee Marker called a 
meeting between First Equity, Peter O. Phillips and Development to resolve First 
Equity's liens. 
112. First Equity, which had appeared in the Bankruptcy Court to seek approval for 
the Overall Loan and had demonstrated its willingness to work toward the 
Overall Loan to allow for the successful resolution of the POP Bankruptcy, once 
again agreed to cooperate with the Bankruptcy Court and Trustee Marker, even 
though Peter O. Phillips had refused to agree to the Overall Loan and refused to 
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enter into any settlement with First Equity. 
113. As part of his management of the bankruptcy estate, Trustee Marker requested 
the Bankruptcy Court to appoint him as the manager of Development because of 
the interconnections between Peter O. Phillips and his bankruptcy and his large 
percentage ownership in Development. 
114. The Bankruptcy Court appointed Trustee Marker to serve as the manager for 
Development. 
115. Pursuant to his appointment as manager of Development and upon due and 
proper notice to the members of Development, Trustee Marker called and 
conducted a meeting held in Judge Boulden's courtroom for the members of 
Development. 
116. The records indicate that no member of Development objected to Trustee 
Marker's proposals respecting a settlement of the First Equity claim arising from 
its induced purchase of the Weststar Loan. 
117. The records further indicate that no member provided Trustee Marker with 
information about the assets or liabilities of Development at the meeting or 
otherwise. 
118. Trustee Marker proposed, in substance, that First Equity foreclose on Aspen 
Meadows and release its security interest in the Highway Property. 
119. First Equity understood that a release of the First Equity's security interest in the 
Highway Property would greatly assist Trustee Marker to use the value of the 
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Highway Property to settle other claims against the bankruptcy estate and close 
the POP Bankruptcy; First Equity was willing to assist the Trustee in settling the 
creditors claims of the POP Bankruptcy despite the threats and menaces toward 
First Equity by Peter O. Phillips. 
120. First Equity agreed to the proposal and released its claims in the Highway 
Property, although neither Trustee Marker nor First Equity knew at the time that 
obligations respecting Aspen Meadows had not been performed. 
121. First Equity believed at the time that the sale of Aspen Meadows would yield 
enough value to cover First Equity's principal, interest and other costs (including 
the interest payments due to its investors). 
122. First Equity was induced to release John E. Phillips as a guarantor of the 
underlying Weststar Loan and did so as a gesture of good faith and confidence 
in the closing of the Overall Loan. 
123. The Bankruptcy Court reviewed the proposed settlement agreement and granted 
certain other relief to First Equity, which included, among other things, provisions 
for additional unsecured payments to First Equity (which First Equity viewed as a 
penalty against Peter O. Phillips) if Peter O. Phillips caused a delay of the 
foreclosure sale for Aspen Meadows beyond the sixty days anticipated for 
statutory notice and requirements for the foreclosure. 
124. First Equity's right to the additional money from Peter O. Phillips was subordinate 
to other creditor rights. 
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125. The Bankruptcy Court subsequently approved payment of $19,000.00 to First 
Equity under this right. 
126. Immediately after the Bankruptcy Court approved the right of First Equity to 
foreclose on Aspen Meadows, First Equity caused statutory notices and other 
required steps for foreclosure under Utah law to be taken. 
127. First Equity scheduled the foreclosure sale on January 4, 2000. 
128. At approximately 7:30 p.m. on January 3, 2000, First Equity received a facsimile 
message sent from the facsimile machine at Alden B. Turnbow's office advising 
First Equity that a member of Development, Lydia Phillips (wife of Peter O. 
Phillips) had placed Development into involuntary bankruptcy proceedings filed 
in the Bankruptcy Court for the District of Utah during the afternoon of January 3, 
2000. In the Matter of Phillips Development L C , Bankruptcy Case No. 00-. 
20077 (Honorable John H. Allen) (the "Development Bankruptcy"). 
129. Although Judge Boulden had signed the order in the POP Bankruptcy permitting 
First Equity to foreclose on Aspen Meadows, the new Development Bankruptcy 
automatically stayed First Equity from proceeding to the foreclosure sale and 
required First Equity to seek relief from the automatic stay in the Development 
Bankruptcy. 
130. The Bankruptcy Court appointed a Trustee for the Development Bankruptcy. 
131. First Equity and its counsel attended the First Meeting of Creditors in the 
Development Bankruptcy called by the Trustee in the Development Bankruptcy 
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on March 8, 2000. 
132. The only persons who attended the First Meeting were the Trustee, the 
representatives of First Equity and Peter O. Phillips. 
133. Peter 0. Phillips declined to provide any information at the First Meeting in the 
Development Bankruptcy, advising the Trustee, in substance, that on the advice 
of his attorney, he should say nothing. 
134. No person came to a represent Development, and no one filed schedules of any 
sort for Development. 
135. On May 16, 2000, First Equity appeared before Judge Allen to argue about relief 
from the automatic stay in the Development Bankruptcy. 
136. Mr. Skabelund attended the hearing and represented Lydia Phillips and Alden B. 
Tumbow, two members of Development, and apparently spoke on behalf of 
Development at one point. 
137. John E. Phillips attended with his then-attorney, who participated in discussions 
about a possible settlement with First Equity. 
138. After hearing from attorneys for the Trustee and for First Equity, John E. Phillips, 
Lydia Phillips and Alden B. Turnbow, Judge Alien dismissed the Development 
Bankruptcy with prejudice, prohibiting any re-filing of bankruptcy proceedings for 
Development for 180 days. 
139. In making his decision, Judge Allen stated, in substance, that there had been an 
absence of good faith in the filing of the Development Bankruptcy. 
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140. The Bankruptcy Court in the POP Bankruptcy has refused to grant Debtor Peter 
0. Phillips a discharge. 
141. Trustee Marker had requested the dismissal of the POP Bankruptcy under a 
provision of the Bankruptcy Code preventing appeal. 
Purchase of PUD Lots 
142. With the dismissal of the Development Bankruptcy and pursuant to the earlier 
order in the POP Bankruptcy permitting First Equity to foreclose on the PUD 
Lots, First Equity published and posted notices of sale and attended the sale on 
June 12, 2000. 
143. Mr. Skabelund attended the sale, representing John E. Phillips, and tape-
recorded the proceedings. 
144. Mr. Skabelund also talked with First Equity's attorney on the foreclosure, Bryan 
Robinson, Esq., and asserted, in substance, that First Equity was required to bid 
at a particular level to validate the foreclosure sale. 
145. Although First Equity has requested Mr. Skabelund to provide a copy of his tape 
recording of the sale, Mr. Skabelund has ignored the request. 
146. After First Equity submitted the only bid at the foreclosure sale, First Equity's 
attorney caused a deed to be recorded with the Cache County Recorder. 
147. First Equity purchased the reversionary rights on the lots pledged to the City and 
the remaining PUD Lots not previously sold to other owners. 
148. Thus, 100% of the ninety approved PUD Lots have been obtained by sale from 
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Development, the original owner and Declarant under the CC&Rs. 
149. The pre-sale "Class B" membership and voting rights under the CC&Rs have 
thus been dissolved or extinguished under the CC&Rs, and First Equity has the 
Class A membership and voting rights for 87 of the 90 PUD Lots.2 See Exhibit A. 
150. As an Owner under the CC&Rs, First Equity has the right to enforce the CC&Rs. 
151. First Equity was not advised by Development or its members that water shares 
providing for secondary water at Aspen Meadows existed and were held by 
Peter O. Phillips. 
152. First Equity has not received the water shares appurtenant to and designated for 
beneficial use on the purchased land and requires the certificates for water 
shares in order to assure that Aspen Meadows and the PUD Lots have adequate 
secondary water. 
153. On information and belief, without permission from the State Engineer, Peter O. 
Phillips has offered the water shares to others outside Aspen Meadows. 
154. The Homeowners Association and First Equity face substantial irreparable harm 
if the CC&Rs are not enforced. 
155. The harm to the Homeowners Association and First Equity substantially 
outweighs any alleged harm to any of the Defendants, particularly to 
2
 On information and belief based on discussions with the City's Administrator and Attorney, the 
City does not claim or seek to exercise Homeowners Class A Membership votes under the CC&Rs 
although the City has title to the lots pledged in lieu of a performance bond (or other liquid assets for 
security). Because the pledge to the City provides for reversion upon the City's release of one or more of 
the pledged lots, the City's position is equitable. Even if the City asserts voting rights for the pledged lots, 
First Equity still has the substantial majority of votes because of its full ownership of 75 of the PUD Lots. 
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Development and its members and alter egos, because they have no legitimate 
claim to the Common Areas. 
156. First Equity has a substantial likelihood of success on the merits of this case with 
respect to its request for specific performance and injunctive relief. 
New Facts Emerge 
157. First Equity contacted Cache Title to request title insurance on the PUD Lots. 
158. In the course of preparing its title report for the PUD Lots, Cache Title discovered 
that the Common Areas remain in and are titled in the name of Development. 
159. Further investigation revealed that Cache Title had insured the two owner-
occupied PUD Lots without stating an exception with respect to ownership of the 
PUD Lots and had also issued title insurance without stating an exception with 
respect to the lot owned by the lending institution. 
160. Peter O. Phillips was manager of Development until Trustee Marker became 
manager by order of the United States Bankruptcy Court in1999 in the POP 
Bankruptcy. 
161. Trustee Marker's appointment as manager was for the purpose of resolving the 
First Equity claim arising from the purchase of the Weststar Loan/Claim. 
162. At no time did Peter O. Phillips or any other member of Development disclose to 
First Equity that the Common Areas had not been deeded to the Homeowners 
Association as required by the CC&Rs. 
163. Based upon the records in the POP Bankruptcy, at no time did Trustee Marker 
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receive information, prior to being informed by First Equity in late July (or early 
August) 2000 that the Common Areas had not been deeded to the Homeowners 
Association as required by the CC&Rs. 
164. Prior to a hearing on a proposed settlement of First Equity's claim for certain fees 
under the Bankruptcy Court's order respecting the foreclosure in the POP 
Bankruptcy, First Equity provided a written proffer of additional information and 
evidence in the POP Bankruptcy and first informed the Bankruptcy Court with 
respect to that proceeding that the Common Areas had not been deed to the 
Homeowners Association. 
165. On August 10, 2000, Cache Title, for the first time, disclosed to First Equity how 
funds paid to Cache Title as an escrow on the Weststar loan transaction had 
been distributed. 
166. Cache Title reported that approximately $110,000 had been distributed with 
respect to the personal residence of Peter O. Phillips and his wife Lydia Phillips 
and that approximately $20,000 had been applied to the Highway Property. 
167. On information and belief, based upon the records in the POP Bankruptcy, 
neither the Bankruptcy Court nor the Trustee was informed about the distribution 
of the proceeds of the Weststar Loan, although Peter O. Phillips' personally 
benefitted from the proceeds of the Weststar Loan. 
168. Although Peter O. Phillips knew that information about the Common Areas and 
the distribution of the proceeds of the Weststar Loan when First Equity entered 
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into the settlement with the Trustee in which, among other things, First Equity 
released its collateral interest in the Highway Property owned by Peter O. 
Phillips, Peter O. Phillips failed to disclose that permitting the foreclosure on the 
PUD Lots, which were titled in the name of Development, would result in 
Development's paying off some or all of the loan that had personally benefitted 
both Peter 0. Phillips and the Highway Property which Peter O. Phillips owns. 
169. Peter O. Phillips and the other members of Development failed to disclose to 
Judge Allen in the Development Bankruptcy that Development would retain title 
to the Common Areas. 
170. Mr. Skabelund, as counsel for two members of Development (Lydia Phillips and 
Alden B. Tumbow), specifically told the Court in the Development Bankruptcy 
that Development had no assets other than the PUD Lots. 
171. Peter O. Phillips, although he was manager of Development until appointment of 
the Trustee to that position for specific purposes in 1999, claimed before the 
Bankruptcy Court in the POP Bankruptcy that he had no access to and could not 
provide records for Development, although he was the manager of Development 
and knew that the deeding of the Common Areas to the Homeowners 
Association had not occurred and would not occur without the signature of the 
manager and majority owner of Aspen Meadows. 
172. No records for Development were submitted to Judge Allen or to the Trustee in 
the Development Bankruptcy. 
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173. Development and its members failed to disclose to Judge Allen or to the Trustee 
in the Development Bankruptcy that there had been co-mingling of funds for the 
benefit of at least two members of Development. 
174. When the Overall Loan was being negotiated, making personal loans to Peter O. 
Phillips became, in effect, conditions for continued negotiations. 
175. In the state court proceedings surrounding enforcement of the Johnson 
mechanic's lien, Johnson asserted grounds for piercing the veil between 
Development and Peter O. Phillips, showing the two were alter egos. 
176. Sufficient documents and other evidence exist to pierce any veil between the 
members of Development and Development; Peter O. Phillips has specifically 
used and continues to benefit from and use Development as his alter ego; Lydia 
Phillips has also benefitted and continues to benefit from Development. 
177. On information and belief, both Alden B. Turnbow and Larry Andrews, the other 
two members of Development, used or sought to use their membership in 
Development and funds loaned to Development in the course of paying off 
personal obligations, requesting First Equity, as a condition precedent to any 
purchase by First Equity of the PUD Lots, to pay their obligations in the amount 
up to $150,000.00. 
178. Mr. Skabelund participated in negotiations with First Equity seeking to assist 
Alden B. Turnbow and Larry Andrews with funds to be derived from the purchase 
of Development's property. 
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Reliance, Detriment and Damages 
179. In all negotiations with Development and Peter 0. Phillips concerning the Overall 
Loan and the individual loans made to Peter O. Phillips (and the paid off loan 
made to John E. Phillips for funds to be applied to the Peter O. Phillips home 
mortgage obligations), First Equity relied upon Peter O. Phillips, Development 
and counsel for either or both Peter O. Phillips and Development. 
180. First Equity was induced to rely upon the representations and documents given 
to it by Peter O. Phillips, Development and the counsel for one or both of them. 
181. First Equity did rely upon the representations made on behalf of Development 
and Peter O. Phillips, believing that the representations and documents 
submitted to it were submitted and made in good faith. 
182. First Equity was entitled to rely upon these representations, documents and 
records because First Equity was without counsel but was dealing with counsel 
for the other parties who was aware of the position and interests of First Equity. 
183. First Equity's reliance, which led to its making two personal loans to Peter O. 
Phillips and to its purchase of the Weststar Loan with an alleged default interest 
rate of 22%, its release of a major portion of the collateral supporting the 
Weststar Loan and its release of the John E. Phillips guarantee have worked to 
the detriment of First Equity and have caused damage to First Equity, including 
without limitation the damages flowing because of the difference between the 
16% interest rate and the 22% default rate represented to First Equity, that is in 
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the amount of $109,271.77 to and including June 12, 2000. 
184. First Equity has been further damaged because it could not in fact rely upon the 
CC&Rs and the obligation that the Common Areas were to be and should have 
been delivered to the Homeowners free and clear of liens. 
185. First Equity, as owner of the reversionary rights to the pledged PUD Lots and 
outright owner of the majority of the PUD Lots (87 of 90 lots) faces, arguendo but 
does not admit, a contingent liability on the mechanic's lien as a 29/30 undivided 
owner of the Common Areas. 
186. The amount of the Johnson mechanic's lien as of July 31 exceeds $113,000 and 
continues to increase in amount because of post-judgment interest. 
187. Rocky, as purchaser for consideration of the Johnson lien and judgment, is 
entitled to execute its judgment against Development and, upon the piercing of 
the veil, its individual members, recognizing that under the CC&Rs, Development 
and its members were obligated to keep the Homeowners Association (and 
hence its members) free and clear of liens incurred by the actions or omissions 
of Development. 
188. The foreclosure sale for the PUD Lots did not extinguish the Johnson lien and 
judgment. 
189. However, any execution of the mechanic's lien and judgment will take a period of 
time and any exercise of judgment, if taken against the PUD Lots, will lead to the 
assertion of defenses and an action over against Development, Peter O. Phillips 
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and other members of Development. 
190. As an owner of Lots in Aspen Meadows, First Equity (and the other owners of 
individual lots among the PUD Lots) should be held harmless from and 
indemnified against any lien claims incurred for work on the Common Areas prior 
to its purchase and all lien and similar obligations, including the Johnson lien and 
judgment and those obligations should be directly attributed to and paid by 
Development and its alter egos. 
191. The failure to pay the lien claim and judgment to Johnson and its successor 
Rocky constitutes a breach of contract under the CC&Rs which is actionable by 
Rocky and actionable by First Equity to protect itself and to benefit Rocky. 
192. Both First Equity and Rocky are entitled to pursue the payment of damages for 
and caused by the breach of the CC&Rs committed by Development and its alter 
egos, with the value of the claim payable to Rocky and the costs of collection 
and execution to be paid and equitably divided between them. 
Value of PUD Lots 
193. In February 2000, First Equity retained an MAI appraisal company to perform an 
appraisal on Aspen Meadows. 
194. The appraiser, being advised that the property involved had been approved as a 
Planned Unit Development, reviewed the status of the property and performed 
other tasks arxJ evaluations in the normal course for certified appraisals. 
195. The appraiser assumed the Common Areas were deeded to the Homeowners 
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Association pursuant to the CC&Rs. 
196. The appraiser valued the PUD Lots and common areas at $850,000.00. 
197. In bidding at the foreclosure, First Equity calculated interest at 16% and made a 
calculation of the amount due and owing based upon information available at 
that time but with the 16% interest rate. 
198. First Equity's bid was approximately $950,000.00, based upon the information 
then available, but in excess of the appraiser's valuation. 
199. With the Common Areas undeeded to the Homeowners and with them still in the 
hands of Development and its alter egos, who have opposed repayment to First 
Equity and have hampered First Equity's rights, the value of the PUD Lots is 
significantly diminished because the appraiser's fundamental assumptions with 
respect to the Common Areas cannot now be met. 
200. The absence of the Common Areas will reduce the appraised value of the PUD 
Lots by an amount to be proven at trial but believed to be at least $275,000. 
201. The claims set forth in this Complaint have not been and could not be resolved in 
either the POP Bankruptcy or the Development Bankruptcy. 
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 
202. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every prior allegation in this Complaint 
with the full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
203. Plaintiffs are entitled to a declaratory judgment and declaratory relief showing 
that any alleged veil between Development and its members has been pierced 
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and that the individual members are jointly and severally liable for the actions 
and omissions and for performing the obligations and paying damages 
attributable to Development, at least to the extent of the individual members' 
percentage and other ownership interest in Development. 
204. Peter O. Phillips, and on information and belief other members of Development, 
have treated Development as the alter ego of Peter O. Phillips and vice versa. 
205. In addition, because John E. Phillips has been benefitted by the actions and 
omissions and breaches of contract on the part of Development and of some or 
all of its members, John E. Phillips should be declared to be a beneficiary of and 
liable for the obligations of Development. 
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
QUIET TITLE 
206. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every prior allegation in this Complaint 
with the full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
207. Title to the Common Areas should be immediately conveyed and deeded to the 
Homeowners Association pursuant to the CC&Rs with title quieted in that entity. 
THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE 
208. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every prior allegation in this Complaint 
with the full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
209. First Equity, on its own behalf and on behalf of the Homeowners Association is 
entitled to immediate specific performance of the contractual obligation in the 
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CC&Rs to require the conveyance of the Common Areas, free and clear of all 
lien claims, to the Homeowners Association. 
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
BREACH OF CONTRACT (CC&Rs) 
210. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every prior allegation in this Complaint 
with the full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
211. Development and its members have breached the contractual requirements in 
the CC&Rs to deed the Common Areas to the Homeowners Association free and 
clear of liens. 
212. As a direct result of the breach of the CC&Rs, First Equity has been damaged in 
the contingent amount of 87/90 of $113,000.94 plus additional interest and costs 
that may accrue. 
213. As a direct and further result of the breach of the CC&Rs, First Equity has been 
damaged and is entitled to its costs and attorney fees (in an amount to be 
submitted to the Court at a later date) incurred in this action with respect to 
quieting title, requiring specific performance and for breach of contract. 
214. Rocky is entitled to payment in full of the amounts due and owing pursuant to the 
Johnson lien, or $ 113,000.94 together with accruing interest, costs and attorney 
fees related to the enforcement of its judgment. 
215. First Equity and Rocky are entitled to pre-judgment and post-judgment interest to 
be calculated at appropriate rates and in an amount to be shown at trial. 
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FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
BREACH OF CONTRACT ($5000 Loan) 
216. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every prior allegation in this Complaint 
with the full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
217. The $5000.00 loan made to Peter O. Phillips on or about and memorialized by a 
promissory note has an interest rate at 18%. 
218. The proceeds of this loan were specifically made to assist Peter O. Phillips in 
paying personal and family expenses, including without limitation, assisting with 
mortgage payments at the residence of Peter O. Phillips and Lydia Phillips. 
219. The $5000 loan has accrued interest in the amount of $1650 to and including 
August 31,2000. 
220. Peter O. Phillips and Lydia Phillips have benefitted in the amount of the loan plus 
interest. 
221. No amount has been paid. 
222. First Equity is entitled to judgment in the amount of $6650.00 together with pre-
judgment interest, post-judgment interest, costs of collection and a reasonable 
attorney fee with respect to the $5000.00 loan. 
SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
MONEY HAD AND RECEIVED ($5000 Loan) 
223. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every prior allegation in this Complaint 
with the full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
224. Peter O. Phillips and his wife Lydia Phillips have had the benefit of money 
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received and paid over to their designee in the amount of the $5000.00 loan and 
interest at the amount of $6650.00 as of August 31, 2000. 
225. First Equity is entitled to pre-judgment and post-judgment interest on the 
principal and interest set forth, together with costs, collection costs and a 
226. reasonable attorney fee, all in amounts to be proven at trial. 
SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
BREACH OF CONTRACT ($500 Loan) 
227. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every prior allegation in this Complaint 
with the full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
228. First Equity made the $500.00 loan to Peter O. Phillips, to be paid and paid to his 
designee, for the specific purpose of allowing him to pay toward the mortgage 
obligations on his residence where he resided with Lydia Phillips. 
229. Peter O. Phillips promised to repay the loan. 
230. Although Peter O. Phillips and Lydia Phillips have benefitted from the loan, no 
amount has been paid. 
231. The $500.00 loan has accrued interest at the inferred rate of 18% per annum. 
232. The principal and interest due and owing on the $500.00 loan to and including 
August 31, 2000 is $ 590.00. 
233. First Equity is entitled to pre-judgment and post-judgment interest on that 
amount, together with costs, collection costs and a reasonable attorney fee, all in 
amounts to be proven at trial. 
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EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
MONEY HAD AND RECEIVED ($500.00 Loan) 
234. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every prior allegation in this Complaint 
with the full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
235. Peter O. Phillips and his wife Lydia Phillips have had the benefit of money 
received and paid over to their designee in the amount of the $500.00 loan and 
interest at the amount of $ 590.00 as of August 31, 2000. 
236. First Equity is entitled to pre-judgment and post-judgment interest on the 
principal and interest set forth, together with costs, collection costs and a 
reasonable attorney fee, all in amounts to be proven at trial. 
NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
BREACH OF CONTRACT (Overall Loan) 
237. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every prior allegation in this Complaint 
with the full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
238. Peter O. Phillips and Development, by and through their authorized 
representative Mr. Skabelund, agreed and promised to enter into the Overall 
Loan with principal that fluctuated in accordance with the requests and demands 
of creditors in the POP Bankruptcy from $1,500,000.00 to $2,200,000.00. 
239. Under the terms of the Overall Loan, with 18% interest per annum and 13 points, 
the interest and points that would have been due and owing to First Equity on 
the Overall Loan in the amount of $1,500,000.00 from August 17, 1999 to and 
including August 17, 2000, would have totaled $465,000.00. 
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240. If the Overall Loan had been at its approximate maximum requested amount of 
$2,200,000.00 at the same interest rates and with the same points, the amount 
due and First Equity for the period to and including August 17, 2000 would have 
totaled $682,000.00. 
241. The breach of the agreement to enter into the Overall Loan by Development and 
its alter egos and by Peter O. Phillips has damaged First Equity in an amount 
between $465,000.00 and $682,000.00. 
242. In addition, Peter O. Phillips promised to provide First Equity with a 20% equity 
interest in Aspen Meadows; this would have provided First Equity with an 
additional benefit in the amount estimated to be at least $60,000.00. 
243. Members Larry Andrews and Alden B. Turnbow attended a meeting in which the 
Overall Loan and the equity interest were discussed and indicated their approval 
of the transaction as proposed. 
TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
WATER SHARES 
244. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every prior allegation in this Complaint 
with the full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
245. Development, Peter O. Phillips or other alter egos of Development should be 
required to deliver the certificates for the water shares to the Homeowners and to 
the individual owners, including First Equity to provide adequate secondary water 
to Aspen Meadows. 
246. Without the water shares and the certificates to permit transfer, the Homeowners 
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Association and the individual owners of the PUD Lots will be forced to rely upon 
culinary water where secondary waterwould be suffice and more efficient. 
247. The use of culinary water for both culinary and secondary water needs will 
increase the overall costs to individual homeowners and to the Homeowners 
Association in an amount to be proven at trial, based upon City water rates for 
culinary water and projected increases in City culinary water rates. 
248. The use of culinary water for both culinary and secondary purposes is contrary to 
policies for water conservation adopted by the Utah State Legislature and 
essential to the prudent and wise use of natural resources. 
249. If the water shares for secondary water are not conveyed as requested, the 
Homeowners Association and individual homeowners will face irreparable harm 
that cannot be adequately calculated in terms of legal damages. 
ELEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
MISTAKE 
250. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every prior allegation in this Complaint 
with the full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
251. When Trustee Marker proposed in the POP Bankruptcy that First Equity 
purchase the PUD Lots and release its security interest in the Highway Property, 
Trustee Marker did not know and could not know that the Common Areas had 
not been deeded to the Homeowners Association as required by the CC&Rs. 
252. When First Equity agreed to assist Trustee Marker in managing the POP 
Bankruptcy, First Equity did not know and could not know that the Common 
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Areas had not been deeded to the Homeowners Association as required by the 
CC&Rs. 
253. Consequently, both parties sought approval from the Bankruptcy Court for an 
agreement that was formed under a mutual mistake. 
254. Development, Peter O. Phillips, Lydia Phillips, Alden B. Turnbow, Larry Andrews 
and John E. Phillips should have but did not advise the Bankruptcy Court, 
Trustee Marker or First Equity about the Common Areas. 
255. Mr. Skabelund represented to Judge Allen in the Development Bankruptcy, when 
he was representing Lydia Phillips and Alden B. Turnbow and may have, to 
some extent, represented Development, that the only asset of Development was 
the PUD Lots and did not advise the Court that the Common Areas would remain 
titled to Development. 
256. First Equity has no remedy for mistake in the Bankruptcy Court because mistake 
is a claim arising under common law and is not directly cognizable in the 
Bankruptcy Court. 
257. First Equity has been damaged by the mistake in an amount to be proven at trial 
but to be comprised of the amount the absence of the Common Areas 
diminishes the appraised value of the PUD Lots, the costs and attorney fees 
incurred and to be incurred in this proceeding, the loss of opportunity to make full 
and profitable use of the PUD Lots it owns, all in an estimated amount no less 
than $250,000.00. 
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TWELFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
FRAUDULENT NONDISCLOSURE 
258. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every prior allegation in this Complaint 
with the full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
259. Defendants Development and its members are liable to First Equity for failure to 
disclose, both as individuals and as alter egos of Development, that the Common 
Areas had not been deeded over to the Homeowners Association as required by 
the CC&Rs. 
260. Neither Development nor any of its members provided information and 
schedules relating to Development and its business in the Development 
Bankruptcy, and Peter O. Phillips stated in the POP Bankruptcy that, even 
though he was the 65% owner of Development and had served as is manager, 
that he had no access to the books and records of Development. 
261. Although, on information and belief, the other members of Development and 
John E. Phillips all knew that the books and records of Development had been 
requested in the POP Bankruptcy and should have been provided in the 
Development Bankruptcy, no books and records were produced. 
262. The failure to disclose the fact that the Common Areas had not been deeded 
over is a material fact known to Development and the members of Development. 
263. The fact is material because development of a Planned Unit Development 
requires access to and development of common areas, a shared ownership for 
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the purchasers of lots in a planned unit development and because the deeding 
over of common areas to a homeowners association is part of the normal course 
in developing and obtaining approval of common areas. 
264. The failure to deed over common areas is also a material factor affecting the 
value of individual lots in a planned unit development and has a material impact 
upon the valuation of the individual lots and the possibility of building on, 
improving and selling individual lots to others who would otherwise be interested 
in residence in the planned unit development. 
265. On information and belief, John E. Phillips, father of Peter O. Phillips and an 
active participant in the POP Bankruptcy to purchase a number of claims in that 
proceeding, knew or should have known that the Common Areas had not been 
deeded to the Homeowners Association because John E. Phillips was a 
guarantor of the Weststar Loan. 
266. John E. Phillips has claimed a security interest in Aspen Meadows and has a 
secured interest in the Highway Property and obtained a release from his 
guarantee of the Weststar Loan when First Equity made decisions without 
disclosure of the material facts surrounding the Common Areas. 
267. John E. Phillips has had an opportunity unavailable to First Equity to obtain 
information about the status of the CC&Rs and other aspects of the operations 
and business of Development because he was a guarantor of the Weststar 
Loan, because he is father of Peter O. Phillips and father-in-law of Lydia Phillips 
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and Alden B. Turnbow and because John E. Phillips is a beneficiary of the 
transaction by which First Equity purchased the Weststar Loan and was induced, 
without full information, to release the guaranty of John E. Phillips supporting the 
Weststar Loan. 
268. Because the material information concealed from First Equity also affects the 
valuation of the PUD Lots and was material to an informed business judgment 
with respect to releasing First Equity's security interest in the Highway Property, 
First Equity has been damaged, both in its reliance and in its making decisions. 
269. First Equity has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but comprised 
of, without limitation, the diminished value of the PUD Lots compared to the 
valuation from its appraiser and the amount First Equity felt obligated to bid; the 
loss of security in the Highway Property, which has benefitted Peter O. Phillips 
and John E. Phillips, the costs of this litigation, reasonable attorney fees on this 
litigation, the loss of the benefits of its funds at the rates bargained for and other 
damages to be set forth and proven at trial, but in no event believed to be less 
than $250,000.00. 
270. Because of the fraudulent nondisclosure, First Equity is entitled to punitive 
damages in an amount to be set by the Court but at least treble actual damages 
or an amount of $750,000.00; these damages should be jointly and severally 
paid by Development, its members and its beneficiaries, including without 
limitation John E. Phillips, who was released from his guarantee of the Weststar 
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Loan when First Equity acted without the fraudulently nondisclosed information 
material to its decisions and actions. 
THIRTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
FRAUD UPON THE COURT 
271. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every prior allegation in this Complaint 
with the full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
272. At the hearing before Judge Allen on May 16, 2000 respecting the Development 
Bankruptcy, Mr. Skabelund, as counsel for Lydia Phillips and Alden B. Turnbow, 
both members of Development, and apparently on behalf of Development with 
respect to certain representations to the Court, the Bankruptcy Court was 
specifically advised that Development had no assets other than the PUD Lots. 
273. At no time prior to First Equity's providing a proffer of information filed with the 
Bankruptcy Court in the POP Bankruptcy on August 20, 2000 and conveyed to 
Judge Boulden in open court by proper at a hearing on August 21, 2000, was 
Judge Boulden or the Bankruptcy Court advised that Development continued to 
hold title to the Common Areas despite the terms and conditions of the CC&Rs. 
274. At no time, to First Equity's knowledge and in accordance with the records 
available to First Equity from the POP Bankruptcy, was the Bankruptcy Court 
provided with full and complete information about the co-mingling of funds or the 
actions, omissions and representations showing the co-mingling and inter-
mingling of the business of Development and the business of Peter O. Phillips. 
275. On information and belief, an attorney for the Trustee who served prior to the 
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appointment of Trustee Marker in the POP Bankruptcy was preparing to seek a 
ruling to show that Peter 0. Phillips and Development were in fact alter egos or 
that the alleged veil between Development and its member Peter 0. Phillips or 
other members should be pierced. 
276. On information and belief, the prior Trustee had not received information first 
given to First Equity in August 2000 about the dealings of Peter O. Phillips and 
Development. 
277. Peter O. Phillips, the other members of Development and possibly others 
persons not specifically known to Plaintiffs at this time and who are named as 
John and Jane Does in this Complaint had information but failed to provide the 
information to the Bankruptcy Court in either of the two proceedings. 
278. These concealments are material and adversely affect First Equity's unresolved 
claims which arose after the filing of the POP Bankruptcy. 
279. The Bankruptcy Court, per Judge Boulden, has refused to discharge Peter O. 
Phillips but has indicated it will dismiss the POP Bankruptcy on or about 
September 1,2000. 
280. On information and belief, the dismissal of the POP Bankruptcy will preclude an 
appeal under the statutes and rules governing bankruptcy proceedings. 
281. First Equity can anticipate no further relief from the Bankruptcy Court. 
282. First Equity has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial but in no event 
less than $250,000. 
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283. First Equity is entitled to punitive damages in an amount no less than treble the 
cmount of its actual damages. 
FOURTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
FRAUD 
284. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every prior allegation in this Complaint 
with the full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
285. First Equity has relied upon, was intended to rely upon and justifiable relied upon 
the actions, omissions and representations made by Peter 0. Phillips, 
Development and, on information and belief, others in association with or acting 
on behalf or in concert with them. 
286. First Equity has relied to its detriment, as previously set forth. 
287. First Equity has been damaged because of its reliance. 
288. First Equity is entitled to damages in an amount to be proven at trial but in no 
event less than $250,000.00. 
289. First Equity is entitled to punitive damages on account of fraud in an amount to 
be proven at trial but in no event less than treble its other damages. 
FIFTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
SLANDER OF TITLE 
290. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every prior allegation in this Complaint 
with the full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
291. Subsequent to its purchase of the PUD Lots, First Equity contacted the City to 
ask about the release of those PUD Lots that were pledged to the City. 
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292. First Equity advised the City that the bulk of the improvements on what has been 
called "Phase !" of the development of Aspen Meadows had been completed 
and was requesting to exercise all or some part of its rights to the reversion of 
the pledged PUD Lots in accordance with the City's directions. 
293. The City scheduled First Equity on an agenda for a City Council Meeting. 
294. Peter O. Phillips, a person identified as his brother and Mr. Skabelund attended 
the City Council Meeting. 
295. Peter O. Phillips asked to speak at the meeting and advised the members of the 
City Council, the Mayor, the City Administrator and other persons who were 
present at the Meeting, in substance, that the Common Areas had not been 
deeded over and that other problems existed that should prevent the reversion. 
296. Peter O. Phillips was also heard to say that the situation surrounding Aspen 
Meadows "are not over." 
297. The statements made by Peter O. Phillips had a direct and immediate impact 
upon the City officials, who did agree to postpone action on the request for 
reversion of some or all of the pledged PUD Lots. 
298. Statements by the City and its officials indicated concern about the ownership of 
the PUD Lots and First Equity's status. 
299. These statements and the actions, together with the problems involving the 
Common Areas, the unpaid lien claim and other actions and omissions on the 
part of certain of the Defendants constitute a slander on title to the PUD Lots. 
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300. The circumstances surrounding the purchase of the PUD Lots, the discovery 
about the failure to deed over the common areas and other actions and 
omissions on the part of Peter O. Phillips and those acting in concert and to 
assist him have damaged First Equity in the quiet and peaceful use and 
enjoyment of the PUD Lots it owns and have hampered First Equity in seeking to 
develop or otherwise make suitable use of the PUD Lots; in fact, First Equity has 
lost an entire building season because of the circumstances alleged and 
because of other actions and omissions respecting the PUD Lots done on or on 
behalf of or with the Defendants or certain of them. 
301. First Equity is entitled to injunctive relief to prevent further slander on its title to 
the PUD Lots and to other relief, including without limitation, quiet title on the 
PUD Lots and damages in an amount to be proven at trial, believed at this time 
to be no less than $250,000. 
302. First Equity is entitled to punitive damages in an amount to be determined at trial. 
SIXTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
DIRECT AND THIRD PARTY BENEFICIARY CLAIMS 
UNDER TITLE INSURANCE 
303. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every prior allegation in this Complaint 
with the full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
304. Cache Title provided title insurance to Weststar with respect to its loan 
purchased by First Equity. 
305. Cache Title also issued title insurance to at least two, and on information and 
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belief, all three of the other purchasers of PUD Lots. 
306. Cache Title did not state an exception for the Common Areas in its title insurance 
policies but permitted those who are purchasers and were otherwise insured by 
the title insurance to rely upon the insurance, which the purchasers of PUD Lots 
were entitled to believe included both the actual lots they purchase and their 
undivided proportionate ownership interest in the Common Areas. 
307. First Equity is a direct beneficiary of the title insurance obtained by Weststar. 
308. First Equity is a third party beneficiary of the title insurance issued with respect to 
the PUD Lots purchased by others besides First Equity. 
309. To the extent the title insurer has subrogation rights against Development, the 
subrogation rights should also be found against the members of Development 
under the declared alter ego and piercing judgment requested by First Equity, 
and First Equity should be granted its damages under title insurance in an 
amount to be proven at trial. 
SEVENTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION: 
BREACH OF IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH 
310. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every prior allegation in this Complaint 
with the full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
311. Plaintiffs are entitled to rely upon the implied covenant of good faith in all 
commercial contractual transactions. 
312. Defendants Development and its members and John E. Phillips have breached 
the implied covenant of good faith. 
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313. First Equity is entitled to damages in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no 
event less than $250,000.00. 
EIGHTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION: 
WAIVER OF DEFENSES 
314. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every prior allegation in this Complaint 
with the full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
315. During negotiations about the Overall Loan and with respect to the inducement 
to purchase the Weststar Loan and to make other loans to Peter O. Phillips, Mr. 
Skabelund prepared and transmitted to First Equity a waiver signed by Peter O. 
Phillips. 
316. Under the terms of the waiver, Peter O. Phillips waived all defenses with respect 
to the Weststar Loan as purchased by First Equity. 
317. Inasmuch as Peter O. Phillips was manager of Development and inasmuch as 
the veil between Development and its members should be (and, on information 
and belief has been) pierced, the waiver applies to Development and to its 
members and those persons and entities acting in concert with them or as their 
agents and representatives with respect to the POP Bankruptcy. 
318. For the Defendants to assert defenses to certain of the foregoing claims will be 
frivolous and in bad faith, entitling First Equity to attorney fees under Utah law. 
NINETEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
CONSPIRACY 
319. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every prior allegation in this Complaint 
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with the full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
The facts and circumstances surrounding Aspen Meadows and the Highway 
Property indicate conspiracy by, among and between Development, some or all 
of its members, relatives of the members and others not specifically known to 
Plaintiffs at this time and named only as John and Jane Does I - XXV, but 
specifically excluding Defendants Cache Title and the City. 
Plaintiffs are entitled to damages in an amount to be proven at trial and to 
punitive damages at least treble actual damages, costs and attorney fees on 
account of conspiracy or conspiracies against them. 
Wherefore, Plaintiffs demand judgment: 
Declaring that any veil between Development and its members has been pierced 
and that its members and those acting in concert with them are alter egos for 
Development; and 
Quieting title to the Common Areas in the Homeowners Association; and 
Compelling specific performance of the CC&Rs; and 
Awarding damages in an amount to be proven at trial on the breach of the 
CC&Rs with respect to the mechanic's lien in the approximately $113,000.00 
together with costs, prejudgment and post-judgment interest and attorney fees; 
and 
Awarding First Equity $6650.00 together with costs, prejudgment and post-
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judgment interest and attorney fees on the $5000.00 Loan; and 
6. Awarding First Equity $590.00 together with costs, prejudgment and post-
judgment interest and attorney fees on the $500.00 Loan; and 
7. Awarding First Equity damages between $365,000.00 and $582,000.00 on 
account of the breach of contract claims associated with the Overall Loan; and 
8. Awarding First Equity damages from each of the breaches of contracts and 
agreements on account of the breach of the implied covenant of good faith; and 
9. Awarding First Equity damages in an amount to be proven at trial but in no event 
less than $250,000.00 plus punitive damages of no less than $750,000.00 on 
account of fraudulent nondisclosure, fraud upon the court, fraud and conspiracy; 
and 
10. Granting title to and compelling delivery of certificates for the water shares to 
First Equity; and 
11. Granting damages to First Equity in an amount to be proven at trial because of 
mistake with respect to the settlement respecting the Weststar Loan; and 
12. Granting damages to First Equity in an amount to be proven at trial because of 
the diminution in the value of the PUD Lots on account of the failure to deed the 
Common Areas to the Homeowners Association free and clear of liens; and 
13. Indemnifying and holding First Equity and the Homeowners Association 
harmless against the lien claim permitted to be filed by Development and its 
members and alter egos; and 
14. Quieting title to PUD Lots (except the three lots owned by others and quieting 
title to the pledged lots and assuring the reversionary rights to the pledged lots) 
and enjoining further slander on title; and 
15. Awarding damages in an amount to be proven at trial on account of the slander 
on title, including without limitation costs and attorney fees in this action and 
otherwise incurred on account of the mistake that could have been prevented by 
Development and its members and members of the Phillips family and John and 
Jane Does as may be identified; and 
16. Awarding damages in an amount to be proven at trial through title insurance; and 
17. Striking defenses and awarding attorney fees on the grounds of waiver and 
frivolity with respect to Peter O. Phillips, Development and its alter egos; and 
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18. Granting both Rocky Mountain Financial, LLC and First Equity such other and 
further relief, including without limitation costs, interest, expert witness fees and 
attorney fees as may be just and proper. 
Dated: August 24, 2000 
Respectfully submitted, 
M. Karlynn Hinmari 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
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DECLARATION OF COVENANTS CONDITIONS AND RESTRICTIONS OF 
ASPEN MEADOWS 
THIS IS A DECLARATION of Covenants, Conditions and 
Restrictions that establishes a planned unit development known as 
Aspen Meadows. 
RECITALS 
Declarant is the Owner of certain real property in North 
Logan, Cache County, Utah, which is more particularly described 
below. 
Declarant will convey the properties subject to certain 
protective covenants, conditions, restrictions, reservations, 
assessments, charges, and liens as hereinafter set forth. 
It is the desire and intention of Declarant to construct 
Single Family Homes and sell and convey the same to various 
purchasers, and to convey Common Area to an Association in which 
the home Owners will be Members. 
DECLARATIONS 
Declarant hereby declares that all of the properties 
described below shall be held, sold, conveyed and occupied subject 
to the following covenants, conditions, restrictions, easements, 
assessments, charges and liens, and to the Map recorded 
concurrently. This is for the purpose of protecting the value and 
desirability of the Properties. This Declaration and the Map shall 
be construed as covenants of equitable servitude, shall run with 
the properties and be binding on all parties having any right, 
title or interest in the properties or any part thereof, their 
heirs, successors and assigns, and shall inure to the benefit of 
each Owner thereof. 
The properties are located in North Logan, Cache County, 
Utah and are described as: 
Part of Section 15, Township 12 North, Range 1 East of the Salt Lake Base and 
Meridian described as follows: Commencing at the Northwest Corner of Lot 2, Block 
1, Plat MA" HYDE PARK FARM SURVEY, and running thence East, 4 0 Rods by record; 
thence South, 11 rods and 4 feet (also South 2°45' West, 2.935 chains to a point on 
the East line of MEADOW PINES SUBDIVISION NO. 5 and the East Line of 400 East 
Street; thence South 89°18'18M East along an extended fence line, 38.75 feet to the 
future East line of 66 foot 400 East Street and the true point of beginning; thence 
South 89°18'18M East along said fence line, 1184.09 feet (South 89°20' East, 18.04 
chains by record);thence North 43°00'54M East, 19.20 feet along said fence line to 
the West line of 33 foot field road; thence North 5°27'23" East along said West line 
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49.31 feet; thence North 1°42'36" West along said West line, 811.94 feet (North by 
record) to a fence line; thence North 88^10'18M West along said extended fence line, 
1130.97 feet to the future East line of a 66 foot 400 East; thence South 3°00'43" 
West, 896.67 feet (South, 31 rods 14 feet and South 2°45' West, 6.373 chains by 
record) to the point of beginning. 
ARTICLE 1 - DEFINITIONS 
The following definitions control in this Declaration. 
1.01. Declaration means this instrument, and any amendments. 
1.02. Plat or Map means the subdivision plat recorded 
herewith entitled "Aspen Meadows", consisting of one sheet, 
prepared and certified by Wayne L. Crow, a Utah Registered Land 
Surveyor or any replacements thereof, or additions thereto. 
1.03. Property or Properties means that certain real property 
hereinbefore described, and such additions thereto as may hereafter 
be subjected to this Declaration. 
1.04. Common Area means that portion of Property owned by the 
Association, shown on the Plat as dedicated to the common use and 
enjoyment of the Owners. 
1.05. Lot means a separately numbered and individually 
described plot of land shown on the Plat designated for private 
Ownership, but specifically excludes the Common Areas. 
1.06. Single Family Home means a single family dwelling 
without walls or roofs in common with other Single Family Homes. 
"Single Family Home" includes fee title to the real property lying 
directly beneath the Single Family Home, within Lot boundary lines. 
1-07. Owner means the entity, person, or group of persons 
owning fee simple title to any Lot which is within the Properties. 
Regardless of the number of parties participating in Ownership of 
each Lot, the group of those parties shall be treated as one 
"Owner". 
1.08. Association means Aspen Meadows HomeOwners Association, 
its successors and assigns. 
1.09. Member means every person or entity who holds 
Membership in the Association. Every Member is an Owner, and every 
Owner is a Member. 
1.10. Trustees means the governing body of the Association. 
1.11. Declarant means Phillips Development, L.C., a Utah 
limited liability company, and the Declarant's heirs, successors 
and assigns. 
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1.12. Mortgage includes "deed of trust" and "trust deed" 
Mortgagee includes "trust deed beneficiary." 
ARTICLE II - PROPERTY RIGHTS 
2.01. Title to the Common Area. The Declarant will convey 
fee simple title to the Common Area to the Association, free and 
clear of all encumbrances and liens, prior to the conveyance of the 
f^rst Lot, but subject to this Declaration, and easements and 
rights-of-way of record. In accepting the deed, the Association 
will covenant to fulfill all the terms of this Declaration, to 
maintain the Common Area in good repair and condition at all times 
and to operate the Common Area at its own expense in accordance 
with high standards. 
2.02. Owners' Easements of Enjoyment. Every Owner has a 
right and easement of use and enjoyment in and to the Common Area 
This easement is appurtenant to and passes with the title to every 
Lot, subject to: 
(a) The right of the Association to charge reasonable 
admission, use, service, and other fees for the use of 
any service or recreational storage, or parking facility 
situated upon the Common Area. No fees shall be charged 
for parking specifically designated on the Plat as 
appurtenant to a Lot. 
(b) The right of the Association to limit the number of 
guests of Members using the Common Area. 
(c) The right of the Association to suspend the voting rights 
and/or common utility service of a Member for any period 
during which any assessment or portion thereof against 
his Lot remains unpaid; and for a period of not to exceed 
sixty (60) days for any infraction of its published rules 
and regulations. 
(d) The right of the Association with the approval of sixty-
seven (67%) of each class of Owners, to sell, . exchange, 
hypothecate, alienate, Mortgage, encumber, dedicate, 
release or transfer all or part of the Common Area to any 
private individual, corporate entity, public agency, 
authority, or utility. 
(e) The right of the Association to grant easements for 
public utilities or other public purposes consistent with 
the intended use of the Common Area by the Association. 
(f) The right of the Association to take such steps as are 
reasonably necessary or desirable to protect the Common 
Area against foreclosure. 
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(g) The terms and conditions of this Declaration. 
(h) The right of the Association, through its Trustees, to 
adopt rules and regulations concerning use of the Common 
Area. 
2.03. Delegation of Use. An Owner is deemed to delegate his 
right of enjoyment to the Common area and facilities to the Members 
of his family, his tenants, or contract purchasers who reside on 
the property. No one who is non-resident shall have any such right 
of enjoyment. 
2.04. Lot. Each Lot is owned in fee simple by the Owner. 
However, area within the surveyed Lot boundaries but outside the 
originally constructed Single Family Home walls shall be treated 
for all purposes as Common Area, if adjacent to and naturally 
forming a part of Common Area. The purpose of laying out a Lot 
larger than the Single Family Home is to allow flexibility in the 
original Single Family Home construction. Subsequent construction, 
if any, must nevertheless conform to original Single Family Home 
location, size, and appearance. 
ARTICLE III - MEMBERSHIP AND VOTING RIGHTS 
3.01. Membership. Every Owner is a Member of the 
Association. The term "Owner" includes contract purchasers but 
does not include persons who hold an interest merely as security 
for the performance of an obligation unless and until title is 
acquired by foreclosure or similar proceedings. Membership is 
appurtenant to and may not be separated from Lot Ownership. 
Membership in the Association automatically transfers upon transfer 
of title by the record Owner to another person or entity. 
3.02. Voting Rights. The Association has two classes of 
voting Membership: 
CLASS A. Class A Members are all Members with the exception 
of the Declarant. Class A Members are entitled to one vote for 
each Lot owned. When more than one person holds an interest in any 
Lot, the group of such persons shall be a Member. The vote for 
such Lot shall be exercised as they among themselves determine, but 
in no event shall more than one vote be cast with respect to any 
single Lot. A vote cast at any Association meeting by any of such 
co-Owners, whether in person or by proxy, is conclusively presumed 
to be the vote attributable to the Lot concerned unless written 
objection is made prior to that meeting, or verbal objection is 
made at that meeting, by another co-Owner of the same Lot. In the 
event an objection is made, the vote involved shall not be counted 
for any purpose except to determine whether a quorum exists. 
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CLASS B. The Class B Member is the Declarant. The Class B 
Member is entitled to three (3) votes for each Lot owned. The 
Class B Membership will cease and be converted to Class A 
Membership upon either of the following events, whichever occurs 
first: 
(a) upon conveyance of seventy-five percent (75%) of the Lots 
subject to this Declaration to purchasers; or 
(b) the expiration of (4) years from the date Declarant first 
conveys a Lot to a purchaser. 
ARTICLE IV -FINANCES AND OPERATIONS 
4.01. Creation of Lien - Personal Obligations. The Declarant 
and each subsequent Owner of any Lot by acceptance of a deed 
therefor, whether or not it shall be so expressed in any such deed 
or other conveyance, covenants and agrees to pay to the 
Association: 
(a) annual assessments or charges; 
(b) special assessments for capital improvements, such 
assessments to be fixed, established, and collected from time to 
time as hereinafter provided; 
(c) any other amount or assessment levied or charged by the 
Association or Board of Trustees pursuant to this Declaration, and 
(d) interest, costs of collection and reasonable attorney's 
fee, as hereinafter provided. 
All such amounts shall be a charge on the land and shall be a 
continuing lien upon the property against which each such 
assessment or amount is charged. Such assessments and other 
amounts shall be the personal obligation of the person who was the 
Owner of such property at the time when the assessment fell due. 
Successors-in-title shall take title subject to any lien existing 
on the acquired Property due to any assessment delinquency caused 
by their predecessors-in-interest. Successors-in-title "shall not, 
however, be personally liable for assessments delinquent at the 
time they took title unless that obligation is expressly assumed by 
them. 
4.02. Purpose of Assessments. The assessments levied by the 
Association shall be used: 
(a) for the purpose of promoting the recreation, health, 
safety, and welfare of the residents of the Properties and 
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(b) for the improvement and maintenance of properties, 
services, and facilities devoted to this purpose. 
The assessments must provide for, but are not limited to, the 
payment of taxes on Association Property and insurance maintained 
by the Association, the payment of the cost of repairing, 
replacing, maintaining, and constructing or acquiring additions to 
the Common Areas; the payment of administrative expenses of the 
Association; insurance deductible amounts; the establishment of a 
reserve account for repair, maintenance, and replacement of those 
Common Areas which must be replaced on a periodic basis; and other 
amounts required by this Declaration or that the Trustees shall 
determine to be necessary to meet the primary purposes of the 
Association. The assessments may provide, at the discretion of the 
Trustees, for the payment of other charges, including, without 
limitation, maintenance, management, utility, cable television, 
trash collection, sewer, and water charges. 
4.03. Maximum Annual Assessment. Until January 1 following 
recording of this Declaration, the maximum annual assessment shall 
be One Thousand Two Hundred Dollars ($1200.00) per Lot. This 
amount shall be the basis of calculation for future maximum annual 
assessments. 
(a) From and after the above-referenced date, the maximum 
annual assessment may be increased each year not more than five 
percent (5%) above the maximum assessment for the previous year, 
without a vote of the Membership. 
(b) The Association may change the basis and maximum of the 
assessments fixed by this Section prospectively for any annual 
period provided that any such change shall have the assent of 
sixty-seven percent (67%) of the votes of each class of Members 
voting in person or by proxy, at a meeting duly called for this 
purpose. 
4.04. Special Assessments for Capital Improvements, In 
addition to the annual assessments, the Association may levy in any 
assessment year a special assessment, applicable to that year only. 
Special assessments may only be levied to defray, in whole or in 
part, the cost of any construction, reconstruction, repair or 
replacement of Common Area structures, fixtures and personal 
property related thereto. Special assessments must have the assent 
of sixty-seven percent (67%) of the votes of each class of the 
Members authorized to vote, in person or by proxy; at a meeting 
duly called for this purpose. 
4.05. Additional Assessments. In addition to the annual 
assessments and special assessments for capital improvements 
authorized herein, the Association shall levy such additional 
assessments as may be necessary from time to time for the purpose 
of repairing and restoring the damage or disruption resulting to 
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streets or other Common Areas from the activities of the City of 
North Logan in maintaining, repairing or replacing utility lines or 
facilities thereon. It is acknowledged that the ownership of 
utility lines, underground or otherwise is in the City up to and 
including the meters for individual units, and that they are 
installed and shall be maintained to City specifications. 
4.06. Notice and Quorum for Assessment Meetings. Written 
notice of any meeting of Members called for the purpose of taking 
any action authorized under Sections 4.03, 4.04, or 4.05 shall be 
sent to all Members at least thirty (30) days in advance of said 
meeting. At the first scheduled meeting, a quorum shall consist of 
Members, or proxies, entitled to cast sixty percent (60%) of all 
votes of each class of Membership. If the quorum requirement is 
not met at such a meeting, another meeting may be called, on at 
least thirty (30) day advance written notice, and the required 
quorum at any such subsequent meeting shall be one-half of the 
required quorum at the preceding meeting. No such subsequent 
meeting shall be held more than sixty (60) days following the 
preceding meeting. 
4.07. Uniform Rate of Assessment. Both annual and special 
assessments must be fixed at" a uniform rate for all Lots. The 
method of determining the assessments, dues, and charges may not be 
changed without the prior written approval of all first Mortgagees. 
4.08. Periodic Assessments. Annual, special, and additional 
assessments may be collected on a monthly or quarterly basis, as 
the Trustees determine. 
4.09. Date of Commencement of Annual Assessments - Due Dates. 
The annual assessment provided for herein shall commence to accrue 
on the first day of the month following conveyance of the Common 
Area. The first annual assessment shall be adjusted according to 
the number of months remaining in the calendar year. In the 
absence of a determination by the Trustees as to the amount of said 
assessment, the first annual assessment shall be an amount equal to 
90% of the maximum annual assessment provide above. 
At least thirty (30) days prior to the commencement of each 
new assessment period, the Trustees shall send or cause to be sent 
a written notice of the annual assessment to each Owner subject 
thereto. Receipt of notice shall not be a pre-requisite to 
validity of the assessment. 
The assessment due dates shall be established by the Trustees. 
The Trustees may provide for the payment of annual and special 
assessments in equal installments throughout the assessment year. 
The Trustees shall prepare a roster of the Properties and the 
assessments applicable thereto at the same time that it shall fix 
the amount of the annual assessment, which roster shall be kept by 
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the Treasurer of the Association, who shall record payments of 
assessments and shall allow inspection of the roster by any Member 
at reasonable times. 
The Association shall,, upon demand, and for a reasonable 
charge, furnish a certificate signed by an officer of the 
Association setting forth whether the assessment on a specified Lot 
has been paid. Such certificates, when properly issued, shall be 
conclusive evidence of the payment of any assessment or fractional 
part thereof which is therein shown to have been paid. 
4.10. Non-Payment of Assessment - Remedies. Any assessment 
or installment thereof not paid within thirty (30) days after the 
due date therefor shall be delinquent and shall bear interest from 
the due date at the rate of eighteen percent (18%) per annum (or 
such lesser rate as the Trustees shall determine appropriate) until 
paid. The Trustees may, in the name of the Association, 
(a) bring an action at law against the Owner personally 
obligated to pay any such delinquent assessment without waiving the 
lien of assessment, or 
(b) may foreclose the lien against the Property in accordance 
with the laws of the State of Utah applicable to the exercise of 
powers of sale in deeds of trust or to the foreclosure of 
Mortgages, or in any other manner permitted by law, and/or 
(c) may restrict, limit or totally terminate any or all 
services performed by the Association in behalf of the delinquent 
Member. 
There shall be added to the amount of any delinquent 
assessment the costs and expenses of any action, sale or 
foreclosure, and a reasonable attorney's fee, together with an 
amount for the reasonable rental for the Lot from the time of 
commencement of the foreclosure. The Association shall be entitled 
to the appointment of a receiver to collect the rental income or 
the reasonable rental without regard to the value of the other 
security. 
A power of sale is hereby conferred upon the Association which 
it may exercise. Under the power of sale the Lot of an Owner may 
be sold in the manner provided by Utah law pertaining to deeds of 
trust as if said Association were beneficiary under a deed of 
trust. The Association may designate any person or entity 
qualified by law to serve as Trustee for purposes of power of sale 
foreclosure. 
No Owner may waive or otherwise escape liability for the 
assessments provided for herein by non-use of the Common Area or by 
abandonment of his Lot. 
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4.11. Subordination of Lien to Mortgages. The lien of the 
assessments provided for herein shall be subordinate to the lien of 
any first Mortgage held by an institutional lender or insured by 
the Federal Housing Administration or the Veterans Administration 
if the Mortgage was recorded prior to the date the assessment 
became due. Sale or transfer of uny Lot shall not affect the 
assessment lien. However, the sale or transfer of any Lot pursuant 
to foreclosure of a first Mortgage or any proceeding in lieu 
thereof, shall extinguish the assessment lien as to payments which 
became due prior to such sale or transfer. No sale or transfer, 
however, shall relieve a Lot or Owner from personal liability for 
assessments coming due after he takes title or from the lien of 
such later assessments. 
4.12. Books and Records and Audit. The Association shall 
maintain current copies of the Declaration, Articles, Bylaws, Rules 
and other similar documents, as well as its own books, records and 
financial statements which shall all be available for inspection by 
Lot Owners and insurers as well as by holders, insurers and 
guarantors of first Mortgages during normal business hours upon 
reasonable notice. Charges shall be made for copying, researching 
or extracting from such documents. A Lot Owner or holder, insurer 
or guarantor of a first Mortgage may obtain an audit of Association 
records at its own expense so long as the results of the audit are 
provided to the Association. 
ARTICLE V - INSURANCE 
5.01. Casualty Insurance on Common Area. The Trustees shall 
keep all insurable improvements and fixtures of the Common Area 
insured against loss or damage by fire for the full insurance 
replacement costs thereof, and may obtain insurance against such 
other hazards and casualties as the Association may deem desirable. 
The Association may also insure any other property whether real or 
personal, owned by the Association, against loss or damage by fire 
and such other hazards as the Association may deem desirable, with 
the Association as the Owner and beneficiary of such insurance. 
The insurance coverage with respect to the Common Area shall be 
written in the name of, and the proceeds thereof shall be payable 
to, the Association. Insurance proceeds shall be used by the 
Association for the repair or replacement of the property for which 
the insurance was carried. Premiums for all insurance carried by 
the Association are common expenses which shall be included in the 
regular annual assessments made by the Association. 
In addition to casualty insurance on the Common Area, the 
Trustees may elect to obtain and continue in effect, on behalf of 
all Owners, adequate blanket casualty and fire insurance in such 
form as the Trustees deem appropriate in an amount equal to the 
full replacement value, without deduction for depreciation or 
coinsurance, of all the Single Family Homes including the 
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structural portions and fixtures thereof. Insurance premiums from 
any such blanket insurance coverage, and any other insurance 
premiums paid by the Association shall be a common expense of the 
Association to be included in the regular annual assessments as 
levied by the Association. The insurance coverage with respect to 
the Single Family Homes shall be written in the name of, and the 
proceeds thereof shall be payable to the Association as Trustee for 
the Owners. 
5.02. Replacement or Repair of Property. In the event of 
damage to or destruction of any part of the Common Area 
improvements, the Association shall repair or replace the same from 
the insurance proceeds available. If such insurance proceeds are 
insufficient to cover the costs of repair or replacement of the 
property damaged or destroyed, the Association may make a 
reconstruction assessment against all Lot Owners to cover the 
additional cost of repair or replacement not covered by the 
insurance proceeds, in addition to any other common assessments 
made against such Lot Owner. 
In the event that the Association is maintaining blanket 
casualty and fire insurance on the Single Family Homes, the 
Association shall repair or replace the same to the extent of the 
insurance proceeds available. 
In the event of damage or destruction by fire or other 
casualty to any portion of the development covered by insurance 
written in the name of the Association, the Trustees are empowered 
to and shall represent the Members in any proceedings, 
negotiations, settlements or agreements. The Association is 
appointed attorney-in-fact of each Owner for this purpose. 
5.03. Liability Insurance. The Trustees shall obtain a 
comprehensive policy of public liability insurance covering all of 
the Common Property for at least $1,000,000.00 per occurrence for 
personal or bodily injury and property damage that results from the 
operation, maintenance or use of the Common Areas. Liability 
insurance policies obtained by the Association shall contain a 
"severability of interest" clause for endorsement which shall 
preclude the insurer from denying the claim of an Owner because of 
negligent acts of the Association or other Owners. 
5.04. Fidelity Insurance. The Trustees may elect to obtain 
fidelity coverage against dishonest acts on the part of managers, 
Trustees, officers, employees, volunteers, management agents or 
others responsible for handling funds held and collected for the 
benefit of the Owners or Members. In procuring fidelity insurance 
the Trustees shall seek a policy which shall: 
(1) name the Association as obligee or beneficiary, plus 
(2) be written in an amount not less than the sum of 
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(a) three month's operating expenses and 
(b) the maximum reserves of the Association which may be 
on deposit at any time, and 
(3) contain waivers of any defense based on the exclusion of 
persons who serve without compensation from any definition of 
"employee". 
5.05. Annual Review of Policies. All insurance policies 
shall be reviewed at least annually by the Trustees in order to 
ascertain whether the coverage contained in the policies is 
sufficient to make any necessary repairs or replacements of the 
Property which may be damaged or destroyed. 
ARTICLE VI - ARCHITECTURAL CONTROL COMMITTEE 
No structure, building, fence, wall or addition, extension or 
expansion of any of the foregoing shall be commenced, erected or 
maintained upon the Properties, nor shall any exterior addition or 
change or alteration to any Lot or Single Family Home be made until 
the plans and specifications" showing the nature, kind, shape, 
height, materials, colors and location of the same shall have been 
submitted to and approved in writing as to harmony of external 
design and location in relation to surrounding structures and 
topography by the Trustees or, if such a committee is in existence, 
by an Architectural Control Committee composed of three (3) or more 
representatives appointed by the Trustees. In the event said 
Trustees, or their designated committee fail to approve or 
disapprove such design and location within thirty (30) days after 
said plans and specifications have been submitted to it, approval 
will not be required and compliance with this article will be 
deemed to have been made. 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, without the prior written 
approval of at least sixty-seven percent (67%) of the Owners, 
neither the Association nor the Architectural Control Committee 
shall have the power, by act or omission, to change, waive or 
abandon any plan, scheme or regulations pertaining to the 
architectural design or the exterior appearance or maintenance of 
dwellings and Lots and the maintenance of the Common Area, 
including walls, fences, driveways, lawns and plantings. 
ARTICLE VII - EXTERIOR MAINTENANCE 
7.01. Exterior Maintenance by Owner. Each Owner shall be 
responsible for maintenance to the exterior of the Single Family 
Home and Lot owned by the Owner, excepting therefrom areas 
identified as Common Areas. Each Owner shall maintain the exterior 
of the Single Family Home and Lot in accordance with guidelines and 
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standards set forth by the Association. If the Owner fails to 
perform maintenance that is the Owner's responsibility, and after 
ten (10) days written notice (which notice shall not be required in 
the event of emergency or a threat to life, health, property, or 
safety), the Trustees shall provide exterior maintenance upon each 
such Single Family Home and Lot. The cost of such maintenance 
shall be assessed against the Single Family Home or Lot and shall 
become a lien upon such property pursuant to Section 4.01 hereof. 
7.02. Exterior Maintenance by Association. The Association 
shall be responsible for maintenance upon the Common Area, and the 
area of any Lot outside the walls of the Single Family Homes which 
is of the same character as surrounding Common Area. The cost of 
such maintenance shall be a common expense. 
7.03. Exterior Maintenance Contracts. Any Owner who wishes 
to contract with the Association for maintenance of the Owner's 
Single Family Home and Lot may do so by signing an agreement with 
the Association at a mutually acceptable price for such services. 
The cost of these services shall not be a common expense, but shall 
be paid exclusively by the Owner. 
7.04. Access at Reasonable Hours. For the purpose solely of 
performing the maintenance required by this article, the 
Association, though its duly authorized agents or employees, shall 
have the right, after reasonable notice to the Owner, to enter upon 
any Lot at reasonable hours. 
7.05. Alterations of Maintenance Duties by Rules. The duty 
of maintenance for the area of a Lot outside the walls of the 
Single Family Home, and the Common Areas adjacent and appurtenant 
to the Single Family Home may be altered by Rule of the 
Association. 
ARTICLE VIII - USE RESTRICTIONS 
8.01. General Use Restrictions. All of the properties which 
are subject to this Declaration are hereby restricted to Single 
Family Homes, and buildings in connection therewith, including, but 
not limited to, community buildings on the Common Property. All 
buildings or structures erected on the Properties shall be of new 
construction and no buildings or structures shall be removed from 
other locations to the Properties and no subsequent buildings or 
structures dissimilar to those initially constructed shall be built 
on any Lot. No building or structure of a temporary character, 
trailer, basement, tent, camper, shack, garage, barn or other 
outbuilding shall be placed or used on any Lot at any time. 
8.02. Construction, Business and Sales. Notwithstanding any 
provisions to the contrary herein, it shall be expressly 
permissible for Declarant to maintain such facilities as in the 
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sole opinion of Declarant may be reasonably required, convenient, 
or incidental to the construction of Single Family Homes and the 
sale of such Homes and/or Lots during the period of construction 
and sale of said Homes and Lots and upon such portion of the 
premises as Declarant deems jiecessary, including, but not limited 
to, a business office, storage areas, construction yard, signs, 
model units and sales offices. 
8.03. Signs; Commercial Activity. Except for one "For Rent" 
or "For Sale" sign of not more than five (5) square feet, no 
advertising signs, billboards, objects of unsightly appearance, or 
nuisances shall be erected, placed, or permitted to remain on any 
Lot or any portion of the Properties. No commercial activities of 
any kind whatever shall be conducted in any building or on any 
portion of the Properties. The foregoing restrictions shall not 
apply to the commercial activities, signs and billboards, if any, 
of the Declarant or its agents during the construction and sales 
period or by the Association in furtherance of its powers and 
purposes set forth hereinafter and in its Articles of 
Incorporation, Bylaws, and Rules and Regulations, as the same may 
be amended from time to time. 
8.04. Quiet Enjoyment. No noxious or offensive activity 
shall be carried on upon any part of the Properties nor shall 
anything be done thereon which may be or may become an annoyance or 
nuisance to the neighborhood, or which shall in any way interfere 
with the quiet enjoyment of each of the Owners or which shall in 
any way increase the rate of insurance. 
8.05. Animals. No animals, livestock or poultry of any kind 
shall be raised, bred or kept on any of said Lots, except that 
dogs, cats or other household pets, two or less in total number, 
may be kept provided that they are not kept, bred or maintained for 
any commercial purpose. Notwithstanding the foregoing, no animals 
or fowl may be kept on the Property which result in an annoyance or 
are obnoxious, by noise, smell or otherwise, to Lot Owners. All 
pets must be kept within their Owner's Lot or on a leash when in 
the Common Areas. This provision may be made more restrictive by 
Rule of the Association. 
8.06. Use of Common Area. Except for the rights of ingress 
and egress, Owners are hereby prohibited and restricted from using 
any of said Common Area, other than as permitted in this 
Declaration of Covenants or as may be allowed by the Trustees. It 
is expressly acknowledged and agreed by all parties concerned that 
this restriction is for the mutual benefit of all Owners of Lots in 
the Properties and is necessary for the protection of the interests 
of all said Owners in and to the Common Area. 
As a part of the overall program of development of the 
Properties into a residential community and to encourage the 
marketing thereof, the Declarant shall have the right of use of the 
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Common Area and facilities thereon, including any community 
buildings, without charge during the sales construction period to 
aid in its marketing activities. 
8.07. Parking. Parking spaces within the properties shall be 
used for parking of motor vehicles actually used by the Owner or 
his immediate family for personal use and not for commercial use. 
No motor vehicle which is inoperable shall be placed in parking 
areas, and any motor vehicle which remains parked over 72 hours 
s^all be subject to removal by the Association, at the Owner's 
expense. Such expenses of removal shall be secured by the lien for 
assessment obligations previously provided in Section 4.01. If 
parking spaces are designated on the plat with numbers 
corresponding to Lot numbers, each such space is for the exclusive 
use of the Lot Owner. If parking areas are not designated on the 
plat with Lot numbers, the Trustees may assign vehicle parking 
space for each Lot. Recreational vehicles, boats, travel trailers 
and similar property may not be parked in common parking areas, and 
unless permitted by rule of the Association, may not be parked in 
parking areas designated on the plat for exclusive use. 
8.08. Planting and Gardening. No planting or gardening shall 
be done, and no fences, hedges or walls shall be erected or 
maintained upon any Property except such as are installed in 
accordance with the initial construction of the buildings located 
thereon or as approved by the Trustees. 
8.09. External Apparatus. No Lot Owner shall cause or permit 
anything (including, without limitation, awnings, canopies or 
shutters) to hang, be displayed or otherwise affixed to or placed 
on the exterior walls or roof or any part thereof, or on the 
outside of windows or doors, without the prior, written consent of 
the Trustees. 
8.10. Exterior Television or Other Antennas. No exterior 
radio or other antennas, except one television antenna which shall 
not exceed four feet in height, per Lot, shall be placed, allowed, 
or maintained upon any Lot or upon any structure or portion of the 
improvements situated and located upon the Properties without prior 
written approval of the Trustees. 
8.11. Garbage Removal. All rubbish, trash, and garbage shall 
be regularly removed from the Lots and shall not be allowed to 
accumulate thereon. Garbage should be place in proper containers. 
8.12. Oil and Mining Operations. No oil drilling, oil 
development operations, oil refining quarrying, or mining 
operations of any kind shall be permitted upon or in the Properties 
or any Lot. No derrick, lift, shaft, or other structure designed 
for use in boring for oil or natural gas shall be erected, 
maintained, or permitted upon the Properties or any Lot. 
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8.13. Interior Utilities. All utilities, fixtures, and 
equipment installed within a Lot, commencing at a point where the 
utility lines, pipes, wires, conduits, or systems enter boundaries 
of a Lot shall be maintained and kept in repair by the Owner 
thereof. An Owner shall do-no act nor any work that will impair 
any easement or hereditament nor do any act nor allow any condition 
to exist which will adversely affect the other Lots or Owners. 
8.14. Leases. Any lease or rental agreement shall be in 
waiting and shall provide that the terms of the lease shall be 
subject in all respects to the provisions of this Declaration, the 
Articles of Incorporation, Bylaws, and Rules and Regulations of the 
Association and that any failure by lessee to comply with the terms 
of such documents shall constitute a default under the lease. 
ARTICLE IX - EASEMENTS 
9.01. Encroachments. Each Lot and the property in the Common 
Areas shall be subject to an easement for encroachments created by 
construction, setting, and overhangs, as designed or constructed by 
the Declarant. A valid easement for said encroachments and for the 
maintenance of same, so long 'as it stands, shall and does exist. 
In the event the structure containing Lots is partially or totally 
destroyed, and then rebuilt, the Owners of the Lots so affected 
agree that minor encroachments of parts of the adjacent Lots or 
Common Areas due to construction shall be permitted and that a 
valid easement for said encroachment and the maintenance thereof 
shall exist. 
9.02. Utilities. There is hereby created a blanket easement 
upon, across, over, and under all of the Properties for ingress and 
egress, limited to water, sewers, gas, telephone, electricity, and 
a master television antenna system. By virtue of this easement, it 
shall be expressly permissible for all public utilities serving the 
Properties to lay, construct, renew, operate, and maintain 
conduits, cables, pipes, mains, ducts, wires, and other necessary 
equipment on the Properties, provided that all such services shall 
be placed underground, except that said public utilities may affix 
and maintain electrical and/or telephone wires, circuits, and 
conduits on, above, across, and under roofs and exterior walls. 
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary contained in this section, 
no sewers, electrical lines, water lines, or other utilities may be 
installed or relocated on the Properties except as initially 
programmed and approved by the Declarant or thereafter approved by 
Declarant or the Association. Should any utility furnishing a 
service covered by the general easement herein provided request a 
specific easement by separate recordable document, Declarant or the 
Association shall have the right to grant such easement on said 
Property without conflicting with the terms hereof. All utilities 
that are installed in, upon, under, or through the Common Areas of 
the Properties shall be maintained by the Association. 
9,0 3. Police, Fire and Ambulance Service. An easement is 
hereby granted to all police, fire protection, ambulance services, 
and all similar persons to enter upon the streets and Common Area 
in the performance of their duties. 
9.04. M a i n t e n a n c e by Associatio n. -.-J, easement is 1 lereby 
granted to the Association, its officers, agents, employees, and to 
any maintenance company selected by the Association to enter in or 
to cross over the Common Areae *nd any Lot to perform the duties of 
maintenance and repair 
-,C5. Other ndbKinejiLa. :n. CSL-;,^..- ~ *ti- - . ntr..i *..« ; * ^iiis 
:i
* ^hall in no way affect any other recorded easemtr.-
ARTICLE X GENERAL PROVISIONS 
10 01. Enforcement. The Association, LLL. Declarant or ai i/y 
.. ". . shall have the right to enforce, by any proceeding at law or 
. . equity, all restrictions, conditions, covenants, reservations, 
::ens, and charges now or hereafter imposed by the provisions of 
. .. .-"5 Declaration, including, but not limited to, any proceeding at 
-. -^  or in equity against airy persoi i or persons violating or 
•n-p^ing tc violate any covenant or restriction, either to 
''ur violation or to recover damages, and against the land to 
e any lien created by I:hi s Declaration, Failure of the 
ation or of any Owner to enforce any covenant or restriction 
contained shall in no event be deemed a waiver of the right 
<•" Association or any Owner to do so thereafter. In the ever it 
action f w:t.':: or without suit, is undertaken to enforce ai ly 
/.. sion he reel, the party against whom enforcement is soui! *! 
* i. pay to the Association or enforcing Owner .* reasonable 
attorney's fee Any legal action to enforce the terms hereof s h a h 
brought in the courts of the First Judicial District, State of 
n. in and for the county of Cache. The Trustees may lev\ a fine 
or penalty not to exceed 10% of the amount of the maximum annual 
assessment against any Owner who fails to refrain from violrtinn * r 
these covenants or a rule of the Association <,;t.er three 
written notice. 
1C.C. averabilitv. All of the condit i covenants, and 
reservations contained in this Declaration . nc*,, i be construed 
together, but if any such condition, covenant, or i enervation, or 
any part thereof, shall at any time be held invalid, or foi a , 
reason become: unenforceable, no other condition, covenant, 
reservation or any part thereof, shall be rhereby affected 
impaired; and the Declarant, Association, and Owners, vre,: 
successors, heirs, and assigns shall be bound by each artxeitr, 
secti<v-, sun-section, paragraph, sentence, 1 -use, and phrase of 
this Declaration, irrespective cr ? invalidity -i 
unenforceability of any other article, .-- - --—, subsec-
paragrapu - ^" •" r^" c] ause, or phrase. 
10.03, Duration. The covenants, cona.Lions, and restrictions 
of this Declaration shall run with and bind the land, and shall 
inure to the benefit of and be enloiceable by the Association, cr 
the Owner of any Lot subject to this Declaration, their respective 
legal representatives, heirs, successors, and assigns for a term of 
twenty (20) years from the date this Declaration is recorded, after 
which time said covenants shall be av.t: -natic T. iv ^xtenv i for 
successive periods of to*" '->< • .-.--.*.-. 
10.04, Am e ndment. The covenants, conditions, and 
restrictions of this Declaration, may be amended by an instrument 
signed by not less than sixty-seven percent (67%) of the Owners. 
Any amendment, must: be properly recorded :i n the records of Cache 
Coun ty
 # Ut ah t: o becorae e f f ec t i ve , 
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Declarant reserves the right 
for so long as he shall have Class B Membership status to 
unilaterally amend the Declaration to comply wi th City, State, or 
other laws, or regulations or requirements of holders, insurers, or 
guarantors of first Mortgages, subject to the approval : f the 
Federal >«*<">" • • ^  ^dmi ni stration or Veterans Administrat i on 
10.05, :«i_n. i ces. Any i lotice required to be ser it ui ide: %.e 
pro visions c: triis Declaration shall be deemed to have U.-en 
properly sent when deposited in the U.S. Mail, postpaid to tl le ]ast 
known address of the persor w*.i • : -nt i tied to receive i t 
T and Grammar, The singular, wherever used 
1
 ' n, shall he construed to mean the plural when applicable, anil 
^cessary grammatical changes required to make the provisions 
apply either to corporations or individuals, men or women, 
-< \H i in all cases be assumed as though i i i each case fully 
1 0.07. Waivers. No provision contained in the Declaration 
be deemed to have been waived by reason, of any failure to 
^ _ * -:e it, regardless of the number of violations which may occui 
] 0 . 0 8 . Top :i c a ] Headings . I he topica 1 ' 1 ieadings contained i i i 
this Declaration. a:i : • 5 for convenience only and do not define, 1 iiid t# 
or construe the contents of the Declaration. 
ARTICLE XI - ASSIGNMENT OF POWERS 
Any arid all rights and powers of Declarant herein contained 
may be delegated, transferred, or assigned. 
\: WITNESS WHEREOF 
herein, has hereunt o '^ 
Fe b-3? u a r-y, 1^94. 
'$ 
, u e r s i g n e a , i jeiny ; u c Lc^-iai an t 
'•'.-* and s e a l t h i s 2Lf(:^ day of 
F 5 ' - :." , i P^ > D E V E L O P M E N T , - . J . 
P e t e r ( ) r ' n ! i p s , Manaqer 
I' i 11" I" M F i I iS1111!" \ <* K N 0 W L E D G E M E N T 
)ss 
STATE OF ...Z/to 0 
CMinn of . .....LCIC/ML • .... 
THIS CERTIFIES that on this 
undersigned, ^-Notary Public in and for said County anci State the witliin named 
?M?.£Ciz..Ct.*...J=>titii&£. 
know:', to me to be the person.., named in ann who executed the fpregoing instrument and who , , known tu mv If 
i i 
—«y Ju.Li-/. Ill W , ,,prS. tnallv appeared before me thi 
vitlu  
be. ... member of the partnership 
a n  e ec te  m  t re i  i str e t a  . 
acknowleged to me that...,.,.,,.,................,, he ,.,.,.„ 
mentioned, on behalf of said partnership. 
*<ed said instrument freely and WOTURJ 
p 
or the fMir^9pB5TZTrer^ r^ rem 
0fe$K*( T,FFA/IY T MERRrLL 
\ 'b&tJjJ Uw4«IM.UT 84320 
..y hand and notarial seal the day {|Qrjjjffijj^^aj^IlU^g^Vltltjffi 
V.. p ^ M a ^ / - ^ l ^ « i : ^ . a Residing at L ^ . u S . ^ l . , . . U j m 
^t,„- My Commission expirei.2/.7.C./.f/..*.."? 
ADDENDUM "B" 
M. Karlynn Hinman ^ owo) 
M. KARLYNN HINMAN ATTORNEY, P. C. 
4505 Wasatch Boulevard, Suite 210 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84124-4202 
Telephone: (801)272-0601 
Facsimile: (801)272-0603 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
AuJU l l n | | in 
f.T 
Di3Ti\!.i .,.- .-'.A; 
TuD STATES UISTRIC I Ci. 
THE DISTRICT OF UTAH 
RTHERN DIVISION 
nih'T 
FIRST EQUITY FEDERAL, ihv,. 
own behalf and on behalf of the 
ASPEN MEADOWS HOMEOWNERS 
ASSOCIATION and ROCKY 
MOUNTAIN FINANCIAL LLC 
COMPLAINT 
FOR CLAIMS RELATED TO 
BANKRUPTCY PROCEEDINGS AND 
FOR OTHER RELIEF, INCLUDING 
(among others) QUIET TITLE,. 
CONTRACT AND DECLARATORY 
RELIEF 
vs. 
PHILLIPS DEVELOPMENT, LC; 
PETER O. PHILLIPS, LYDIA 
PHILLIPS, ALDEN B. TURNBOW, 
LARRY ANDREWS, JOHN E. 
PHILLIPS, CACHE TITLE COMPANY, 
NORTH LOGAN CITY, JOHN and 
JANE DOES I - XXV, 
Defendants. 
Properties: (1) Common Areas of 
Aspen Meadows Planned Unit 
Development, Cache County, Utah; 
(2) 87 Lots (including Reversionary 
Rights on Certain of the 87 Lots) in 
Aspen Meadows Planned Unit 
Development, Cache County, Utah 
Case . 




Jury Trial on 
Plaintiff First Equity Federal, Inc. ("First Equity") on its own behalf and on behalf 
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of the Aspen Meadows Homeowners Association (the 1 -lomeowners Associatior i") ai id, 
with respect to specific claims, Plaintiff Rocky K lountaii i Fii lancial, LLC ("Rocky1"), b> 
thsir undersigned attorney, respectfully a l ien0 , 
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in Washington i 
5. ( l111!! mi! 11 in i"! in a! i in ! mill belipf Hips rp^nior. in r ill ies bnsininv 
in, Cache County, Utah. 
6. On information and belief, Defendant Cache Tit le Compa i iiy ("Cache Tit le") has 
its principal place of business in Cache County. 
7. On informatics nr tH h o i i r j ' ^^ .~ v *-.--. .,•*••»- -.>«« .-..- •><>- Defendants reside or 
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 Coty Evar is is pi esidei it and authorized spokesman for First Equity. 
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Aspen Meadows. 
14. Fir st Equity I molds the majority voting members! lip ii i tt le I lomeowners 
Association because of its purchase of the 87 I ots 
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31 I y Ii Andrews is a member and owner of Development with a 15% interest in 
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32. : •'sanation and belief, Mr. Andrews has done business with Development in 
county , Utah. 
33. Defendant John E. Phillips is, on information and belief, the father of Peter 0. 
ps 
34. )n information and belief, John E Phillips has claimed n.A still claims, to have 
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40. Plaintiffs bring no claims for relief against the City but must name the City in any 
claim to quiet title. 
41. Defendants John and Jane Does I - XXV are persons and entities unknown to 
the Plaintiffs at this time who may have claims as tenants, undertenants or have 
other relationships to the property, the bankruptcy proceedings or have omitted 
to act or have acted or acted in concert with or on behalf of named Defendants 
or others to the detriment of Plaintiffs or have clouded title to the properties 
subject to this action or are otherwise involved with one or more of the claims for 
relief. 
42. Defendants John and Jane Does I - XXV include all other persons and entities 
now unknown, claiming any right, title, estate or interest in, or lien upon real 
property described in this Complaint adverse to the Plaintiffs' ownership or 
clouding Plaintiffs' title and interest thereto. 
43. In addition to the named Defendants and the John and Jane Does I - XXV, 
Plaintiffs have provided a copy of this complaint to serve as notice to the 
appointed Trustee in the pending POP Bankruptcy proceeding, under 
circumstances summarized in this Complaint. 
44. In the course of the POP Bankruptcy, Joel T. Marker, Esq. was appointed by the 
Court to serve as Trustee for the Debtor. 
45. By order of the Bankruptcy Court, Trustee Marker was appointed to serve as 
manager of Development to handle a First Equity claim in the POP Bankruptcy, 
as set forth below. 
46. Notice of this proceeding is being sent to Trustee Marker and to his counsel, but 
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Plaintiffs aver that neither Trustee Marker nor his counsel has personal interest 
in the real properties at issue in this matter and that neither of them have 
participated in any delinquencies, actions or omissions affecting Plaintiffs or their 
claims. 
47. Plaintiffs are giving notice to Trustee Marker and his counsel solely for the 
purposes of notice and providing information with respect to this matter and its 
relationship to the POP Bankruptcy. 
48. Plaintiffs aver that material information with respect to the administration of the 
POP Bankruptcy has been concealed from Trustee Marker, just as it has been 
concealed from Plaintiffs. 
FACTS 
49. The real property subject to the first claim for quiet title is the common areas (the 
"Common Areas") that are part of Aspen Meadows. 
50. The Common Areas are those parts of Aspen Meadows in use as or to be used 
as, among other things, roadways, sidewalks, curbs, gutters, recreation areas 
and open spaces available for common use by homeowners (and their guests) in 
Aspen Meadows. 
51. The real property subject to the second claim for quiet title is the 87 Lots in 
Aspen Meadows, including the reversionary rights to 12 of those 87 Lots. 
52. In 1993, the City approved the plans for Aspen Meadows as a Planned Unit 
Development with the Common Areas and 90 residential lots. 
53. As part of the documentation for Aspen Meadows, Development, by its agents or 
representatives, caused the legal formation of the Homeowners Association. 
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54. The City has right, interim title, interest to or claim in the 12 specific lots 
denominated as Lots numbered 14,15, 16, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 75 of 
Aspen Meadows (the "City Bond Lots"), held in lieu of a performance bond (or 
other liquid security) to secure performance at Aspen Meadows for work referred 
to as Phase One of the project. 
55. When First Equity first met Peter O. Phillips, Development owned of Aspen 
Meadows (subject to the City Bond Lots and a loan obligation), and Peter O. 
Phillips owned a separate commercial property called the Highway Property. 
56. On information and belief, Peter O. Phillips had or was seeking approval to 
develop the Highway Property as a light industrial or business park. 
CC&Rs 
57. On July 29,1994, Peter O. Phillips, for and on behalf of Development as the 
Declarant, signed and issued, in the normal course, the CC&Rs (containing 
Covenants, Conditions and Restrictions) for Aspen Meadows. 
58. On information and belief, actual work on land at Aspen Meadows began during 
1994, including some work on the Common Areas. 
59. Two homes have been completed and sold at Aspen Meadows and are currently 
occupied. 
60. On information and belief, the first completed homes was sold in 1996. 
61. A third home is near completion and has had a "for sale" sign posted by its 
owner, a lending institution. 
62. On information and belief, the third home may be subject to a purchase and sale 
agreement. 
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63. Under the CC&Rs, the owners of the completed homes and the third home 
(whether the seller or, upon any closing of a sale, the new buyer) are members 
of the Homeowners Association, together with First Equity. 
Weststar Loan 
64. In 19-, Development and Peter 0. Phillips borrowed $542,000.00 from an entity 
called Weststar Financial evidenced by a trust deed note and other documents, 
including a trust deed (the "Weststar Loan"). 
65. To secure the Weststar Loan, Development and Peter O. Phillips entrusted 
Aspen Meadows and the Highway Property pursuant to a Deed of Trust with 
Weststar as Beneficiary. 
66. The Weststar Loan was a "Construction Loan," a term used, in general, to 
identify a loan whose proceeds are to be used for the construction of buildings or 
other structures and the related development of property where or near the 
proposed construction work.1 
67. Weststar took a first position trust deed on Aspen Meadows and a second 
position on the Highway Property to secure the Weststar Loan. 
68. Peter O. Phillips signed the loan documents from Weststar Financial for and on 
behalf of Development and on his own behalf. 
69. John E. Phillips personally guaranteed the Weststar Loan. 
1
 The terms "Development Loan" and "Construction Loan" are sometimes used interchangeably; 
a Development Loan may be used for construction, and a Construction Loan may be used to develop 
property as part of the tasks necessary for the construction of a building or other structure on land. In 
either case, the industry practice among lenders is that proceeds from Development Loans and 
Construction Loans will not be used for the personal benefit and interests of a borrower but for the benefit 
of specific projects and improvements. 
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70. John E. Phillips, as guarantor, made one payment of $40,000.00 on the Weststar 
Loan on or about January 14, 1997. 
71. Despite the payment by John E. Phillips, at the commencement of the POP 
Bankruptcy, the Weststar Loan was delinquent and in arrears. 
First Equity Solicited for a Global Loan 
72. In 1998, Peter O. Phillips contacted First Equity through or because of a referral 
from a mortgage broker. 
73. Peter O. Phillips was seeking a loan to bring himself out of the POP Bankruptcy. 
74. Peter O. Phillips told First Equity he wanted to obtain a large, overall or global 
loan so he could pay off creditors, get out of the bankruptcy and then continue 
development of Aspen Meadows and the Highway Property. 
75. Prolonged negotiations between First Equity and Peter O. Phillips followed, with 
Gregory Skabelund, Esq., an attorney with an office in Cache County, Utah, 
assisting with the negotiations on behalf of the borrower. 
76. First Equity, after reviewing the outstanding creditor claims they were told about 
and after considering Aspen Meadows and Highway Property, the then-current 
real estate and other market conditions, opined that a large loan at 18% interest 
and thirteen points could be safe and profitable to First Equity and its investors 
(the "Global Loan"). 
77. As an equity lender managing some private loan funds, First Equity must pay its 
investors a rate of interest the investors deem suitable, given the risks investors 
and First Equity see in lending against particular properties. 
78. First Equity put together the financing and details for and was ready on five 
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separate occasions to close the Global Loan to permit Peter O. Phillips to 
emerge from the POP Bankruptcy as he told First Equity he wanted, that is, 
owing one large loan (to First Equity) but also obtaining the necessary capital to 
continue development at Aspen Meadows and at the Highway Property. 
79. First Equity met with Peter O. Phillips on numerous occasions, including meeting 
at the Cache County office of and with Mr. Skabelund. 
80. Mr. Skabelund regularly made his office available to and joined with Peter O. 
Phillips for discussions with First Equity about the Global Loan. 
81. Mr. Skabelund gave advice about the Global Loan under negotiation and drafted 
several documents leading to small loans from First Equity to Peter O. Phillips. 
82. Mr. Skabelund telephoned to and corresponded with First Equity about the 
Global Loan. 
83. At all times during the negotiations, First Equity was induced to believe and did 
believe Mr. Skabelund represented Peter O. Phillips and was authorized to act 
on his behalf and make representations to First Equity about Peter O. Phillips 
and his intentions to enter into the Global Loan. 
84. On at least five occasions, at the request of and in reliance on Peter O. Phillips 
and Mr. Skabelund, First Equity amassed the capital and prepared to close the 
Global Loan to Peter O. Phillips to permit him to pay creditors, to emerge from 
the POP Bankruptcy and to go forward with plans for Aspen Meadows and the 
Highway Property. 
85. Part of the Global Loan was to be applied to pay off the Weststar Loan, including 
interest on arrearage and principal. 
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86. Under the Global Loan, First Equity would obtain first position on Aspen 
Meadows and the Highway Property because all other liens and claims would be 
resolved in the POP Bankruptcy from the proceeds of the Global Loan, including 
without limitation the Weststar Loan. 
87. First Equity required 18% interest per annum and thirteen points on the Global 
Loan in order to attract funds to lend and to have any chance at a favorable 
outcome from the proposed Global Loan, given the borrowers' credit history, 
market conditions, the size and condition of the two properties and other factors 
evaluated in the normal course of extending loans relying on equity for security. 
88. First Equity spent great amounts of time preparing to make the Global Loan to 
Peter O. Phillips. 
89. At least five times, Mr. Skabelund advised First Equity that Peter O. Phillips was 
ready and willing to enter the Global Loan and would close the Global Loan. 
90. Mr. Skabelund prepared documents for the Global Loan and continued to assist 
in the negotiations. 
91. On several occasions, Mr. Skabelund sat at the table with Peter O. Phillips and a 
representative of First Equity in the POP Bankruptcy to assist in obtaining 
judicial approval for the Global Loan from First Equity. 
92. On information and belief, Development and Peter O. Phillips, despite his 
representations and requests to First Equity, never truly intended to close the 
Global Loan, but concealed his true intentions and motives. 
93. From the course of proceedings and the record, First Equity now believes that at 
all times Peter O. Phillips and those associated with him Development, the POP 
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Bankruptcy and the Weststar Loan were motivated to minimize creditor claims 
and to maximize the assets to be owned or controlled by Peter 0. Phillips and 
his family at the end of the proceedings, in total disregard of law, equity and the 
costs to First Equity, which was expending so much time and effort to help him 
solve his many problems in the POP Bankruptcy. 
94. Each time First Equity was ready to close the Global Loan, Peter O. Phillips 
successfully delayed closing the loan and, by himself or through others, each 
time asked for additional time or assistance with his personal matters, including 
getting help to reinstate the mortgage on his personal residence and in obtaining 
money for personal expenses. 
95. First Equity agreed to assist Peter 0. Phillips to meet his personal needs, which 
Peter O. Phillips, by his delays and his excuses, made into conditions precedent 
to closing the Global Loan. 
96. First Equity kept trying to help Peter O. Phillips and meet his demands because 
First Equity needed a chance to recoup the costs already spent in negotiations 
and raising funds for the Global Loan. 
97. First Equity was also concerted to keep its commitment to make the loan and 
tried to avoid any losses from its commitment. 
98. Peter O. Phillips kept delaying and would not close the Global Loan. 
99. First Equity made two small loans ($5000.00 and $500.00 as set forth later) to 
Peter O. Phillips, anticipating repayment (with interest) from the Global Loan. 
100. The loans benefitted Peter O. Phillips in saving his home and in meeting his 
personal needs and those of Lydia Phillips, his wife. 
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101. First Equity also made a secured loan to John E. Phillips, who agreed to use the 
proceeds on still another occasion to reinstate the mortgage on Peter O. Phillips' 
personal residence before Peter 0. Phillips would close the Global Loan. 
102. On information and belief, although he was willing to enter the loan, John E. 
Phillips knew or should have known his son's motivations for delaying action to 
close the Global Loan. 
103. John E. Phillips renegotiated the First Equity loan to him so First Equity was paid 
in full for that specific transaction. 
104. John E. Phillips participated in the circumstances surrounding the Global Loan 
and Peter O. Phillips' demands for funds for his personal needs as a condition of 
agreeing to and entering into the Global Loan. 
Purchase of the Weststar Loan 
105. In the course of the negotiations with Peter O. Phillips and Mr. Skabelund, Peter 
O. Phillips and Mr. Skabelund and their statements and representations, induced 
First Equity, separately and outside the proposed Global Loan, to purchase the 
Weststar Loan and the corresponding claim made by Weststar in the POP 
Bankruptcy (the "Weststar Loan/Claim"). 
106. Purchasing the Weststar Loan and Claim would provide First Equity with the first 
trust deed position on Aspen Meadows and the second position on the other 
Cache County property, the Highway Property, subject to any liens but would not 
resolve the POP Bankruptcy. 
107. Peter O. Phillips and Mr. Skabelund expressly represented to First Equity that 
the Weststar Loan was accruing interest at the default rate of 22%. 
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108. Peter 0. Phillips and Mr. Skabelund said, in substance, that First Equity would 
be well secured if it purchased the Weststar Loan/Claim. 
109. At all times, First Equity firmly advised Peter 0. Phillips and Mr. Skabelund that 
First Equity would purchase the Weststar Loan only if the Global Loan would be 
closed within a few days after the proposed separate purchase. 
110. First Equity did not want to own the Weststar Loan with the POP Bankruptcy still 
unresolved. 
111. Peter O. Phillips and Mr. Skabelund expressly represented to First Equity that if 
First Equity purchased the Weststar Loan, the purchased loan would be folded 
into the Global Loan, as First Equity required. 
112. First Equity was led to believe that if it purchased the Weststar Loan and rolled it 
into the Global Loan, Peter O. Phillips could prove to the Bankruptcy Court that 
he was able to emerge from the POP Bankruptcy with creditors satisfied. 
113. First Equity received an accounting schedule showing the status of the Weststar 
Loan which was available to and, on information and belief, confirmed and 
received by, Peter O. Phillips and Mr. Skabelund. 
114. The schedule showed the accrual of interest on the Weststar Loan at the default 
rate of 22%. 
115. Neither Peter O. Phillips nor Mr. Skabelund ever stated or represented to First 
Equity that the Weststar Loan was accruing interest at a rate less than 22%. 
116. Peter O. Phillips, Mr. Skabelund and First Equity reviewed the accounting 
schedules of the status of the Weststar Loan and other documents underlying 
the Weststar Loan before Peter 0. Phillips and Mr. Skabelund confirmed the 
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nature of the Weststar transaction and the terms First Equity would acquire if it 
purchased the Weststar Loan/Claim. 
117. First Equity continued in good faith to work toward closing the Global Loan, even 
though First Equity had to obtain new investment capital with every delay by 
Peter O. Phillips. 
118. First Equity's investors wanted to put their funds to work rapidly and did not 
agree to wait for Peter O. Phillips to close the Global Loan; the investors turned 
to other investment opportunities. 
119. As the negotiations progressed, First Equity learned or Peter O. Phillips' 
continued failure to submit schedules and his refusal to comply with directions 
and orders from the Court.2 
120. As First Equity worked towards closing the Global Loan, First Equity received 
telephone and facsimile communications from Peter O. Phillips sent from the 
office of his brother-in-law Alden B. Turnbow. 
121. Peter O. Phillips instructed First Equity to send facsimile messages to him at 
Alden B. Tumbow's office. 
122. First Equity followed the instructions and was able to contact Peter O. Phillips by 
facsimile at the Turnbow office facilities. 
123. First Equity also learned that Peter O. Phillips used the computer and facsimile 
2
 Judge Boulden recently recalled that Peter O. Phillips had failed to act, even after being 
adjudicated as a bankrupt, until intervention from the United States Marshal. On information and belief, 
Peter O. Phillips' failure to submit schedules and even refusing to confirm his Social Security Number 
constituted a studied, and unfortunately effective, means to conceal information from the Court, the 
Trustee and from First Equity. 
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machines at Mr. Turnbow's office, particularly during evenings. 
124. On information and belief, Alden B. Turnbow knew at least some of the steps 
being taken by Peter 0. Phillips that led to detriment to First Equity. 
125. On information and belief, Alden B. Turnbow saw and knew of at least some of 
Peter O. Phillips' messages and representations. 
126. Alden B. Turnbow knew he was paying money to Peter O. Phillips for work at 
Alden B. Turnbow's business although the payments were not being reported on 
bankruptcy schedules. 
127. During the course of negotiations, First Equity did learn Peter O. Phillips was 
working from time to time for Alden B. Turnbow or his business, but did not know 
whether Peter O. Phillips had any obligations to the POP Bankruptcy because of 
receiving payments. 
128. On the very day First Equity yielded to the inducement to purchase the Weststar 
Loan with its 22% default rate, Mr. Skabelund sent, via facsimile showing his 
name and telephone number, documents for the Global Loan at 18% per annum. 
129. After negotiations with Weststar, First Equity (not then represented by counsel) 
purchased the Weststar Loan/Claim with the understanding and specific 
representation that the Weststar Loan was accruing interest at the default rate of 
22% per annum. 
130. By purchasing the Weststar Loan, First Equity succeeded as Beneficiary to the 
Trust Deed with first position on Aspen Meadows and second position on the 
Highway Property. 
131. Shortly after the purchase of the Weststar Loan/Claim, a closing date was 
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scheduled with Cache Title for the Global Loan. 
132. At the closing table and at the request of Mr. Skabelund and Peter of Phillips, 
First Equity agreed to make an unsecured $500.00 loan (with a check payable to 
Peter O. Phillips' designee) so Peter 0. Phillips could forestall foreclosure of his 
home and have some money for personal expenses while waiting in the normal 
course for funding and distribution of the Global Loan proceeds through Cache 
Title, as escrow agent. 
133. Under the pending Global Loan, Peter O. Phillips was borrowing enough money 
to reinstate his home mortgage as well as to cover the POP Bankruptcy claims, 
to roll the Weststar Loan into the Global Loan, to resume developing Aspen 
Meadows and the Highway Property and to forestall foreclosure on his home, the 
funds to be distributed shortly after the closing. 
134. First Equity then had to agree to reschedule the closing after Peter O. Phillips 
and Mr. Skabelund informed First Equity that the Bankruptcy Court had not yet 
approved the refinancing payments from the Global Loan, although Peter O. 
Phillips and Mr. Skabelund induced First Equity to purchase the Weststar Loan 
and prepare to close the Global Loan by representing that the Bankruptcy Court 
had already approved or would approve the Global Loan without further action. 
135. Over the next seventeen months, First Equity made many painstaking attempts 
to gain Bankruptcy Court approval and then to close the Global Loan. 
136. During those seventeen months, while First Equity was still trying to gain Court 
approval to close the Global Loan, First Equity gradually learned that Peter O. 
Phillips had not complied with directives of the Bankruptcy Court, including 
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without limitation, having failed to file a statement of financial affairs, required 
schedules, tax returns, accounting information about Development and formal 
objections against the petitioning creditors. 
137. Peter O. Phillips had apparently declined to verify his Social Security number. 
138. All of Peter 0. Phillips' actions and omissions delayed any possible closing of the 
Global Loan and caused detriment to First Equity. 
139. On August 17, 1999, at another scheduled closing at Cache Title's office in 
Logan, Utah after the Court had approved the Global Loan, Peter O. Phillips said 
he had not read the closing documents that had been presented to him well 
before the scheduled closing day. 
140. At that time, Peter O. Phillips again refused, this time once and for all, to enter 
into the Global Loan negotiated for his benefit. 
Chapter 11 Proceedings, POP Bankruptcy 
141. Instead of agreeing to the Global Loan substantially in the form Peter O. Phillips 
originally requested and as approved by the Bankruptcy Court, Peter O. Phillips 
petitioned the Bankruptcy Court to convert the POP Bankruptcy proceedings 
from Chapter 7 to Chapter 11. 
142. The Bankruptcy Court, per Judge Boulden, granted the motion to convert to 
Chapter 11 and appointed Trustee Marker as Chapter 11 Trustee, thus refusing 
to allow Peter O. Phillips to control the estate as a debtor-in-possession. 
143. The Weststar Loan/Claim continued in default; the borrowers (Development and 
Peter O. Phillips) and the guarantor John E. Phillips never made a single 
payment to First Equity. 
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144. At the request of Trustee Marker, First Equity participated in a specially called 
meeting between First Equity, Peter 0. Phillips, Development, Mr. Skabelund, 
John E. Phillips, Alden B. Turnbow, Lydia Phillips, Larry Andrews and Trustee 
Marker in the office of Development's then-attorney Robert Funk, Esq., to 
determine how to resolve the problems produced and compounded by Peter O. 
Phillips' refusal to close the Bankruptcy Court-approved Global Loan. 
145. During the meeting, Peter O. Phillips forcefully demanded that First Equity 
assume liability for the investment homes of Alden B. Turnbow and Larry 
Andrews, two members of Development, or Peter O. Phillips would not agree to 
any settlement with First Equity on its Weststar Loan/Claim. 
146. Alden B. Turnbow and Larry Andrews, like Peter O. Phillips, requested that First 
Equity assume liability for their investment debts.3 
147. First Equity never agreed to get involved in the investment debts of Alden B. 
Turnbow and Larry Andrews, who were member of Development but who were 
not borrowers or personal guarantors of the Weststar Loan. 
148. First Equity concluded that the Tumbow-Andrews obligations were not part of the 
POP Bankruptcy and were totally irrelevant to the obligations of Development. 
149. Apparently Peter O. Phillips and his colleagues made the demands and requests 
for First Equity to bail out those obligations to delay a Global Loan and to allow 
Peter O. Phillips to extract more benefits from the POP Bankruptcy, this time to 
3
 First Equity learned a lending bank had foreclosed on Alden B. Turnbow's and Larry Andrews' 
investment homes, leaving the two men liable for a large deficiency. First Equity was never a lender or a 
purchaser on the loan transactions. 
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help his brother-in-law and his business friend Larry Andrews. 
150. Moreover, First Equity would not agree to a demand that, if met, would further 
intermingle personal obligations of Development's members with the POP 
Bankruptcy. 
151. Trustee Marker approached First Equity about settling the Weststar Loan/Claim 
after holding a meeting among First Equity, Peter O. Phillips and Development. 
152. First Equity, which had cooperated with the Bankruptcy Court to facilitate a 
successful resolution of the POP Bankruptcy, once again agreed to cooperate 
with the Bankruptcy Court and now with Trustee Marker, even though Peter O. 
Phillips had refused to agree to the Global Loan he said he wanted. 
153. As part of the management of the estate, Trustee Marker moved the Bankruptcy 
Court to appoint him manager of Development because of connections between 
Peter O. Phillips, his bankruptcy and his large ownership in Development. 
154. The Bankruptcy Court granted the motion to appoint Trustee Marker as manager 
of Development. 
155. Pursuant to his appointment and upon notice to the members of Development, 
Trustee Marker conducted a meeting of Development's members in Judge 
Boulden's courtroom. 
156. The records indicate that no member of Development objected to Trustee 
Marker's proposal to settle the First Equity's Weststar Loan/Claim. 
157. The records indicate that no member provided Trustee Marker with information 
about the assets or liabilities of Development, such as status of the Common 
Areas, at the meeting or otherwise. 
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158. Trustee Marker proposed, in substance, that First Equity foreclose on Aspen 
Meadows to recover on the Weststar Loan/Claim and release its security interest 
in the Highway Property. 
159. First Equity understood a release of its security interest in the Highway Property 
would let Trustee Marker use the value of the Highway Property to settle other 
claims against the bankruptcy estate and close the POP Bankruptcy. 
160. Because First Equity wanted to do the right thing, First Equity agreed to assist 
the Trustee in settling the creditors claims of the POP Bankruptcy despite Peter 
O. Phillips' threats and menaces toward First Equity.4 
161. First Equity agreed to Trustee Marker's proposal and released its claims in the 
Highway Property, although neither Trustee Marker nor First Equity knew, and 
no member of Development and John E. Phillips did not disclose, that obligations 
respecting Aspen Meadows had not been performed. 
162. First Equity believed when it reviewed the proposed settlement that the sale of 
Aspen Meadows would yield enough value to cover First Equity's principal, 
interest and other costs (including the interest payments due to its investors). 
163. First Equity was induced to release John E. Phillips as a guarantor of the 
underlying Weststar Loan and did so as a gesture of good faith and confidence 
in the closing of the Global Loanf although John E. Phillips has apparently never 
4
 First Equity understood that, in consideration for John E. Phillips' release of his claims against 
Aspen Meadows, which were subordinate to the Weststar Loan/Claim, First Equity would release him from 
his personal guarantee of the Weststar Loan. Because First Equity thought it would be able to hold its 
foreclosure sale in early January, after following all steps required by Utah law to foreclose, First Equity 
would be able to recover the amounts due and accruing to it. 
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released his claim against Aspen Meadows (although the claim has been 
extinguished by the eventual foreclosure). 
164. The Bankruptcy Court converted the POP Bankruptcy from Chapter 11 to 
Chapter 7 when the requirements for continuing Chapter 11 were not met; the 
Court appointed Trustee Marker to continue as Trustee after converting the POP 
Bankruptcy from Chapter 11 back to Chapter 7. 
165. During First Equity's efforts to work with Trustee Marker and the Bankruptcy 
Court, a representative of First Equity received a telephone call from Peter O. 
Phillips, who, using vile and loud language, told First Equity it should not be 
cooperating with the Trustee. 
166. On information and belief, Peter O. Phillips made threatening statements to 
others that First Equity would regret its cooperation with the Trustee, and at least 
one person warned a First Equity representative to be careful because Peter O. 
Phillips had been known to act with unthinking rage. 
167. The Bankruptcy Court reviewed the proposed settlement agreement, permitted 
the foreclosure on Aspen Meadows and granted First Equity, among other 
things, provisions to pay First Equity additional unsecured (and subordinated) 
payments (which First Equity viewed as a penalty against Peter O. Phillips) if 
Peter O. Phillips caused a delay of the Aspen Meadows foreclosure sale beyond 
the sixty days anticipated to give statutory notice and meet other requirements 
for the foreclosure. 
168. In August 2000, the Bankruptcy Court approved payment of $19,000.00 to First 
Equity under the right arising from its earlier order. 
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169. Immediately after the Bankruptcy Court allowed First Equity to foreclose on 
Aspen Meadows, First Equity took all required steps under Utah law. 
170. First Equity scheduled the foreclosure sale for January 4, 2000. 
The Development Bankruptcy 
171. At approximately 7:30 p.m. on January 3, 2000, First Equity received a facsimile 
message sent from the facsimile machine at Alden B. Tumbow's office advising 
First Equity that a member of Development, Lydia Phillips (wife of Peter O. 
Phillips), had placed Development into involuntary bankruptcy proceedings filed 
in the Bankruptcy Court for the District of Utah during the afternoon of January 3, 
2000. In the Matter of Phillips Development LC, Bankruptcy Case No. 00-
20077 (Honorable John H. Allen) (the "Development Bankruptcy"). 
172. Although Judge Boulden had ordered foreclosure in the POP Bankruptcy, First 
Equity took the cautious legal view that the new Development Bankruptcy 
automatically stayed the foreclosure sale and required First Equity to seek relief 
from the new automatic stay in the Development Bankruptcy. 
173. The Bankruptcy Court appointed a Trustee for the Development Bankruptcy. 
174. On March 8, 2000, First Equity and its counsel attended the First Meeting of 
Creditors in the Development Bankruptcy. 
175. The only persons who attended the First Meeting were the Trustee, the 
representatives of First Equity and Peter O. Phillips. 
176. Peter O. Phillips declined to provide any information at the First Meeting in the 
Development Bankruptcy, advising the Trustee, in substance, that on the advice 
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of his attorney, he would say nothing.5 
177. No one represented Development, and no one filed schedules for Development. 
178. On May 16, 2000, First Equity appeared before Judge Allen to argue its renewed 
motion for relief from the automatic stay in the Development Bankruptcy. 
179. Mr. Skabelund attended the hearing and represented Lydia Phillips and Alden B. 
Turnbow, two members of Development, and apparently spoke on behalf of 
Development at one point. 
180. John E. Phillips attended with his then-attorney, who participated in discussions 
about a possible settlement with First Equity and who was heard by the Judge. 
181. After hearing from attorneys for the Trustee and for First Equity, John E. Phillips, 
Lydia Phillips and Alden B. Turnbow, Judge Allen dismissed the Development 
Bankruptcy with prejudice, prohibiting any re-filing of bankruptcy proceedings for 
Development for 180 days. 
182. In making his decision, Judge Allen found, in substance, an absence of good 
faith in the filing of the Development Bankruptcy. 
Purchase of 87 Lots 
183. With the dismissal of the Development Bankruptcy and pursuant to the order in 
the POP Bankruptcy permitting First Equity to foreclose on the 87 Lots, First 
Equity published and posted notices of sale, followed all other legal requirements 
for a foreclosure sale and attended when the substitute trustee conducted the 
sale on June 12,2000. 
5
 Although Peter O. Phillips did not refer to the Fifth Amendment, the substance of his statement 
seemed very like an invocation of the rights under that Constitutional provision. 
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184. Mr Skabelund attended the sale, representing John E Phillips, and tape-
recorded the proceedings. 
185. Mr. Skabelund also talked with First Equity's attorney on the foreclosure, Bryan 
Robinson, Esq., and asserted, in substance, that First Equity was required to bid 
at a particular level to validate the foreclosure sale.6 
186. Although First Equity has requested Mr. Skabelund to provide a copy of his tape 
recording of the sale, Mr. Skabelund has ignored the request. 
187. After First Equity submitted the only bid at the foreclosure sale, First Equity's 
attorney caused a deed to be recorded with the Cache County Recorder. 
188. First Equity purchased the 87 Lots (including the reversionary rights on the City 
Bond Lots). 
189. Thus, 100% of the ninety approved PUD Lots have been purchased from 
Development, the owner and Declarant under the CC&Rs. 
190. The pre-sale "Class B" membership and voting rights, which gave Development 
three votes per individual lot under the CC&Rs, have thus been dissolved or 
extinguished under the terms of the CC&Rs. 
191. First Equity has the Class A membership and voting rights for 87 of the 90 Lots.7 
192. As one of four Owners, First Equity has the right to enforce the CC&Rs. 
6
 Another attorney for John E Phillips is now claiming First Equity bid too high 
7
 On information and belief based on discussions with the City's Administrator and Attorney, the 
City does not claim or seek to exercise Homeowners Class A Membership votes under the CC&Rs, 
although the City has title to the City Bond Lots Because the pledge to the City provides for reversion 
upon the City's release of one or more of the pledged lots, First Equity has not questioned the City's view. 
Even if the City asserts voting rights for the twelve City Bond Lots,, First Equity still has the substantial 
majority of votes because of its ownership of 75 of the 87 Lots, this is 75 of the 90 lots at Aspen Meadows 
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Water Shares 
193. Neither Development nor its members advised First Equity that water shares for 
secondary water at Aspen Meadows existed and are held by Peter O. Phillips. 
194. First Equity has not received the water shares appurtenant to and designated for 
beneficial use on the 87 Lots (and the other three lots owned by others and the 
Common Areas). 
195. First Equity needs the certificates for water shares to assure that all of Aspen 
Meadows has adequate secondary water. 
196. First Equity also needs the certificates to change ownership to the Homeowners 
Association and the individual purchasers. 
197. On information and belief, without permission from the State Engineer to change 
the use of the water represented by the share certificates, Peter O. Phillips has 
offered to sell the water shares to others outside Aspen Meadows. 
New and Concealed Facts Emerge 
198. After purchasing the 87 Lots, First Equity asked Cache Title to issue title 
insurance on the 87 Lots. 
199. In the course of preparing its title report for the 87 Lots, Cache Title discovered 
that the Common Areas remain in and are titled in the name of Development. 
200. Neither Peter O. Phillips nor any other member of Development executed the 
required deed to convey the Common Areas to the Homeowners Association 
although at least one lot had been purchased in 1996. 
201. Further investigation revealed that Cache Title insured the two owner-occupied 
lots without stating an exception with respect to the Common Areas. 
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202. Because Aspen Meadows is an approved planned unit development, the owners 
of each lot should have and can legally and equitably expect to own an 
undivided 1/90 ownership interest in the Common Areas with actual title to the 
Common Areas to be held by the Homeowners Association. 
203. Under the CC&Rs, the owners of each individual lot have membership, with one 
vote per lot, in the Homeowners Association after the initial developer, 
Development, has sold the lot. 
204. Cache Title had also issued title insurance without stating an exception with 
respect to the lot owned by the lending institution. 
205. Cache Title first informed First Equity that the Common Areas have not been 
deeded to the Homeowners Association in late July 2000. 
206. Because the Common Areas have not been deeded to the Homeowners 
Association, Cache Title would only issue title insurance with the Common Areas 
excepted, despite the fact that First Equity, by purchasing 87 Lots (or, technically 
by purchase 75 lots and the reversionary rights for the 12 City Bond Lots) is 
entitled to an undivided ownership interest in the Common Areas of 75/90 and 
will be entitled to an 87/90 interest once the 12 City Bond Lots revert to it. 
207. Peter O. Phillips was manager of Development until Trustee Marker became 
manager by the 1999 order of the Court in the POP Bankruptcy. 
208. Trustee Marker's appointment as manager was for the purpose of resolving the 
First Equity claim arising from the purchase of the Weststar Loan/Claim. 
209. At no time did Peter O. Phillips or any other member of Development disclose to 
First Equity that the Common Areas had not been deeded to the Homeowners 
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Association as required by the CC&Rs. 
210. First Equity has received information that Peter O. Phillips stated, at or shortly 
after the foreclosure sale but outside the presence of First Equity or any of its 
representatives, in substance, "Wait until they [First Equity] find out they don't 
have the Common Areas." 
211. Based on the records in the POP Bankruptcy, at no time did Trustee Marker 
receive information, prior to being informed by First Equity in late July (or early 
August) 2000 that the Common Areas had not been deeded to the Homeowners 
Association as required by the CC&Rs. 
212. Prior to a hearing on a proposed settlement of First Equity's claim for the fees 
under the Bankruptcy Court's order respecting delay in the foreclosure in the 
POP Bankruptcy, First Equity filed a written proffer of new information and 
evidence in the POP Bankruptcy and informed the Bankruptcy Court that the 
Common Areas had not been deeded to the Homeowners Association; the 
records indicate this is the first time Judge Boulden had an opportunity to learn 
that a substantial asset, the Common Areas, was still held by Development. 
213. On August 10, 2000, Cache Title, for the first time, disclosed to First Equity how 
funds paid to Cache Title as an escrow on the Weststar Loan transaction had 
been distributed. 
214. Cache Title reported that approximately $110,000 from the proceeds of the 
Weststar Loan had been distributed and paid for the personal residence of Peter 
O. Phillips and his wife Lydia Phillips and that only about $20,000 of the loan 
proceeds (which exceeded $400,000.00) were applied to the Highway Property. 
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215. On information and belief, based upon the records in the POP Bankruptcy, 
neither the Bankruptcy Court nor the Trustee was informed about the distribution 
of the proceeds of the Weststar Loan, although Peter 0. Phillips' personally 
benefitted from the proceeds of the Weststar Loan. 
216. Although Peter 0. Phillips knew the information about the Common Areas and 
knew about the distribution of the proceeds of the Weststar Loan when First 
Equity entered into the settlement with the Trustee in which, among other things, 
First Equity released its collateral interest in the Highway Property owned by 
Peter O. Phillips, Peter O. Phillips failed to disclose that permitting foreclosure on 
the 87 Lots (owned by Development) would result in Development's paying off 
some or all of the loan that had personally benefitted Peter O. Phillips on his own 
home and on the Highway Property Peter 0. Phillips owns. 
217. Peter O. Phillips and the other members of Development failed to disclose to 
Judge Allen in the Development Bankruptcy that Development retained title to 
the Common Areas, although three of the four members of Development 
attended the hearing before Judge Allen on May 16, 2000. 
218. Peter O. Phillips and the other members of Development failed to disclose to 
Judge Allen in the Development Bankruptcy that Development (or possibly Peter 
O. Phillips himself) retained the water shares for Aspen Meadows. 
219. Peter O. Phillips has, from the records in the POP Bankruptcy, failed to disclose 
that he (or, as may be applicable, Development) retains the water shares and 
that those shares may have a sizeable market value if sold to others outside 
Aspen Meadows. 
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220. Mr. Skabelund, as counsel for two members of Development (Lydia Phillips and 
Alden B. Turnbow), specifically told the Court in the Development Bankruptcy 
that Development had no assets other than the 87 Lots. 
221. Although John E. Phillips attended the hearing before Judge Allen in the 
Development Bankruptcy and has alleged claims against Development, John E. 
Phillips did not disclose that the Common Areas had not been deed to the 
Homeowners Association and did not disclose that water shares were held either 
by Development or his son Peter O. Phillips. 
Alter Ego Relationship Between Development and its Members 
222. Peter O. Phillips, although he was the majority owner and the manager of 
Development until appointment of the Trustee to that position for specific 
purposes in 19S9, claimed before the Bankruptcy Court in the POP Bankruptcy 
that he had no access to and could not provide records for Development. 
223. Because Peter O. Phillips had signed the CC&Rs and because at least three lots 
had been sold from Aspen Meadows before the filing of the POP Bankruptcy, 
Peter O. Phillips had access to, and Plaintiffs aver, knew the information about 
the CC&Rs, the failure to deed the Common Areas to the Homeowners 
Association and the retention of the water shares. 
224. Peter O. Phillips knew Development had not deeded the Common Areas to the 
Homeowners Association and that the deeding over would not occur without his 
signature as the manager and majority owner of Aspen Meadows and the 
Declarant for the CC&Rs. 
225. Development and its members failed to disclose to Judge Allen or to the Trustee 
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in the Development Bankruptcy that there had been co-mingling of funds for the 
benefit of at least two members of Development and that proceeds from the 
Weststar Loan to Development and Peter 0. Phillips had been used on the 
personal residence of Peter O. Phillips. 
226. When the Global Loan was being negotiated, making personal loans to Peter O. 
Phillips became, in effect, conditions for continued negotiations. 
227. In the state court proceedings for enforcement of the Johnson mechanic's lien, 
Johnson asserted grounds for piercing the veil between Development and Peter 
O. Phillips, showing the two were alter egos. 
228. Sufficient documents and other evidence exist to pierce any veil between the 
members of Development and Development: Peter 0. Phillips has specifically 
used and continues to benefit from and use Development as his alter ego; Lydia 
Phillips has also benefitted and continues to benefit from Development and its 
funds and assets. 
229. Both Alden B. Turnbow and Larry Andrews, the other two members of 
Development, used or sought to use their membership in Development and 
funds loaned to Development for paying off personal obligations, requesting First 
Equity, as a condition precedent to any purchase by First Equity of the 87 Lots, 
to pay their obligations in the amount up to $150,000.00. 
230. Mr. Skabelund participated in negotiations with First Equity seeking to assist 
Alden B. Turnbow and Larry Andrews with funds to be derived from the purchase 
of Development's property. 
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POP Bankruptcy as of Date of This Complaint 
231. The Bankruptcy Court, per Judge Boulden, has refused to discharge the Debtor, 
Peter 0. Phillips. 
232. Trustee Marker requested the dismissal of the POP Bankruptcy under a 
provision of the Bankruptcy Code preventing appeal. 
233. John E. Phillips, who has purchased a number of the claims against the Peter O. 
Phillips estate, determined not to waive resolution of those claims inside the POP 
Bankruptcy Proceeding, a condition for the proposed dismissal. 
234. The POP Bankruptcy is thus pending, and the Trustee is seeking a buyer for the 
Highway Property. 
235. On information and belief and as of the date of this Complaint to the best 
knowledge of the Plaintiffs, the Trustee intends to apply proceeds from the sale 
of the Highway Property to settle outstanding claims and to seek approval of and 
payment for any administrative claims that may arise or are already be pending. 
Reliance, Detriment and Damages 
236. In all negotiations with Development and Peter O. Phillips concerning the Global 
Loan and the individual loans made to Peter O. Phillips (and the paid off loan 
made to John E. Phillips for funds to be applied to the Peter 0. Phillips home 
mortgage obligations), First Equity relied upon Peter O. Phillips, Development, its 
members and counsel for either or both Peter O. Phillips and Development. 
237. First Equity was induced to rely upon the representations and documents given 
to it by Peter O. Phillips, Development and the counsel for one or both of them. 
238. First Equity did rely upon the representations made on behalf of Development 
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and Peter O. Phillips, believing that the representations and documents 
submitted to it were submitted and made in good faith. 
239. First Equity was entitled to rely upon these representations, documents and 
records because First Equity was without counsel but was dealing with counsel 
for the other parties who was aware of the position and interests of First Equity. 
240. First Equity's reliance, which led to its making two personal loans to Peter O. 
Phillips and to its purchase of the Weststar Loan with an alleged default interest 
rate of 22%, its release of a major portion of the collateral supporting the 
Weststar Loan and its release of the John E. Phillips guarantee have caused 
detriment to First Equity and have caused damage to First Equity, including 
without limitation the damages flowing because of the difference between the 
16% interest rate and the 22% default rate represented to First Equity, that is in 
the amount of $109,271.77 to and including June 12, 2000. 
241. First Equity has been further damaged because it could not in fact rely upon the 
CC&Rs and the obligation that the Common Areas were to be and should have 
been delivered to the Homeowners free and clear of liens. 
242. First Equity, as owner of the reversionary rights to the 12 City Bond Lots and as 
owner of 75 of the 87 Lots faces, arguendo but does not admit, a contingent 
liability on the mechanic's lien as an 87/90 undivided owner of the Common 
Areas. 
243. The amount of the Johnson mechanic's lien as of July 31 exceeds $113,000 and 
continues to increase in amount because of post-judgment interest. 
244. Rocky, as purchaser for consideration of the Johnson lien and judgment, is 
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entitled to execute its judgment against Development and, upon the piercing of 
the veil, its individual members, recognizing that under the CC&Rs, Development 
and its members were obligated to keep the Homeowners Association (and 
hence its members) free and clear of liens incurred by the actions or omissions 
of Development and its alter egos. 
245. The foreclosure sale for the 87 Lots did not extinguish the Johnson lien and 
judgment. 
246. However, any execution of the mechanic's lien and judgment will take a period of 
time and any exercise of judgment, if taken against the 87 Lots or the 90 Lots, 
will lead to the assertion of defenses and an action over against Development, 
Peter 0. Phillips and other members of Development. 
247. As an owner of Lots in Aspen Meadows, First Equity (and the other owners of 
individual lots) should be held harmless from and indemnified against any lien 
claims incurred for work on the Common Areas prior to purchase and all lien and 
similar obligations, including the Johnson mechanic's lien and judgment and 
those obligations should be directly attributed to and paid by Development and 
its alter egos because of their concealment of the breaches in the CC&Rs and 
their failures to make disclosures in two bankruptcy proceedings in this Court. 
248. The failure to pay the lien claim and judgment to Johnson and its successor 
Rocky constitutes a breach of contract under the CC&Rs which is actionable by 
Rocky and actionable by First Equity to protect itself and to benefit Rocky. 
249. Both First Equity and Rocky are entitled to pursue the payment of damages for 
and caused by the breach of the CC&Rs committed by Development and its alter 
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egos, with the value of the claim payable to Rocky and the costs of collection 
and execution to be paid and equitably divided between them. 
Value of 87 Lots 
250. In 1999, First Equity reviewed the obligations against the 87 Lots and learned 
that the City had a lien claim from water metering and usage in the amount of 
approximately $90,000.00 against Aspen Meadows. 
251. The City's claim was accruing interest at 1.5% per month or 18% per annum. 
252. Because First Equity had a first position trust deed on the land, and in the normal 
course when a foreclosure action is pending, First Equity, from its own funds, 
paid the City for the water charges. 
253. First Equity's payment benefitted Aspen Meadows and benefitted Development, 
which was the obligor to the City on the charges. 
254. First Equity made its payment to prevent the further accrual of interest on the 
amounts due to the City and to protect the value of the property itself. 
255. First Equity, which believed it was likely to become the owner of the 87 Lots at 
the foreclosure sale, sought to establish a record of good faith and fiscal 
responsibility with the City. 
256. First Equity's payment was made in the normal course of the lending business. 
257. In February 2000, First Equity retained an MAI appraisal company to perform an 
appraisal on Aspen Meadows. 
258. The appraiser, being advised that the property involved had been approved as a 
Planned Unit Development, reviewed the property and performed other tasks 
and evaluations in the normal course for certified appraisals. 
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259. The appraiser assumed the Common Areas were deeded to the Homeowners 
Association pursuant to the CC&Rs. 
260. The appraiser valued the 87 Lots with undivided interest in the Common Areas at 
$850,000.00. 
261. In bidding at the foreclosure, First Equity calculated interest on the Weststar 
Loan at 16% and calculated the amount due and owing based upon information 
available at that time but with the 16% interest rate. 
262. First Equity's bid was $946,915.66, based upon the information then available, 
but in excess of the appraiser's valuation.8 
263. With the Common Areas undeeded to the Homeowners and with them still in the 
hands of Development and its alter egos, who have opposed repayment to First 
Equity and have hampered First Equity's rights, the value of the 87 Lots is 
significantly diminished because the appraiser's fundamental assumptions with 
respect to the Common Areas cannot now be met. 
264. The absence of the Common Areas will reduce the appraised value of the 87 
8
 First Equity's foreclosure attorney yielded to the representations made on behalf of John E. 
Phillips that First Equity was required to bid what it had then calculated as the amount due based upon the 
16% interest rate and based upon its belief that it would obtain the 87/90 undivided interest in the 
Common Areas. First Equity believed that any failure to bid at that amount might endanger the finality of 
the sale. Thus, even with the appraisal at only $850,000.00, First Equity felt obligated to bid an amount 
exceeding the appraised value. Mr. Skabelund has stated that an unidentified appraiser valued Aspen 
Meadows at more than $1,000,000 in early 2000. First Equity has never seen the purported report, so 
First Equity does not know whether the unidentified appraiser is MAI certified, if he had information that 
the Common Areas had not been deeded to the Homeowners Association (which First Equity's appraiser 
did not and could not know), whether the appraiser knew of the pledge of the City Bond Lots (which 
prevents any liquidation of those 12 lots until the improvements are completed - a sidewalk and some 
other small improvements remain outstanding on Phase I) or whether he made a per lot assessment of 
value (with or without an undivided interest in the Common Areas) since three of the lots are owned by 
others so First Equity could not purchase them or count their value at its foreclosure sale. 
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Lots by an amount to be proven at trial but believed to be at least $275,000. 
265. On September 1, 2000, an attorney named Wendell Smith, who has appeared in 
the POP Bankruptcy as attorney for Peter O. Phillips, sent a letter to First 
Equity's foreclosure attorney on behalf of John E. Phillips and "the members of 
the Phillips Development L.C. 
266. Mr. Smith demanded that First Equity refund approximately $251,210.00 from 
the foreclosure sale, asserting that the default rate of interest on the Weststar 
Loan is not 16% but is a reduced amount, based upon a lower prime rate. 
267. Mr. Smith's demand includes the money paid to the City by First Equity for the 
water charges (not for the water shares, which are a separate issue), alleging 
that amount should not be considered part of the purchase price. 
268. Mr. Smith's theory of the transaction would require First Equity to pay John E. 
Phillips (who still claims a subordinate lien at Aspen Meadows subordinate to the 
City water charges and the Johnson mechanic's lien) and the members of 
Development (including Peter O. Phillips), the sum demanded, even though First 
Equity has suffered losses and damages at the hands of Peter O. Phillips and 
Development. 
269. First Equity rejects the contentions made by Mr. Smith on behalf of John E. 
Phillips and alleges the demand does not require Plaintiffs to treat the demand 
as a potential offset against damages suffered by Plaintiffs.9 
9
 Even if the new Smith demand on behalf of John E. Phillips and the members of Development 
are treated as an offset for the purposes of argument only, First Equity's damages still exceed the amount 
bid at the foreclosure sale. 
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270. The new Smith demand seeks to undermine the enforcement of the Bankruptcy 
Court Order affirming the settlement between First Equity and Trustee Marker, 
which allowed First Equity to foreclose at the 16% interest rate, although the 
22% default rate had been represented to it before its purchase of the Weststar 
Loan/Claim. 
271. First Equity avers that the new Smith demand is a further example of the efforts 
and machinations that have stymied the Trustee's and the Bankruptcy Court's 
efforts to manage the POP Bankruptcy efficiently and fairly and avers that the 
new Smith demand directly contradicts the specific representations made on 
behalf of Development before Judge Allen and in the presence of John E. 
Phillips (whose attorney had participated in discussions of a possible new 
settlement between Development and First Equity necessitated by the Lydia 
Phillips filing of the Development Bankruptcy) that Development had no assets 
other than the 87Lots. 
Irreparable Harm, No Other Relief 
272. The claims set forth in this Complaint have not been and could not be resolved in 
either the POP Bankruptcy or the Development Bankruptcy. 
273. The Homeowners Association and First Equity face substantial irreparable harm 
if the CC&Rs are not enforced and if the water shares are not delivered for the 
benefit of Aspen Meadows. 
274. The harm to the Homeowners Association and First Equity substantially 
outweighs any alleged harm to any of the Defendants, particularly to 
Development and its members and alter egos, because they have no legitimate 
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claim to the Common Areas and thus face no harm if the Common Areas are 
deeded in terms of the CC&Rs. 
275. The harm to the Homeowners Association and First Equity with respect to the 
water shares also substantially outweighs any alleged harm to any of the 
Defendants because Aspen Meadows and its individual owners may not be able 
to obtain secondary water from other sources (or even from the water company 
that issued the existing share certificates) without the shares and share 
certificates. 
276. First Equity has a substantial likelihood of success on the merits of this case with 
respect to its request for specific performance and injunctive relief, including 
without limitation the deeding over of the Common Areas to the Homeowners 
Association and the delivery of the share certificates to provide all of Aspen 
Meadows with adequate and previously designated secondary water rights. 
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
FRAUD UPON THE COURT 
277. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation in this Complaint with the 
full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
278. At the hearing before Judge Allen on May 16, 2000 respecting the Development 
Bankruptcy, Mr. Skabelund, as counsel for Lydia Phillips and Alden B. Turnbow, 
both members of Development, and apparently on behalf of Development with 
respect to certain representations to the Court, the Bankruptcy Court was 
specifically advised that Development had no assets other than the 87 Lots. 
279. Lydia Phillips and Alden B. Turnbow were present in the courtroom during the 
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proceedings before Judge Allen and were represented by counsel. 
280. John E. Phillips was present in the courtroom during the proceedings before 
Judge Allen and was represented by counsel. 
281. Peter O. Phillips was present in the courtroom during the proceedings before 
Judge Allen; during the course of the proceedings, Mr. Skabelund asked the 
Court if he could confer with his "clients" and was seen to speak with Peter O. 
Phillips when he went to the rear of the courtroom to confer with his clients. 
282. At no time prior to First Equity's providing a proffer of information filed with the 
Bankruptcy Court in the POP Bankruptcy on August 20, 2000 and conveyed to 
Judge Boulden in open court by proper at a hearing on August 21, 2000, was 
Judge Boulden or the Bankruptcy Court advised that Development continued to 
hold title to the Common Areas despite the terms and conditions of the CC&Rs. 
283. At no time, to First Equity's knowledge and in accordance with the records 
available to First Equity from the POP Bankruptcy, was the Bankruptcy Court 
provided with full and complete information about the co-mingling of funds or the 
actions, omissions and representations showing the co-mingling and co-mingling 
of the business of Development and the business of Peter O. Phillips. 
284. On information and belief, an attorney for the Trustee who served prior to the 
appointment of Trustee Marker in the POP Bankruptcy was preparing to seek a 
ruling to show that Peter O. Phillips and Development were in fact alter egos or 
that the alleged veil between Development and its member Peter O. Phillips or 
other members should be pierced. 
285. On information and belief, the prior Trustee had not received information first 
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given to First Equity in August 2000 about the dealings of Peter O. Phillips and 
Development. 
286. Peter O. Phillips, the other members of Development and possibly others 
persons not specifically known to Plaintiffs at this time and who are named as 
John and Jane Does in this Complaint had information but failed to provide the 
information to the Bankruptcy Court in either of the two proceedings. 
287. These concealments are material and adversely affect First Equity's unresolved 
claims which arose after the filing of the POP Bankruptcy. 
288. The Bankruptcy Court, per Judge Boulden, has refused to discharge Peter O. 
Phillips but has indicated it will dismiss the POP Bankruptcy on or about 
September 1,2000. 
289. On information and belief, the dismissal of the POP Bankruptcy will preclude an 
appeal under the statutes and rules governing bankruptcy proceedings. 
290. First Equity can anticipate no further relief from the Bankruptcy Court. 
291. Peter O. Phillips, by his conduct and public statements, and his family members, 
including John E. Phillips, Lydia Phillips and Alden B. Turnbow continue to 
interfere with the sale approved by an order of the Bankruptcy Court. 
292. The recent demands on the part of John E. Phillips for payment from First Equity 
on account of its foreclosure sale is an effort to undermine and circumvent an 
order of this Court permitting the foreclosure sale to take place under Utah law. 
293. Those demands also constitute an attempt to subvert the order of the 
Bankruptcy Court by attacking documentation that was available to Peter O. 
Phillips and Development as borrowers on the Weststar Loan and to John E. 
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Phillips, as guarantor of the Weststar Loan purchased by First Equity. 
294. Because Trustee Marker has requested a dismissal of the POP Bankruptcy 
without right to appeal and because Judge Allen dismissed the Development 
Bankruptcy with prejudice and no appeal was taken from the dismissal with 
prejudice, the facts alleged show that certain of the Defendants are acting to 
undermine orders from the Bankruptcy Court and have concealed information 
from the Bankruptcy Court in two proceedings. 
295. This Court has jurisdiction to enforce the orders of the Bankruptcy Court and to 
grant relief against fraud upon the court committed in bankruptcy proceedings in 
this District. 
296. First Equity has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial but in no event 
less than $250,000, even if the alleged offset from the new Smith demand is 
taken into account, which First Equity avers should not be done. 
297. First Equity is entitled to punitive damages in an amount no less than treble the 
amount of its actual damages. 
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
FRAUD 
298. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation in this Complaint with the 
full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
299. First Equity has relied upon, was intended to rely upon and justifiable relied upon 
the actions, omissions and representations made by Peter O. Phillips, 
Development and, on information and belief, others in association with or acting 
on behalf or in concert with them. 
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300. First Equity has justifiably relied to its detriment on the proceedings and 
representations before the Bankruptcy Court and upon representations there 
made. 
301. First Equity has been damaged because of its reliance. 
302. First Equity is entitled to damages in an amount to be proven at trial but in no 
event less than $250,000.00. 
303. First Equity is entitled to punitive damages on account of fraud in an amount to 
be proven at trial but in no event less than treble its other damages. 
THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
FRAUDULENT NONDISCLOSURE 
304. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation in this Complaint with the 
full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
305. Defendants Development and its members are liable to First Equity for failure to 
disclose, both as individuals and as alter egos of Development, that the Common 
Areas had not been deeded over to the Homeowners Association as required by 
the CC&Rs. 
306. Neither Development nor any of its members provided information and 
schedules relating to Development and its business in the Development 
Bankruptcy, and Peter O. Phillips stated in the POP Bankruptcy that, even 
though he was the 65% owner of Development and had served as is manager, 
that he had no access to the books and records of Development. 
307. Although, on information and belief, the other members of Development and 
John E. Phillips all knew that the books and records of Development had been 
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requested in the POP Bankruptcy and should have been provided in the 
Development Bankruptcy, no books and records were produced. 
308. The failure to disclose the fact that the Common Areas had not been deeded 
over is a material fact known to Development and the members of Development. 
309. The fact is material because development of a Planned Unit Development 
requires access to and development of common areas, a shared ownership for 
the purchasers of lots in a planned unit development and because the deeding 
over of common areas to a homeowners association is part of the normal course 
in developing and obtaining approval of common areas. 
310. The failure to deed over common areas is also a material factor affecting the 
value of individual lots in a planned unit development and has a material impact 
upon the valuation of the individual lots and the possibility of building on, 
improving and selling individual lots to others who would otherwise be interested 
in residence in the planned unit development. 
311. On information and belief, John E. Phillips, father of Peter O. Phillips and an 
active participant in the POP Bankruptcy to purchase a number of claims in that 
proceeding, knew or should have known that the Common Areas had not been 
deeded to the Homeowners Association because John E. Phillips was a 
guarantor of the Weststar Loan. 
312. John E. Phillips has claimed a security interest in Aspen Meadows and has a 
secured interest in the Highway Property and obtained a release from his 
guarantee of the Weststar Loan when First Equity made decisions without 
disclosure of the material facts surrounding the Common Areas. 
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313. John E. Phillips has had an opportunity unavailable to First Equity to obtain 
information about the status of the CC&Rs and other aspects of the operations 
and business of Development because he was a guarantor of the Weststar 
Loan, because he is father of Peter 0. Phillips and father-in-law of Lydia Phillips 
and Alden B. Turnbow and because John E. Phillips is a beneficiary of the 
transaction by which First Equity purchased the Weststar Loan and was induced, 
without full information, to release the guaranty of John E. Phillips supporting the 
Weststar Loan. 
314. Because the material information concealed from First Equity also affects the 
valuation of the 87 Lots and was material to an informed business judgment with 
respect to releasing First Equity's security interest in the Highway Property, First 
Equity has been damaged, both in its reliance and in its making decisions. 
315. First Equity has been damaged in an amount to be proven at trial, but comprised 
of, without limitation, the diminished value of the 87 Lots compared to the 
valuation from its appraiser and the amount First Equity felt obligated to bid; the 
loss of security in the Highway Property, which has benefitted Peter O. Phillips 
and John E. Phillips, the costs of this litigation, reasonable attorney fees on this 
litigation, the loss of the benefits of its funds at the rates bargained for and other 
damages to be set forth and proven at trial, but in no event believed to be less 
than $250,000.00. 
316. Because of the fraudulent nondisclosure, First Equity is entitled to punitive 
damages in an amount to be set by the Court but at least treble actual damages 
or an amount of $750,000.00; these damages should be jointly and severally 
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paid by Development, its members and its beneficiaries, including without 
limitation John E. Phillips, who was released from his guarantee of the Weststar 
Loan when First Equity acted without the fraudulently nondisclosed information 
material to its decisions and actions. 
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 
317. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation in this Complaint with the 
full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
318. Plaintiffs are entitled to a declaratory judgment and declaratory relief showing 
that any alleged veil between Development and its members has been pierced 
and that the individual members are jointly and severally liable for the actions 
and omissions and for performing the obligations and paying damages 
attributable to Development, at least to the extent of the individual members' 
percentage and other ownership interest in Development. 
319. Peter O. Phillips, and on information and belief other members of Development, 
have treated Development as the alter ego of Peter 0. Phillips and vice versa. 
320. In addition, because John E. Phillips has been benefitted by the actions and 
omissions and breaches of contract on the part of Development and of some or 
all of its members, John E. Phillips should be declared to be a beneficiary of and 
liable for the obligations of Development. 
FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
QUIET TITLE 
321. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation in this Complaint with the 
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full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
322. Title to the Common Areas should be immediately conveyed and deeded to the 
Homeowners Association pursuant to the CC&Rs with title quieted in that entity. 
SIXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
SPECIFIC PERFORMANCE 
323. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation in this Complaint with the 
full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
324. First Equity, on its own behalf and on behalf of the Homeowners Association is 
entitled to immediate specific performance of the contractual obligation in the 
CC&Rs to require the conveyance of the Common Areas, free and clear of all 
lien claims, to the Homeowners Association. 
SEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
BREACH OF CONTRACT (CC&Rs) 
325. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation in this Complaint with the 
full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
326. Development and its members have breached the contractual requirements in 
the CC&Rs to deed the Common Areas to the Homeowners Association free and 
clear of liens. 
327. As a direct result of the breach of the CC&Rs, First Equity has been damaged in 
the contingent amount of 87/90 of $113,000.94 plus additional interest and costs 
that may accrue. 
328. As a direct and further result of the breach of the CC&Rs, First Equity has been 
damaged and is entitled to its costs and attorney fees (in an amount to be 
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submitted to the Court at a later date) incurred in this action with respect to 
quieting title, requiring specific performance and for breach of contract. 
329. Rocky is entitled to payment in full of the amounts due and owing pursuant to the 
Johnson lien, or $ 113,000.94 together with accruing interest, costs and attorney 
fees related to the enforcement of its judgment. 
330. First Equity and Rocky are entitled to pre-judgment and post-judgment interest to 
be calculated at appropriate rates and in an amount to be shown at trial. 
EIGHTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
QUIET TITLE (87 LOTS) 
331. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation in this Complaint with the 
full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
332. First Equity's title to the 87 Lots (including its reversionary rights on the lots 
pledged to the City) should be quieted and all adverse claims, allegations and 
slanders should be declared invalid and void. 
NINTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
BREACH OF CONTRACT ($5000 Loan) 
333. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation in this Complaint with the 
full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
334. The $5000.00 loan made to Peter O. Phillips on or about and memorialized by a 
promissory note has an interest rate at 18%. 
335. The proceeds of this loan were specifically made to assist Peter O. Phillips in 
paying personal and family expenses, including without limitation, assisting with 
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mortgage payments at the residence of Peter 0. Phillips and Lydia Phillips. 
336. The $5000 loan has accrued interest in the amount of $1650 to and including 
August 31,2000. 
337. Peter O. Phillips and Lydia Phillips have benefitted in the amount of the loan plus 
interest. 
338. No amount has been paid. 
339. First Equity is entitled to judgment in the amount of $6650.00 together with pre-
judgment interest, post-judgment interest, costs of collection and a reasonable 
attorney fee with respect to the $5000.00 loan. 
TENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
MONEY HAD AND RECEIVED ($5000 Loan) 
340. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation in this Complaint with the 
full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
341. Peter O. Phillips and his wife Lydia Phillips have had the benefit of money 
received and paid over to their designee in the amount of the $5000.00 loan and 
interest at the amount of $6650.00 as of August 31, 2000. 
342. First Equity is entitled to pre-judgment and post-judgment interest on the 
principal and interest set forth, together with costs, collection costs and a 
343. reasonable attorney fee, all in amounts to be proven at trial. 
ELEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
BREACH OF CONTRACT ($500 Loan) 
344. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation in this Complaint with the 
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full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
345. First Equity made the $500.00 loan to Peter 0. Phillips, to be paid and paid to his 
designee, for the specific purpose of allowing him to pay toward the mortgage 
obligations on his residence where he resided with Lydia Phillips. 
346. Peter O. Phillips promised to repay the loan. 
347. Although Peter O. Phillips and Lydia Phillips have benefitted from the loan, no 
amount has been paid. 
348. The $500.00 loan has accrued interest at the inferred rate of 18% per annum. 
349. The principal and interest due and owing on the $500.00 loan to and including 
August 31, 2000 is $ 590.00. 
350. First Equity is entitled to pre-judgment and post-judgment interest on that 
amount, together with costs, collection costs and a reasonable attorney fee, all in 
amounts to be proven at trial. 
TWELFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
MONEY HAD AND RECEIVED ($500.00 Loan) 
351. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation in this Complaint with the 
full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
352. Peter O. Phillips and his wife Lydia Phillips have had the benefit of money 
received and paid over to their designee in the amount of the $500.00 loan and 
interest at the amount of $ 590.00 as of August 31, 2000. 
353. First Equity is entitled to pre-judgment and post-judgment interest on the 
principal and interest set forth, together with costs, collection costs and a 
reasonable attorney fee, all in amounts to be proven at trial. 
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THIRTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
BREACH OF CONTRACT (Global Loan) 
354. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation in this Complaint with the 
full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
355. Peter 0. Phillips and Development, by and through their authorized 
representative Mr. Skabelund, agreed and promised to enter into the Global 
Loan with principal that fluctuated in accordance with the requests and demands 
of creditors in the POP Bankruptcy from $1,500,000.00 to $2,200,000.00. 
356. Under the terms of the Global Loan, with 18% interest per annum and 13 points, 
the interest and points that would have been due and owing to First Equity on 
the Global Loan in the amount of $1,500,000.00 from August 17,1999 to and 
including August 17, 2000, would have totaled $465,000.00. 
357. If the Global Loan had been at its approximate maximum requested amount of 
$2,200,000.00 at the same interest rates and with the same points, the amount 
due and First Equity for the period to and including August 17, 2000 would have 
totaled $682,000.00. 
358. The breach of the agreement to enter into the Global Loan by Development and 
its alter egos and by Peter O. Phillips has damaged First Equity in an amount 
between $465,000.00 and $682,000.00. 
359. In addition, Peter O. Phillips promised to provide First Equity with a 20% equity 
interest in Aspen Meadows; this would have provided First Equity with an 
additional benefit in the amount estimated to be at least $60,000.00. 
360. Members Larry Andrews and Alden B. Tumbow attended a meeting in which the 
Global Loan and the equity interest were discussed and indicated their approval 
of the transaction as proposed. 
FOURTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
WATER SHARES 
361. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation in this Complaint with the 
full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
362. Development, Peter O. Phillips or other alter egos of Development should be 
required to deliver the certificates for the water shares to the Homeowners and to 
the individual owners, including First Equity to provide adequate secondary water 
to Aspen Meadows. 
363. Without the water shares and the certificates to permit transfer, the Homeowners 
Association and the individual owners of the 87 Lots will be forced to rely upon 
culinary water where secondary water would be suffice and more efficient. 
364. The use of culinary water for both culinary and secondary water needs will 
increase the Global costs to individual homeowners and to the Homeowners 
Association in an amount to be proven at trial, based upon City water rates for 
culinary water and projected increases in City culinary water rates. 
365. The use of culinary water for both culinary and secondary purposes is contrary to 
policies for water conservation adopted by the Utah State Legislature and 
essential to the prudent and wise use of natural resources. 
366. If the water shares for secondary water are not conveyed as requested, the 
Homeowners Association and individual homeowners will face irreparable harm 
that cannot be adequately calculated in terms of legal damages. 
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FIFTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
MISTAKE 
367. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation in this Complaint with the 
full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
368. When Trustee Marker proposed in the POP Bankruptcy that First Equity 
purchase the 87 Lots and release its security interest in the Highway Property, 
Trustee Marker did not know and could not know that the Common Areas had 
not been deeded to the Homeowners Association as required by the CC&Rs. 
369. When First Equity agreed to assist Trustee Marker in managing the POP 
Bankruptcy, First Equity did not know and could not know that the Common 
Areas had not been deeded to the Homeowners Association as required by the 
CC&Rs. 
370. Consequently, both parties sought approval from the Bankruptcy Court for an 
agreement that was formed under a mutual mistake, so any waiver of deficiency 
rights and other security previously belonging to First Equity, including its rights 
to have a guarantor as set forth on the original Weststar Loan documents, must 
be restored to First Equity. 
371. Development, Peter O. Phillips, Lydia Phillips, Alden B. Turnbow, Larry Andrews 
and John E. Phillips should have but did not advise the Bankruptcy Court, 
Trustee Marker or First Equity about the Common Areas. 
372. Mr. Skabelund represented to Judge Allen in the Development Bankruptcy, when 
he was representing Lydia Phillips and Alden B. Turnbow and may have, to 
some extent, represented Development, that the only asset of Development was 
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the 87 Lots and did not advise the Court that the Common Areas would remain 
titled to Development. 
373. First Equity has no remedy for mistake in the Bankruptcy Court because mistake 
is a claim arising under common law and is not directly cognizable in the 
Bankruptcy Court. 
374. First Equity has been damaged by the mistake in an amount to be proven at trial 
but to be comprised of the amount the absence of the Common Areas 
diminishes the appraised value of the 87 Lots, the costs and attorney fees 
incurred and to be incurred in this proceeding, the loss of opportunity to make full 
and profitable use of the 87 Lots it owns, all in an estimated amount no less than 
$250,000.00. 
375. Alternatively, the Court should award First Equity its secured trust deed position 
in the Highway Property and reinstate the guaranty from John E. Phillips in order 
for First Equity to pursue remedies against the Highway Property and against the 
guarantor for costs and damages it has suffered. 
SIXTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
SLANDER OF TITLE 
376. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation in this Complaint with the 
full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
377. Subsequent to its purchase of the 87 Lots, First Equity contacted the City to ask 
about the release of those 87 Lots that were pledged to the City. 
378. First Equity advised the City that the bulk of the improvements on what has been 
called "Phase I" of the development of Aspen Meadows had been completed 
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and was requesting to exercise all or some part of its rights to the reversion of 
the pledged 87 Lots in accordance with the City's directions. 
379. The City scheduled First Equity on an agenda for a City Council Meeting. 
380. Peter 0. Phillips, a person identified as his brother and Mr. Skabelund attended 
the City Council Meeting. 
381. Peter 0. Phillips asked to speak at the meeting and advised the members of the 
City Council, the Mayor, the City Administrator and other persons who were 
present at the Meeting, in substance, that the Common Areas had not been 
deeded over and that other problems existed that should prevent the reversion. 
382. Peter 0. Phillips was also heard to say that the situation surrounding Aspen 
Meadows "are not over." 
383. The statements made by Peter 0. Phillips had a direct and immediate impact 
upon the City officials, who did agree to postpone action on the request for 
reversion of some or all of the pledged 87 Lots. 
384. Statements by the City and its officials indicated concern about the ownership of 
the 87 Lots and First Equity's status.. 
385. These statements and the actions, together with the problems involving the 
Common Areas, the unpaid lien claim and other actions and omissions on the 
part of certain of the Defendants constitute a slander on title to the 87 Lots. 
386. The circumstances surrounding the purchase of the 87 Lots, the discovery about 
the failure to deed over the common areas and other actions and omissions on 
the part of Peter O. Phillips and those acting in concert and to assist him have 
damaged First Equity in the quiet and peaceful use and enjoyment of the 87 Lots 
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it owns and have hampered First Equity in seeking to develop or otherwise make 
suitable use of the 87 Lots; in fact, First Equity has lost an entire building season 
because of the circumstances alleged and because of other actions and 
omissions respecting the 87 Lots done on or on behalf of or with the Defendants 
or certain of them. 
387. First Equity is entitled to injunctive relief to prevent further slander on its title to 
the 87 Lots and to other relief, including without limitation, quiet title on the 87 
Lots and damages in an amount to be proven at trial, believed at this time to be 
no less than $250,000. 
388. First Equity is entitled to punitive damages in an amount to be determined at trial. 
SEVENTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
DIRECT AND THIRD PARTY BENEFICIARY CLAIMS 
UNDER TITLE INSURANCE 
389. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every allegation in this Complaint with the 
full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
390. Cache Title provided title insurance to Weststar with respect to its loan 
purchased by First Equity. 
391. Cache Title also issued title insurance to at least two, and on information and 
belief, all three of the other purchasers of 87 Lots. 
392. Cache Title did not state an exception for the Common Areas in its title insurance 
policies but permitted those who are purchasers and were otherwise insured by 
the title insurance to rely upon the insurance, which the purchasers of 87 Lots 
were entitled to believe included both the actual lots they purchase and their 
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nnHi yided pin 'if)ortionate: ownership interest in the Common Areas. 
393. First Equity is a direct beneficiary of the title insurance obtained by Weststar. 
394. First Eqi lity is a third pai t^  ' beneficial y of tl le title insurance issued with respect to 
the 87 Lots purchased by others besides First Equity. 
395. To the extent tl ie title if isi irer has subrogation rights against Development, the 
subrogation rights should also be found against the members of Development 
'under the declared alter win and piercing judgmeni requested by First Equity, 
and First Equity should be granted its damages under title insurance in an 
amount to be proven at trial. 
EIGHTEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION: 
BREACH OF IMPLIED COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH 
396. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and every J.'.'KMINWI in I!.his Complain! with the 
full "force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
397. Plaintiffs are entitled to rely upon the implied covenant of good faith in all 
comn lercial cor iti acfi lal ti ansactions. 
398. Defendants Development and its members and John E. Phillips have brfvirhed 
the implied i. 
399. First Equity is entitled to damages in an amount to be proven at trial, but in no 
event less than $250,000.00 and , than the value 
o Johnson mechanic's lien.. 
NINETEENTH CAUSE OF ACTION: 
ENFORCEMENT OF WAIVER OF DEFENSES 
400. Plaintiffs i epeat ai id reallege each and every allegation in this Complaint with the 
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full force and pffert as ii set fonh iuii\ jnd at length herein. 
401 During negotiations about the Global Loan and with respect to the inducemeiit to 
purchase the Weststar I oan and to make other loans to Peter 0. Phillips, Mr. 
Skabelund prepared and transmitted to First Equity a waiver signed by Peter 0 
Phillips. 
402 Under the terms of the waiver, Peter 0. Phillips waived all defenses with respect 
to the Weststar Loan as purchased by First Equity. 
403 Inasmuch as. Peter U. Phillips was manager of Development and inasmuch as 
the veil between Development and its members s* > »ul i h» i • m< I i i information 
and beiiPl his been) pierced, the waiver applies to Development and to its 
members and those persons and entities acting in L - their 
agents and representatives with respect to the POP Bankruptcy. 
Ar\A ,-or the Defendants to assert defenses to certain of the foregoing claims will be 
frivolous and • \ - * * rst Equity to attorney fees under Utah law. 
TWENTIETH CLAIM FOR RELIEF: 
CONSPIRACY 
405. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege M f h i>i>< P/« fV allegation in this Complaint with the 
1 rce and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
406 "i ie facts and circumstances surrounding Aspon Meadow; .uio l/m Highway 
Property indicate conspiracy by, among and between Development, some or all 
of its members, relatives of the members and others not si iPcificMll hi< «vi r i 1 
Plaintiffs at \h'^ ly as John and Jane Does I - XXV, but 
specifically excluding Defendants Cache Title and the City. 
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407. Plaintiffs are'" entitled to damages in an amount to be proven at trial and to 
punitive damages at least treble actual damages, costs and attorney fees on 
account of o mspiracy or conspiracies against t\ lem. 
TWENTY-FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
TEMPORARY, PRELIMINARY AND PERMANENT INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 
408. Plaintiffs repeat and reallege each and rveiy allegation in tint'.. Complaint with the 
full force and effect as if set forth fully and at length herein. 
409. The records of the Bankruptcy ' Coi n t indicate that Petei 0 Phillips was placed in 
the custody of the United States Marshall because of his actions or omissions in 
the POP Bankruptcy. 
410. Peter 0. Phillips was ordered by the Bankruptcy Court not to interfere with the 
foreclosure sale, but the Bankruptcy Court in the POP Phillips case has 
approved a settlement proposed by Trustee Marker to compensate First Equity 
pursuant to the agreement made with Court Approval for a portion of the i l l \ v 
lime First Equifv asserted i-'oiei (> Phillips caused despite the Court's order. 
411. First Equity has received reports that First Equity has made threats against First 
Equity; a prim ip.-n nil First F.quitv was Inn subjected in vilification by Peter O 
Phillips because First Equity was cooperating with Trustee Marker; on 
information and belief Peter O. Phillips h <* rkle'f oi • poke'"' m MJU' .1 iiu-iner as 
to cause the Trustees and the Court concern for decorum and proper conduct in 
the proceedings. 
4i? Th»' actum', ' "ISMJPL, t "iwjuct and statements of Peter O. Phillips, the 
groundless demand made by John E. Phillips against the First Equity sale and 
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the records in the Development Bankruptcy and - J Bankruptcy evidence an 
intent and proclivity toward causing irreparable harm to and interference with the 
principals of First Equity and its business opportunities and relationships. 
413. Preventing Peter 0. Phillips, Development, John E. Phillips and their agents and 
assigns, including withr ps and Alden B. Turnbow, from 
continuing the conduct, actions and omissions that are causing, have caused 
and threaten to continue to r nusn h.'irni d i First Eiimt\ s principals and its 
business will cause no damage to any of those persons. 
414. First Equity submits that it has a strong likelihi MX1 I JI succt^s on II w merits of the 
that Rocky has a strong likelihood to succeed on the merits of its 
claims. 
41 c> i hri public inteiest vvill be served if this Court issues temporary, preliminary and 
permanent injunctive relief to protect First Equity, its principals ani agent* and 
Rocky ff on i harassing, ii itei fering with or disrupting First Equity, its principals and 
its business. 
PRAYER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, PLAINTIFFS DEMAND JUDGMENT: 
1. iJuieting titlt- to the Common Areas in and for the Homeowners Association; and 
2. Quieting title to the 87 Lots (including the reversiona 
pledged In tt.r ( ,ly, ,.ii j i , . ! 1,1,1 I irsit tquly I ederal and enjoining slanders and 
other actions and omissions in derogation of title; and 
3. Declaring that ,ui\ -eil betvve* 'Hopment and its members has been pierced 
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and that its membprs and (host acting in concert with them are alter egos for 
Development; and 
Declaring any attempt to claim an offset tu 1> invalid, and 
Compelling specific performance of the CC&Rs; and 
Awarding damages in an, anifiini i" tnj proven at tiui n i Hit1 breach of the 
CC&Rs; and 
Awarding judgment with respect to thn nindrmic'1. lien in -t approximately 
30.00 together with costs, prejudgment and post-judgment interest and 
attorney fees; and 
Awarding ( usi Equity $6650.00 together with costs, prejudgment and post-
judgment interest and attorney fees on the $5000.00 I oan and 
Awarding First Equity $530,00 together with costs, prejudgment and post-
judgment interest and attorney fees on the $500.00 Loan and 
Awarding First Equity cljiiiaqcs in.) Icsi... than $365,000.00 but believed to be 
$582,000.00 on account of the breach of contract claims associated with tf le 
Global Loan; and 
Awarding First Equity damages from each of the breaches of contracts and 
agreements on account of the breach of the iniplieMl uuv ,ml ul nood faith; and 
A warding Fii st Equity damages in an amount to be proven at trial but t: r ^ •.:.: 
less than $250,000.00 plus punitive damages of no less th^n $75( 
arxount of fnindiiliTiJ in '-ndini Innum, fraud upon the court, fraud and conspiracy; 
and 
Granting title to ticates for the water shares to 
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First Equity; and 
14 Granting damages to First Equity in an amount to be proven at trial because of 
mistake with respect to the settlement i expecting the Weststar Loan, including 
restoring its trust deed position in the Highway Property and reinstating its rights 
against the guarantor of tl ie Weststai ! oai i; ai id 
Granting damages to First Equity in an amount to be proven at trial because of 
the diminution in the value c" >> . • e failure to deed the 
Common Areas to the Homeowners Association free and clear of liens; and 
16,. Indemnifying and holding First Equity and HIP \ h >nn M AMUM I Association 
I lless against the lien claim permitted to be filed by Development and its 
members and alter egos; and 
17. Awarding damages in an amount to be proven at trial on account of the slander 
on title, including without limitation costs and attorney fees in \h\s action an ci 
otherwise- innirrpi.l on ar i I u\ IIie damages that could have been prevented. 
by Development and its members and members of the Phillips family arnl ," ihn 
and Jane Does as may be identified, and 
18. Awarding damages in an amount to be proven at trial through title insurance; and 
19. Striking defenses and awarding attorney fees ui i im yi run is, of waiver and 
fi ivolity witi i respect to Peter O. Phillips, Development and its alter egos; and 
20. Temporarily, preliminarily and permanently enjoining haras,"",mei il mm >y\n n » 
threats and interference to and with First Equity and its representatives and its 
business; and 
21. Granting . '.urn other and further relief, including 
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vHhnui I>ri illation costs, interest, expert witness fees and attorney fees as may be 
just and proper. 
Dated: •- . 
Respectfully submitted, 
r/i-o 
//), W W W , . Z^hl^lCaU-^ 
M. KarlynmHinman . i i  




M. Karlynn Hinman (A 3908) 
M. KARLYNN HINMAN ATTORNEY, P. C. 
Eagle Plaza Suite 210 
4505 South Wasatch Blvd. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84124 
Telephone: (801) 272-0601 
Facsimile: (801) 272-0603 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
IN THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
CACHE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
FIRST EQUITY FEDERAL, INC., ef a/., ) 
Plaintiffs, ; 
vs. 
PHILLIPS DEVELOPMENT, LC, ef a/., ' 
Defendants 
VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL OF CASE 
\ WITHOUT PREJUDICE UNDER 
I U.R.Civ.P. 41 
i Case No.: 00-0101312 PR 
I Judge: Thomas L Willmore 
Plaintiffs, by their undersigned attorney of record, voluntarily dismiss this action, 
without prejudice, under U.R.Civ.P. 41. No party has been served in this matter and 
fewer than 120 days have elapsed since filing. 
Dated: September 22, 2000 
Respectfully submitted, 
ill V^&pc ^ W * ^ 
M. Karlynn Hinman 




I certify that no service of the foregoing VOLUNTARY DISMISSAL OF CASE 
WITHOUT PREJUDICE UNDER U.R.Civ.P. 41 be made because no party is this action 
has been served. 
1
 '^luAUflW K 
M. Kariyrjn hjihman 
Attorney/For Plaintiffs 
ADDENDUM "D" 
Graden P. Jackson (Utah Bar No. 8607) 
Grund & Breslau, P.C. 
303 E. 17th Ave., Ste. 303 
Denver, CO 80203 
(303) 830-7770 
(303) 830-2313 (fax) 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH 
NORTHERN DIVISION 
FIRST EQUITY FEDERAL, INC., on its ) 
own behalf and on behalf of ASPEN ) 
MEADOWS HOMEOWNERS ASSOC, ) 




PHILLIPS DEVELOPMENT, LC, 
PETER 0 . PHILLIPS, LYDIA PHILLIPS 
ALDEN B. TURNBOW, LARRY 
ANDREWS, JOHN E. PHILLIPS, CACHE ) 
TITLE COMPANY, NORTH LOGAN 
CITY, GREGORY SKABELUND, and 
JOHN and JANE DOES l-XXV, 
Defendants. 
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION TO DISMISS 
WITHOUT PREJUDICE 
Case No.kOOCV 109C 
i Judge: Honorable Tena Campbell 
) Plaintiffs Demand Jury Trial on All 
) Legal Claims 
Plaintiff, First Equity Federal, Inc. ("First Equity"), on its own behalf and on behalf 
of the Aspen Meadows Homeowners Association, and with respect to specific claims, 
Plaintiff Rocky Mountain Financial, LLC ("Rocky Mountain") by and through their 
undersigned attorney, submits the following in support of its Motion to Dismiss: 
FI LEO 
20 NC-VGOF.'i i--1*5 
U i w ! J" . ' . •- . w i ; \ f l 
BY: 
C, — —» I \ . -N * - ^ . , 
I - t - . * » ' • - * 
1. On or about September 15, 2000, Plaintiffs filed the above-captioned action 
in the United States District Court for the District of Utah, Northern Division. 
2. Plaintiffs alleged jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1447, on account of 
Defendant Peter 0 . Phillips pending Chapter 7 bankruptcy action. 
3. On or about October 25, 2000, the Honorable Judith A. Boulden dismissed 
Defendant Peter 0 . Phillips' bankruptcy action pursuant to a stipulation of settlement 
between the Trustee and certain interested parties. 
4. Accordingly, the Court no longer has subject jurisdiction over this action, and 
the Plaintiffs respectfully request that this Court dismiss this action without prejudice, all 
parties being responsible for their own costs. 
5. No party is prejudiced by this dismissal, as to date, no Defendants have been 
served with a copy of the Summons and Complaint. Accordingly, the Plaintiffs have not 
notified any of the named Defendants of this Motion. 
6. A draft Order is submitted with this Motion. 




Gr den P. Jackson 
2 
ADDENDUM "E 
•-&. — . . 
Id Cfr . - r €ii,o. 
Graden P. Jackson (Utah Bar No. 8607) 
Grund & Breslau, P.C. 
303 E. 17th Ave., Ste. 303 X'J L l ' - uSc^'Gr>l* J 
Denver, CO 80203 i\$; 
(303) 830-7770 
(303) 830-2313 (fax) 
"0 
E
^ # S p f i e a c 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF UTAH 
NORTHERN DIVISION 
FIRST EQUITY FEDERAL, INC., on its 
own behalf and on behalf of ASPEN 
MEADOWS HOMEOWNERS ASSOC, 




PHILLIPS DEVELOPMENT, LC, 
PETER 0 . PHILLIPS, LYDIA PHILLIPS 
ALDEN B. TURNBOW, LARRY 
ANDREWS, JOHN E. PHILLIPS, CACHE 
TITLE COMPANY, NORTH LOGAN 
CITY, GREGORY SKABELUND, and 
JOHN and JANE DOES l-XXV, 
Defendants. 
ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO DISMISS WITHOUT 
PREJUDICE 
Case No. 00 CV 109C 
Judge: Honorable Tena Campbell 
Plaintiffs Demand Jury Trial on All 
Legal Claims 
The Court, having reviewed Plaintiffs' Motion to Dismiss, due notice being given, 
the Court being fully advised in the premises, and upon a review of the file, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 
that Case No. 00 CV 109C be dismissed without pjpjiiriirat all parties responsible 
for their own costs. 
(Pith**** ^U*Jbg*^t maJtLtsj<j^cL<L'&iy+is 
-r V*4 to-uAjt -<^rX4JLcL>t CLL^^-TVCM^CD u^uCk^ -f~>tM<4oLU^ 
Dated this ay of 2000. 
BY THE COURT: 
lonorable Judge Tena Campbell *• H  
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this day of , 2000, a copy 
of this Order has been sent via U.S. mail in the enclosed self addressed, self-stamped, 
envelope to: 
Graden P. Jackson, Esq. 
Grund & Breslau, P.C. 
303 E. 17th Ave., Ste. 303 
Denver, CO 80203 
Honorable Judge Tena Campbell 
asb 
United States District Court 
for the 
District of Utah 
December 19, 2000 
* * CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE OF CLERK * * 
Re: l:00-cv-00109 
True and correct copies of the attached were either mailed or faxed by the 
clerk to the following: 
M. Karlynn Hinman, Esq. 
EAGLE PLAZA STE 210 
4505 S WASATCH BLVD 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84124 
JFAX 9,2720603 
Graden Paul Jackson, Esq. 
GRUND & BRESLAU PC 
303 E 17TH AVE STE 303 





IN THE UNITED STATES COURT FOR THE DISTRICT OF UTAH , _ , ,, 
DISYr.'.JT CF Ui~H 
NORTHERN DIVISION J !^fcr 
FIRST EQUITY FEDERAL, INC., on its 
own behalf and on behalf of ASPEN 
MEADOWS HOMEOWNERS ASSOC, and 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN FINANCIAL LLC, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs. 
PHILLIPS DEVELOPMENT, LC, PETER 0. 
PHILLIPS, LYDIA PHILLIPS, ALDEN B. 
TURNBOW, LARRY ANDREWS, JOHN E. 
PHILLIPS, CACHE TITLE COMPANY, 
NORTH LOGAN CITY, GREGORY 




Case No. 1:OOCV00109C 
This matter is before the court on Plaintiff First Equity Federal Inc.'s motion seeking 
clarification of this court's order dated February 13,2001. Plaintiffs motion for clarification is 
GRANTED. 
In its February 13, 2001 order, the court dismissed this matter because it lacked subject 
matter jurisdiction over the controversy. In that order the court merely reached the issue of this 
court's subject matter jurisdiction; it made no finding or ruling regarding the merits underlying 
the case. While the court's February 13, 2001 order bars Plaintiff from pursuing the merits of the 
controversy in this court, the order in no way bars Plaintiff from pursuing the matter in a court 
with proper jurisdiction to adjudicate the merits of the case. 
SO ORDERED this \& day of April, 2001. 
BY THE COURT; 
TENA CAMPBELL 
United States District Judge 
-> 
tsi 
United States District Court 
for the 
District of Utah 
April 11, 2001 
* * CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE OF CLERK * * 
Re: l:Q0-cv-00109 
True and correct copies of the attached were either mailed or faxed by the 
clerk to the following: 
M. Karlynn Hinxnan, Esq. 
EAGLE PLAZA STE 210 
4505 S WASATCH BLVD 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84124 
JFAX 9,2720603 
Graden Paul Jackson, Esq. 
STRONG & -HANKI 
9 EXCHANGE PLACE STE 600 
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111 
JFAX 9,5961508 
ADDENDUM "G 
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C.rarlai l\ LicUon (Utah Bat No. 8607) 
CiriinJ A: Mrc\xiaLi, P.C. 
>03 i a u 17:S A\c , Suite 303 
IXuwr, Colorado 80203 
Oo;)K^()-y77(J 
(10*; 830-2113 (fax) 
Attorney lor Plaintiffs 
HRbT JUDICIAL IMS'! U1CT LOR C ACHE COUNTY, UTAH 
riK^TLOClTY ITDERAL, INC., on its 
cur bvhalf and on hchnlf of" ASPliN 
MLAUOWS HOMtiOWNKRS ASSOC, 
r.a:minVi, 
COMPLAINT 
PHILLIPS DKVLLOPMCNT, LC. 
PL! I Rll (.). PHILLIPS, LYD!A PHILLIPS 
ALDLN n. i URNBOW, LARRY 





Plaintiff Demand Jury Trial on All 
Legal Claims 
IT'imiff. first Lquit\ Federal. Inc., { 'First Lquiiy") on its ow-\ behalf and on 
hdialf of A'^ pcn Meadows Homeowners Association, bv their undersigned attorr.ev. 
".nhi.vi ih.; follow.injr as ilu:ii Ccmpla.nt. pursuant to Utah Rule of Civil Procedure 15. 
Wednesday 20 of Dec 200u, ERC ->80l c$59 9004 Page 7 of 
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TART ITS 
1. First Kquity is a Utah corporal ion with its principal place of business ?.t 
4902 South Stale Street. Murray, Utah. 
2. Aspen Meadows Homeowners Association ('"Homeowners Association") 
is a leeal entity formed hy Defendant Phillips Development, I.C, for purposes of 
obtaining (r.vnership and management rights with respect to the Aspen Meadows Planned 
Unit Development. Aspen Meadows is a development located near Logan, in Cache . 
County, than. 
.V Defendant Phillips Development I.C ("Phillips Development') is a II rah 
limited liability company that conducts business in Cache County, Utah. 
'I. Defendant Peler O. Phillips (''Phillips") is a Utah resident, with his 
primai y resilience in Cache County, Utah. Phillips is the majority owner of Phillips 
Development, with a 65% ownership interest. Lixcept for a brief period of time during 
the Phillips Development Bankruptcy, Phillips acted as manager of Phillips 
Devclopnen'.. 
5. Defendant Lydia Phillips is a Utah resident, with her primary residence 
located in Ccche County, Utah. Lydia Phillips is a member of Phillips Development, 
with a 5"/u ownership interest. Lydii Phillips .s the wife of Peicr 0 . Phillip*. 
6. Defendant Alden R. Turnbow rTurnbow") is a Utah resident, with his 
primal \ res'.der.ce located in Cache County. Utah, "furubow is :i member of Phillips 
Development, with a 15% ownership interest. 
Wednesday 20 of Dec 200u,' ERC ->801 O D 9 9004 Page 8 of 
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? Defendant Larry Andrews ("Andrews") is a Utah resident, with his 
primary residence located in Washington County, Utah. Andrews is a member of Phillips 
Development, with a 15% ownership interest. 
8. Defendant John EI. Phillips ir. u Utah resident, with his primary residence 
located at Cache County, Utah. John 12. Phillips is the father of Peter 0. Phillips. 
^9. Defendant Gregory Skabelund, Tl.sq.C'Skabelund") is an attorney duly 
uuihuriycd to practice law in the state of Utah. At all times relative to this cause of 
action, Skabelund was practicing law in Cache County, Utah. 
10. Venue is proper as the real property thai is the subject mutter of this 
dispute v< located in Carhe County, Utah. 
TACTS 
11. In the early 19905, Phillips Development became interested in developing 
a p;ireel of real property (hereinafter, '"Parcel One"), located in Cache, County, Utah, into 
i\ UPJC, muhi-unil, residential development. The development was lo be known as 
"Asp-en Meadows", and was to be completed in p'.iascs. In 1993, the City approved 
the plans for Aspen Meadows as a Planned Unit Development with 90 residential lots and 
separate Common Areas. 
12. The City has right, interim title, imcrcst to or chum in the '.2 specific lots 
denominate:! as Lots 14,15,16. 61. 62, 63. 64. 65, 66, 67, 68. and 15 of Aspen Meadows, 
held in lieu of a performance Bond to secure performance at Aspen Meadows for work 
referenced in PiK.sC One of the project. 
: v On or ahuut July 29. 199-1, Phillips, for and on behalf of the Phillips 
Devctlopment a;", the Declaratv., signed and issued, in the normal course, the Covenants, 
j 
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Conditions and Restrictions (hereinafter "CC&Rs") for Aspen Meadows. A copy of the 
CC&Rs is attached hereto as F.xhibit "AM and is incorporated herein by reference. These 
CC&Rs were recorded with the Ca.he County Recorder on or about July 29. 1994. 
14. The CC&Rs provide that die residential development will contain 
Common Areas to be used as, among other things, roadways, sidewalks, curbs, gutters, 
recreation areas, and open space available for common use by Aspen Meadows 
homeowners and their guests. 
15. Paragraph 2 of the CC&Rs provides that the Declarant (Phillips 
Development) will convey the properties .subject to certain protective covenants, 
conditions, restrictions, reservations, assessments, charges, and liens. Paragraph 3 of the 
CC '^.fvs prcwidcs that Phillips Development will convey Common Area to an Association 
in which the Home Owners will be members. 
16. Paragraph 2.01 of the CC&Rs relates to title of the Common Area, and 
provides, in relevant part, as follows: The Declarant will convey fee simple title to the 
Common Area to the Association, free and clear of all encumbrances and liens, prior to 
the conveyance of the first Lot, but subject to this Declaration, and easements and rights-
of-way of record. 
17. Paragraph 2.02 of the CC&Rs grants the Homo Owners Association the 
rig:it to take such seeps as are reasonably necessary or desirable to protect the Common 
Area against foreclosure. 
I S. Article IV of the CC&Rs reUr.es to annual assessments and charges for 
taxes, insurance, improvements, etc., and provides that all Owners of property in the 
Aspen Meadows Development will be responsible for annual assessments and charges, 
c a a a y *v o± D e c 200C . 'ERC - > 8 0 1 . . 9 9 0 0 4 P a g e 
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nut lo exceed One Thousand Two Hundred Dollars (51,200.00) per Lot per year to be 
paid to die Association. Moreover the CC&Rs provide that 'he assessments shall be a 
charge i:\\ the land unci a continuing lien upon the property against which each such 
assessment or amount is charged. 
I'). In the course of it:; plan to develop Aspen Meadows, Phillips Development 
formed lIn: Aspen Meadows Homeowners Association ("Association"). 
20. On information and belief, actual work on rhe kind at Aspen Meadows 
commenced in 1994, including some work on the Common Areas. 
21. To date, and wiihi.ii the last (bur years, three iots have been sold to private 
individual:;, with private residential homes built on all three. 
22. At. or about the same time that Phillips Development sourh: to develop 
Aspen Meadows, Defendant Phillips individually owned a separate parcel of real property 
(hereinafter "'Parcel Two") that Phillips planned to turn into a separate commercial 
development. 
? j . In 1990, Phillips Development, and Defendant Phillips, individually, 
sought and obtained construction financing in ihe sum of $542,000 from an. entity ki.own 
as "WesLstar Financial" (hereinafter "Wcststar Loan"). The WesuiUu Loan was evidenced 
by a Nolo and secured b> a fust Deed of Trust on Parcel One ^\v\ a second Deed of 1 rust 
on Parcel Two. Additionally* rhe default rate of interest on the Weststar loan was twenty-
two percent (22%). 
2:«. Defendant John L. Phillips personally Guaranteed the Wesistar Loan. 
25. Despite the addi'.ional financing available on account of the Westsiar 
Loan. Phillips Development became unable to pay contractors as work was completed. 
Wednesday 20 o f D e c 2 0 0 0 , feRC 
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At or about this same period of time, numerous creditors sought to obtain payment from 
Phillips Development for labor and/or materials related to the Aspen Meadows project. 
Additionally, Phillips Development failed to pay properly taxes for Aspen Meadows \\v: 
at least tour years. 
2ri. On or aboir August 21, 1997, Phillips was designated as the Debtor in an 
involuntary petition \\r; Chapter 7 Bankruptcy, in the case captioned In the Matter of 
Peter O. Flulhps. Bankruptcy Ca.se No. 97-27352 (hereinafter "Phillips Bankruptcy"). 
27. In an effort to pay off certain creditors, dismiss the bankruptcy, and to 
continue development on Parcels One and Two, Phillips and Skabehmd contacted First 
Equiry, through .?. broker, to obtain new financing. 
2N. During the time that Phillips sought financing from First Equity, 
Ska'jelund represented that he was negotiating and otherwise acting on behalf of Phillips. 
'W. First Iz'quity and Phillips, together with Skabclund, nei'oihv.cd a 
comprehensive, global loan (hereinafter "Global Loan"), which would permit Phillips to 
pay off the c recti rors in the bankruptcy, pay off the Weststar Loan, and j-o forward with 
development or, Parcels One and "I wo. 
30. First Equity :-ir.d Phillips agreed that at a minimum, :he Global Loan would 
be suhjeei to 18% interest per an nam. and thirteen points. However, the parties had also 
iir:!'<>Unred loan terms which were much more favorable to First Equity. 
31. On at lease five separate occasions, the parties to the loan agreed to 
specific financing terms and also scheduled numerous closing dates for the Global Loan. 
Prior lo all ptopnsed closing datc.i. Phillips and Skabclund represented to First Liqutiy thai 
Phillips was ready, willing and able to close on the Global Loan. 
6 
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}?.. Shortly after First Equity and Phillips originally negotiated the terms uf 
the Global Loan. First Fquity agreed to a S5..00G (fivy thousand dollar) unsecured, 
personal loan t<: Phillips based upon his representation that ho wis about to lose his home 
in a 1 oredu:;we n;:tion. Phiilips represented coat this personal loan would he paid off 
and/or included in the terms of the Globa- Loan. 
j.>. Several months hv:cr. Fir.-:t Rquity agreed to a separate secured loan to 
John I-. Phillips, based upon additional representations that Phillips wa* about to lo.se his 
home in foreclosure. 
?i4. Much later when First Equity and Phillips were at the closing table on the 
Global Loan, First Fquity agreed to a $500 (five hundred dollar) unsecured, pergonal I oar. 
lo Phillips based upnn his representation that he needed an extension *.o close on die 
Global loan in order to pompons th.: foreclosure on his home. Moreover, Phillips 
represented that this personal loan would be paid off arid/or included in the terms of the 
Global Form to be signed the very day these new ilmds were loaned to Phillips. This was 
the lliird tunc First Lqutty assisted Phillips in efforts To retain his personal residence. 
1>5. As a prelude to Phillips closing on the Global Loan, Phillips and 
Skabelund insisted that First Lquity purchase the Weststac loan and Weststur's 
coiresponding claim in the Phillips' Bankruptcy, stating its profitability, value, and 
tuifher, offering to draft a waiver duit Phillips would not contest the terms of die loan. 
.Vv Phillips and Skabelund represented that the proceeds from the Webstar 
loan had -one towards in-proving Parcel One and refinancing dchl on Parcels One and 
I •«.(!. Phillips and Skabelund also represented that upon the closing of the Global f .ocm. 
the Wesrsmr loan would be paid in full. 
7 
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'.V/. Phillips and Skabelund represented to First Equity that Phillips h:id 
pormi^si'.m l'\'<v.\ ihi: Bankruptcy Court to clos*.1 on the Global Loan. 
3S. First Equity aurccd with Phillips and Skahclund :o purchavj dv: VvVsr.si.-ir 
hum l\t:'»cd upon their representations that the Global Loan would W closed withia days 
of i-ir.->i llquity purchasing the Weststar Loan, and the: representation that the W^sntnr 
I.oan would be rolled info the Global Loan. 
IV). Pursuant to its purchase of the We.-.tstar Loan, First Llquity obtained a first 
secured position on Parcel One and a second seeured position on Parcel Two. 
<10. Immediately after purchasim*. the Westsiar Loan, First c-iq.iity* was advised 
thai Phillips had failed to obtain pcnili.ssion from the Bankruptcy Court to obtain the new 
Financing, ir.duding'the Global Loan. 
•11. Over approximately the next tlurto.cn months, First Kquiiy worked 
diligently in its effotts to obtnin Court approval to close on the Global Loan. Moreover, 
durini; all times ivli-iviint to this cause of action, First Liquiiy dedicated siiini TicanL 
losjuree.-;, b«.:th in terms of time and funds, not only in negotiating trie terms ol the Glubai 
Loan and obtaining, necessary funds for closing, but also in obtaining Bankruptcy Court 
approval for the loan. 
41-V During the time that First Lquity sought permission from the Bankruptcy 
( ami ir. lend funds to Phillips, Skabelund, Phillips, and John Li. Phillips represented to 
Fir-a Liquiiy that if First Foully released John l". Phillips from the pergonal guarwtnty on 
live \\'i.-jtslar loan, that Phillips would agree to dose on the Global Loan, and John h. 
Phillips would release his lien on Aspen Meadows. 
4*L In reliance on these representations, Firsr Equity rclea:>cd John L. Phillips 
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from his pergonal guaranty on the Weststar loan. 
44. During this period of time. First Equity learned that Phillips" own 
non-compliance with certain Bankruptcy Court procedures w,v; delaying the Court's 
permission rerardins the Global Loan. 
- 5 . After the Rankruptcy Court granted permission lbr the Global Loan, on or 
about A lit: nsi 17, 1999, Phillips acted in bad faith by refusing to close on the Global Loan 
previously negotiated for his benefit. 
46. Thereafter, Phillips petitioned the bankruptcy Courl to convert the 
bankruptcy from a liquidation to a reorganization. 
47. Subsequently, the Chapter 11 Trustee approached Fin-c J-quity to resolve 
its \V'cst>tar Loan claim. The Trustee, acting, us manager of Phillips Development, 
proposed thai first b'qiiily release its security interest in Farce! Two in exchange for hirst 
P.quity beinu permitted to foreclose on Parcel One. 
-IS. No member of Phillips Development, with the exception c:f Phillips, 
submitted wuy objection to the proposed stipulation. 
19. Thereafic;, the Phillips' Bankruptcy was converted back lo a Chapter 7, on 
account of Phillip*' failure to submit a plan of reorganization. 
:?0. Additional".}.. the Rankruptcy Court approved tlie Trustee's proposed 
settlement agreement with First Equity, and allowed an action fci foreclosure on. Parcel 
One. Addiiiouaily. the Uonkrupccy Court granted first liquiiy additional unsecured and 
:>ubordirut'/ payments if Phillips caused any undue delay in the foreclosure proceeding. 
51. Unbeknownst to first Equity. Phillips Development failed to perform 
cetiar,: obligations with respect to Parcel One, namely decdim: the title to the Common 
?anesaay zu of Dec 2000, £RC von, - . QnnA 
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Areas to the Homeowner:-; Association, as provided in the CC&Rs. Additionally, at no 
time during 1'irs: Equity's negotiations with Phillips Development, did Phillips 
Development disclose that the Common Areas were excepted from the Homeowners 
Association's interest in Aspen Meadows. 
52. On January 3, 2000, on the eve of the scheduled foreclosure sale for Parcel 
One, Defendant Lydia Phillips, individually, und on behalf of Phillips Development, Filed 
an involuntary bankruptcy petition for Phillips Development (hereafter, "Phillips 
Development Bankruptcy"). 
53. Defendant Lydia Phillips filed (he bankruptcy petition in an attempt to 
delay the foreclosure sale on Parcel One. 
54. During the course of the Phillips Development Bankruptcy, Skabelund 
represented the interests of the Development, and at least two of its members, Defendant 
Lydia Phillips and Defendant Turnbow. 
55. During the course of the Phillips Development bankruptcy, Skabclund, on 
behalf of Phillips Development, represented that Phillips Development's only asset was 
its interest in the 87 remaining lots in Aspen Meadows. 
56. In Miiy.P.OQO, the Bankruptcy Court dismissed the Phillips Development 
Bankruptcy, determining that it had been filed in the absence of good faith. 
57. On or about June 12, 2000, Firs: Equity conducted the foreclosure sale for 
Parcel One First Equity had the successful bid at the foreclosure sale. Pursuant to its 
purchase, first Kquity obtained the S7 remaining lots (including a reversionary interest in 
the lots owned by the City) and all appurtenances thcre:o. 
5S. Upon I'irst Equity's purchase, all the lots in Aspen Meadows were owned 
10 
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by parties other than Phillips Development. Pursuant to its purchase, First Equity 
acquired :i majority voting. int-jrest in die Homeowners Association Moreover, Phillips 
l')cvcl«-p:u;;nt"s membership and \"ociii£ rights were extinguished when First Equity 
acquired the property. 
59. Thereafter, hirst Eiquity sm.i»tu to obtain title insurance on the 87 
remmuiny lot:", in anticipation of their sale. In hue July 2000, Cache Title advised First 
Kquily thai PiuT.ips Development had no', deeded ownership uf the Common Areas tu the 
IIomeovMicr's Association, as required by the CC&Rs. Moreover, Cache Title refused to 
provide title insurance until the Common Areas were conveyed to the Home Owners 
Association. 
()ti. Ai or about this same time. First Kquiiy learned that Phillips Development 
or, Phillips individually, owned water shares for secondary writer £61 Aspen Meadows. 
Phillips1 or Phillips Developments' ownership interest in the water shares had never beer* 
previously identified as an asset in either the Phillips Bankruptcy or Phillips 
1 kvelopmcni Bauko.qv.ey. At no time during First Equity's negotiations with Phillips 
Dv.velopir.eni, did Phillips Development disclose that the water rights to Aspen Meadows 
were excepted from tirie to Parcel One. 
61. Upon information and belief, Phillips has sought to cnnve> the wa'.er 
shaies for secondary water at Aspen Meadows to other third parties out.-.icle of Aspen 
Meadows. 
(')?.. First Equity has also recently determined thru Phillips m;ed the majority of 
the proceeds from the V/eststar Loan lor personal use, including paying off the mortgage 
on his private residence, rather than for improvements or. Aspen Mcaduus 
11 
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6.1. On or about October 25, 2000, the Bankruptcy Court dismissed the 
Phillips bankruptcy following a settlement between the Trustee and ccrain interested 
part;o\. excluding First Equity. The' claims set forth in this Complain: have not been and 
could nor be resolved in the Phillips Bankruptcy nor the Phillips Development 
bankruptcy. 
64. At no time since Tiling the CC&PvS has Phillips Development paid the 
A.^ pcn Meadows Home Owners Assucialiun fur the annual assessments on the lots it 
owned prior to the foreclosure sale on Parcel One. 
65. The Homeowners Association and First Equity face substantial 
irreparable harm if the CC&Us are not enforced and if the water shares are not delivered 
lor the benefit, of Aspen Meadows. 
t\6. The harm to the Homeowners Association and First Equity substantially 
outweighs any alleged harm to any of the Defendants, particularly Phillips Development 
and it-> members, because they have no legitimate claim to the Common Areas and thus 
face no harm if the Common Areas are deeded to the Homeowners Association, in 
accordance with the CC&Rs. 
67. The harm to the Homeowners Association and First Equity with respect to 
the water shares also suhsiantially outweighs any alleged harm to any of the Defendants 
because Aspen Meadows and its individual owners may not be able to obtain secondary' 
ware: iVom oilier sources (or ever, the existing water company thai, issued the existing 
share certificates) without the shares and share certificates. 
(:S. First Equity luv: a substantial likelihood of success on the merits of this 
case \v. iiii respect to its request for specific performance and injunctive relief, including, 
inesday 20 of Dec 2000, ;c ~>aUi a a B u u , 
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without, flirtation, the deeding over of the Common Areas to the Homeowner 
A vsnri.uion arid the delivery ol'thc water share certificates to provide all of Aspen 
Meadows w irli adequate and previously designated secondary water rights. 
FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Specific Performance - Phillips Development) 
ft). Plaintiffs adopt wind incorporate by reference their statement of fans. 
70. Plaintiffs requests that this Court order specific performance 
of Phillips Development with respect to its rights and obligations under the contracts and 
agreements heretofore! mentioned. 
SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Breach of Con Iraet - Phillips) 
71. Plaintiffs adopt and incorporate by reference their statement of facts and 
previous churn:, for relief 
7?.. Defendant Phillips, individually, and on behalf of Phillips Development, 
lueaclu-.d his agreements to First Equity as follows 
a. [\y failing and refusing to ebse on the Global Loan; 
b. By failir.£ to convey to the Aspen Meadows Homeowners Association the 
iva! property wh.eh Phillips represented Phillips Development wnu'd cor.ves: 
c. Uy failing to make payment \o First Equity on two personal h:au.s. 
7.V As a result of said breaches. First Equity has be: en damaged in an amount 
t«> ! -c [ ) i v » v ^ n a t t r i a l . 
13 
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THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Breach of Contnict •• Phillips Development) 
7 \. Fbrueow-xTs Association adopts and incorporates by reference ir£ 
:-;i.ik:iiiv;i! uf i'ii-jt.i and previous claims for relief. 
7?. Defendant Phillip") Development breached its agreement to the 
Homeowners Association hy failing to convey to the Homeowners Association the real 
properly thai it represented it would convey, pursuant lo the CC&Rs. 
76. Moreover, Phillips Development, along with Tumbow and Andrews, 
individually, failed to pay any annual assessment for the. Lots that it owned prior LO the 
ftirei-losurc sale on Parcel One. 
77. Additionally. Phillips Development failed to convey certain real property 
lo tin: I lome Owners Association free and clear of all liens and enenmbrances, in 
accordance with the. CC&Rs. 
78. As a result of said breaches, Homeowners Association has been damaged 
in an nmounr to be pro\en at trial. 
FOURTH CLAIM FOR RELIFK 
(Breach of Duty of Good Faith and Fair Dealing') 
(Phillip* and Phillips Development) 
7C). Plaintiffs adept and incorporate by reference their statement of facts and 
piovious .:lainiii for relit*}. 
•SO. The agiermcnfs between Defendants Phillips, Phillips Development and 
Phhriff.-; u\...n:.iined a covenant oftiood faith and fair dealing. 
SI. Defendant, Phillips and Phillip", Development breached said ecvenam of 
Ko-ul fa ill i and fair dealing. 
h! 
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M?. As a refill of such breaches, plaintiffs suffered damages. 
FIFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(breach of Fiduciary Duty - Phillips Development) 
S3. Plaintiffs adopt and incorpoiatc by reference their statement of facts and 
previous elaiini for relief 
84. As the developer and acting manager of the Homeowners Association, 
Phillips Development occupied a fiduciary rcUitiunship and owed a fiduciary diuy u> 
1 [omeowncrs Association. As a fiduciary, iniw alia, it had a duty to deal with the utmost 
good faith and solely for ihi benefit of Homeowners Association, a duty of loyalty and a 
duly lo deal impartially. 
X5 Phillips Development breached its fiduciary any to Homeowners 
Associ.»t ion and as a resul: of .such breach, Homeowners Association has been damaged. 
SLXTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Ne;;li;»cnt Misrepresentation •• Fhillips jmd Sknbeluml to Firs! Equity) 
S6. First Equity adopts and incorporates by reference its statement cf facts and 
ptovious claims for relief. 
&7. Defendants Phillips and Skabelund gave false information to First Equity, 
\\)\- iis 11-c. in ilio course uf a transaction in which Defendant Phillips had a financial 
inictesi. Phillip'.-; and Skabelund provided the information wii'.i die intern or knowing 
I ii->i liquiiy would act in rehr.nco on the information. 
88. Defendants Phillips and Skabelund were negligent in obtaining and 
cutr.-.muvcatiiv.'. such mfu:itt-U!o:v 
89. First Lquity relied or. the information supplied by Defendants Phillips and 
15 
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interest. 
%. Phil.ips Development provided the ic formation with the inient or knowing the 
iii*l:.N. ii.lu.il men-hei\; of the IIoi;'.eowners Association would acl in reliance on the 
information. 
97. Phillips Development was neuliyent in ohramim; and eomnuincatiiu; such 
information. 
9S. The individual members of the Homeowners Association relied on the 
iiifonr.aiion supplied by Phillips Development and such reliance caused damages. 
NINTH CLAIM FOR R E L H L T ' 
((•Yandtikmt Misrepresentation Phillips Development — Homeowners Association) 
99. I lomcowners Association ndopt.s and incorporates by reference its 
r.internent of fads and previous claims for relief. 
100. Phillips Development pave false information tu Homeowners Association, 
for its us-..*, in the course of a transaction in which Phillips Development had a financial 
interest. 
101. Phillips Development provided the information with the intent or knowing 
llm individual member:; of the I lomeowrters Association would act in reliance on the 
in fori nation. 
1 Oil. Phillips Development knew or should have known tha: sech information 
was fa'he. 
103. The individual members of the Homeowners Association relied ."))' the 
nfoimanon supplied hy Phillips Development and sne.h reliance caused d a r u w . 
16 
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TENTH CLAIM LOR RELIEF 
FRAUD WITH RESPECT TO WESTSTAR LOAN 
104. First Kquiry adopts and incorporates by reference its statement of facts ar.d 
previous claims for relief. 
105. Defendants Phillips DeveIopir.cn:, its individual members, and Slcabelund 
made fraudulent misrepresentations with respect to the Weststar loan. 
*^i06. More specifically, Defendants misrepresented the effective interest rate for 
the WesisUu- Loan. 
107. Additionally, Defendants represented that Phillips Development would close 
on the Global Loan if Finn Equity purchased the Weststar loan. 
108. Defendants represented that the Weststar loan proceeds has cone Towards 
improvements on Aspen Meadows. 
109. The cifuremen'ioned representations were false. 
: 10. Defendants made the aforementioned representations with the intent that First 
Equity would rely on the representations to its detriment. 
I l l , first Equity reasonably relied on the fraudulent misrepresentations 
concerning 'he Weststar loan to its detriment, in that it purchased the delinquent loan. 
1 1 2. First Equity has suffered diimnges in an amount to be proven ut the time of 
t r h i l . 
17 
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ELEVENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(FRAUD WITH RESPECT TO GLOBAL LOAN) 
1! J. First i-cjuiry adopt-: and inccrpora.es by reference its statement of facts and 
f>iw?viov*- claims lot rcl:cJ". 
'. M. Defendants Phillip:; Development, its individual members, and Skahelund 
made fraudulent misrepresentations with respecl tu their desire to close en the Global Loan. 
I I 5. Defendant made these representations with the intent that First Equity would 
rely to ib r.etriment, not only in loaning Phillips funds for personal use, but in purchasing the 
Westr.tar \xr,\n. 
I 16. First Equity reasonably relied on the Defendants' representations to iu 
del.-i men!. 
1 17. First Kquity suffered damages in an amount to be proven at the time of trial. 
TWELFTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
TORTIOUS INTERFERENCE WITH PROSPECTIVE BUSINESS ADVANTAGE 
(A»:unst Phillips Development, and Individual Members of Phillips Development) 
MS. First Equity adopis and incorporates by reference its statement of facts and 
previous cbiniM tbv relief. 
I 19. Defendant* actions, including, but not limited lo its failure to convey title to 
the CcMcmo.i Areas and secundary water ri^hls. nnd their attempts lo delay the foreclosure on 
Paiwtd One nave prevenrec First Fruity from SCMUVJ certain lots in the Aspen Meadows 
development to a number of uuctes.ed buyers. 
\'?.{). First Equiu has been damaged by Defendants action in an amount to be 
;-i;vu en ;U r. i;il. 
THIRTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
CIVIL CONSPIRACY TO COMMIT FRAUD 
IS 
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P I , First Fquity adopts and incorporates by reference its statement of facb and 
pi'.rvioii:-; claims i\)r relief. 
17.2. Defendants Phillips Development. \[< individual members, John K. Phillips-
and Sknbclund acted jointly in a concerted d'lbrl to defraud first Equity. 
17.3. First Equity relied on the fraudulent misrepresentations of Phillips 
Development, its individual member*. John \i. Phillips, and Skabelund. 
12-1. hirst Equity suffered damages in an amount rn be proven at the lire of trial. 
FOURTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Promissory Estoppel - Phillips and Phillips Development) 
125: First Equity adopts and incorporates by reference its statement of facts and 
previous claims for relief. 
126. The above-mentioned promise* made by Defendants Phillips and Phillips 
Development were reasonably expected to and die induce action c\n the part of the Plaintiffs. 
I 27. The circumstances are saeh that injustice can be avoided only by enforcement 
of |':K: promises. 
FIFTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Equitable Estoppel - Phillips and Phillips Development) 
128. Plaintiffs adopt and incorporate by reference its statement of facts and 
previous claims for relief. 
I 7.(). I lie above-mentioned promises made by Defendants Phillips and Phillips 
Development were reusonabl> expected :o and did induce action on the pan of the Plaintiffs. 
1 \Q Plaintiffs uere ignorant of the true facrs and were injured b\ the abovc-
nu.mtioned promises made by Defendants Phillips. PliiU'ps Development v.r,d their 
repiey.inrnrives. 
19 
SIXTEENTH CLAIM V-OK KLLIEP 
(Unjust Enrichment - Phillip* and Phillips Development) 
1.51. Plaintiffs adopt and ir corporate by reference its statement of facts and 
previous claims for relief. 
' 3?. Phillips and Phillips Development, by taeir actions and conduct hnve beer 
unjustly enriched at the expense of Plaintiffs. 
133. Plaintiffs are entitled to damages in the amount (if unjust enrichment to 
Phillips and Phillips Development. 
SEVENTEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Mandatory Injunction - Phillips and Phillips Development) 
1 34. Plaintiffs adopt and incorporate by reference its statement of facts MK\ 
previous claims for relief. 
135. Plaintiffs request that this Court issue an injunction restraining Phillips 
and/or Phillips Development, their officers, agents, servants, employees, and al'.oaieys (rum 
transferring all or a portion of the water rights which are serving or will serve the Aspen 
Meadows development to any third party, 
I 36. Immediate and irreparable injury, loss and damage will result if said 
injunction is noc issued. Injunctive relief will maintain the status quo. 
EIGHTEENTH CLAIM FOK RELIEF 
(Alter Ego/Piercing the Corporate Veil) 
1 37. Plaintiffs adopt and incorporate by reference its statement of fac:s and 
previous claims for relic:". 
1 ?S. The rations ofihc indisldual members of Phillips Develop in handling the 
affairs of Phillips Deve'.opmem, as :.ci fu:lh more specifically above, constitute a 
20 
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d i s c a r d for (ho corporate entity such that the corporate eniii> is a mere instrumentality 
for the transaction of the* individual members own affairs 
\'i'). The acis ofthe individual members so blend :hei: personal interests and 
Phillips Development's interests that Phillips Development and its individual members 
are no IOIH'OI separate personalities. 
140 Continued recognition of Philhpi Development as a corporate entity separate 
and apart from its individual members would promote injustice, protect fraud, and defeat the 
legitimate claims of the Defendants herein. 
141. The individual members of Phillips Development should be held 
personally liable for the actions of Phillips Development that have been set forth above. 
142. Defendants seek iclief as more specifically set forth below. 
NINETEENTH CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Exemplary Damages - All Defendants) 
143. Plaintiffs adopt a;:d incorporate by reference, its statement of fads and 
p re v: o u s c 1 a i m s lb r relief. 
144. The actions zwd conduct of the Defendants were attended by circumstances ot 
fraud, malice, or willful and wanton conduct, entitling the Plaintiffs to exemplary damages . 
IVVKNTIKTM CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
(Release of John E. Phillips1 Personal Guaranty Void) 
145. IMa'tv.iiTs adopt ar.d incorporate by reference its statement of facts and 
previous el.vms i\:\ relief. 
146. PifM Equr.v- r^rccd to release John 1.1. Phillips from his personal guaranty on 
the Vr'ovisc.r liK'.n in exchange for Phillips Development's agreement to close on the Global 
Loan. 
21 
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147. As Phillips Development failed cu e!o:>c u:i ihc Global loan, First Equity's 
re'east: of John I.. Phillips' pergonal guaranty of the V/c:.srsrar fails for lack of eonsideralion. 
14S. Firsl Equity seeks relief a.s sel forth specifically below. 
PRAYER FOR RKLIEF 
WIU-.Rf'.FORI';, Plaintiffs pray for judgment against the Defendants as follows: 
I ('or compensatory and exemplary damages in amounts (o be determined at the 
time of trial, 
7. For costs and expenses incurred herein; 
!v For pre-judgment interest as allowed by law; 
•I. [or attorneys fees as. allowed b> law; 
.5. For a declaratory judgment that the release of John I:. Phillips personal 
jj.i.iarnniy on ihc Westsiar loan fails as void for failure of consideration 
6. For injunctive relief; 
7. For specific performance; 
X. for such other and further relief as the Court deems just. 
I )ated this Jtf day of November, 2000. 
Respectfully submitted, 
GRUND&iJRKSLAUP.C. 
/ ; ^ T7 
Gra'den P. Jackson 
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!U':Cl.A^ATI.OM Of COVENANTS c:<WIU.TI0h7j Wfl) RESTRICTIONS Of 
ASPfM MEADOWS 
T|(I..fj I.S A nfcCljAKATTON of C o v e n a n t s . Cond i t i o n ? a n d 
lif.j.'Jl L" J. c I ion:-; llc-il; c . s t a b l i y:ho:.; a p l a n n e d un.if. d e v e l o p m e n t known a:; 
A ftp-Ml M'"' ciclow;-; . 
L.Vic.1 a r c m t L'J Lhf; Owner of c e r t a i n r e a l p r o p e r t y .in N o r t h 
li<:y\i\\\, C a c h e C o u r t l y , U t a h , w h i c h if; more p a r t i c u l a r l y cluscr. ibtu.l 
b e l o w . 
D e c l a r a n t w i l l c o n v e y r.hfj p r o p e r t i c.n s u b j e c t t o Cf .uLa in 
p r o t e c t i.vc c o v e n a n t . s , c o m ! i.l:icn; r) ( r e s t r i c t io i i .0 , r e . ' j y r v s r . i u n s , 
u:.;:,jcs:.:Ui(.,ul..-.j. c h a r y e o , a n d l i e n s a* h e r e i n a f t e r s e t f o r t h . 
I t if; t h e (]<!«ire aru3 i n t e n t i o n o f rjr 'clar.- .mf t o c o n s L r u c t 
.''; i raj I e f«-ijiii ly llonie:; a n d s e l l a n d c o n v e y flu: sain.:: t o v a r i o u s 
p u r c h a s e r ; ; - ; , a n d t o c c i i v e y Common A r e a t o cin A s s o c i a t i o n i n w h i c h 
t h e i ioi^ ic* O w n e r s w i l l b e K£tn::r»r*:i . 
iJ-L'CLARATTONS 
D e c l a r a n t h e r e b y i ^ c l o r u y t h a i : r i l l , oi: t h e p r o p e r t i e s 
(.I e s c v A I.) e d I :< c 1 o w r. h a 11 be h <•». 1 c 1, u o 1 d , c o n v e y e d a n d o c c u p i o. cl u u b "j e. c t" 
I '.':» t h e f o l . l o ^ i n c ; c o v e n a n t s , C C n d i t i o n s , iej;l.r.i.cl:..ic»n',-( csiiH.r.onLs , 
. .u j . - . ie i^ments , c i i ^ t y ^ y ar .d l i e n s , a n d t o t h e Map r e c o r d e d 
c o n c u r r e n t l y . T h i s i s £ov d i e p u r p o s e of p r o t e c t i n y t h e v a l u e , a n d 
d e s i r a b i l i t y of the: P r o p e r t i e s . Th.i u D e c l a r a t i o n a n d t h e Map s h a l l 
hi- c o n s t r u e d ;.i.v covenant.*.; o£ cq; i i t a b l i: s e r v i t u d e , i l n l l r u n w i t h 
t h e p r o p c r t i e:-; and be b i n d i . n y on a l l p a r t i e s h a v i n g any r i r j h t , 
t i t l e or i n t e r e s t *.i n i. he p r o p e r t i e s o r a n y p a r r , t h e r e o f , t h e i r 
lu:i.!.».;, fiuc-i.-*. ML^jra a n d a s s i g n s , a n d tfhdll i n u r e t o else ben: : f i r . o f 
e :• \ e h C :• w J I <7: r t I i e :' e o f . 
The pi. o p e r t i e : ; a t e l o c a t e d i n N o r t h boij.-ni, Csch-. C o u n t y . 
U:. a h a ii'.l a i e d e :J C r i 1.> e •:* a r, • 
{•• : : d *;.•( i. if.-;. I S . :'.:-.ij'.M!si ;• I .' .•:•.»« i h , K ' . IMCJ.* I f:.i -j r: o f . ) » • : 51.» \ r t . . i '- . t : h . i : > ^ £•.»•• I 
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1
 l . - ; - i r . . ; ::••: ( » \ . I . i - r b . . M I « I -i . ' « • • • • . . ( , - . . ; i . ; . ' . M l l i ' . : " . ' „ ' V . i . ' ^ l . , V . '.' 1 \> C - ! i.-. i •* - i , l ;> i: | K ' « \ n t <"•'' 
::••«.• I-., i.-.. ) \ ••.!.• . -r i i i . / . ; •• >.: f ' l . - i ' j :^: : : : ' . J I VI •; 11 >t: n..' 'j ^IN:.I »»••;• f 4 u ; i - l . ; " . o c ! ' i n n f o •'• t 
• i '..'•'•! . l l i - . - . U " :: . - . i i . h H ' ; "I lj • l ;..- ••'.•j« ;, | , . u . - | ; m r.;:. t.-fr.l-jJ C e o : . / 1 i • r -: . j I•,. 'J \-t f r o f . l o Ll>'.' 
• i.I ' H / . : L ' . i v l l i n - ; - . ) l of. ••••fj ' . •Hi l l l "«» : l : ;<.». :«. . I. .i.M ! '. h - : l. M . i - l - M J i i L . o f l . . : y i l i ; : j I I . J . (. i i c f t f . v 
';.-ntt;)i n r u n i i " K;«-.!. «-il:«r..;j
 : ;. •. I L ' C M V - : I H I - . I I 1.1 1 . is'.' N ? r : . ( ? i o n ; Ii b;-'2n' .'v^wf. , ' I fl . 0 1 
. h a i n . ' . I»y i r . i r : O u ! ! . l l m M C f ! •:/<•'. !' •• T ' n 0' ' VI " l.'.i-.i . I 0 5 0 f t : u : . A l o u r / \ ; . - . ;d f c - n ' r i 1 i iV2 t . o 
Lin- n ..:•.: I l i n - r,!' j ,i f..».:». I i..' I •! r c u i J , L l i .nm*. - r; . . , i i . ! . ^"j'/,?.in r.,i!.>, .•• I .;.:.•-) u.C.ct »,;..-.:;i l i n f ! 
EXHIBIT 
A D 
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1 'J . 3 ) («•••! ; I I if m-c- II. T i l I "A'J' It.1' W o : ' . I I I H P J s . m l VI.:-.. I ) i iw.-, 0 '. \ . 'J \ r .'it-1; (Nr>r.Ui b y 
I ...,;•»•> j ' t I 1 • • . i / . . . . » • . : l i n t , I h ' . : i i . ' • : Nc • f I l i !M " 1 I: ' I II " U . : . » « I P » M | .1 .1 i . l . • > 1. c l H «•_•< I r ' u p w l i n e 
; i j d . ' . r / l . . r: L L . , i h * i '» i i i ; i f . i: i..». j i n K u! ' .i u v.; h .»ui . .j'jv) i:.,>. i.
 ; ». 1 »•_•:•.'.:i-. :"'.»•»• t u b 3 ** 0 C ' -11 •« 
Yi'.T.r , fi9i> «,-/ f t - ? : . ( S m . r b . J i i o i l - ; M !>.••.. - n-J S d i . ' . h •" "•; '-> * V.Vst. . /', . )V.l c h a i n s b y 
i '-•«".'»..• i t . . ' ) i •" 1.1 • v i"..' i : 11. <»»'." b'-*';- i n I i i » y . 
Airricn:: i - Di:f INITIOMS 
The. f o l lowj . r ; y d e f j n i i. i u n ^ c o n u r o i . i a t h i s D e c l a r a t i o n . 
1 . 0 1 . L] ec: I a r a t i on me CM \ 3 L1 -, i r, \ n c u r u m e n t , a n d ti n y am e nd rne n t s . 
1 . 0 2 . Pj.c\.V-. .£!?L—Llclti '••etmu Lhfi s u b d i v j • j ioi i pldJt r e c o r d e d 
!K; J. <jv,\i. i.h t.'f\L J.LJ e d "Aspe.r. Meuclow.s" , c o n f i r m i n g o f o n e s h e e t , 
pr f.*jj..i i c*.cl ar .d c e i i . i f i e J by Vi'r-.y.ie L. Crow, a llii.-jh R«~r:p r. l e r e d Land 
o u r v i i y o r o r c.ny r o p l ^.c^utr-nt s t h e r e o f , o r o d d i L i o n r j t h e r e t o . 
1.0'J. . P r o n ^ M y DU P r o p e r t i e s m e a n s rh.-it c o r L a i . n r e a l p r o p e r t y 
h e r e i n b e f o r e : d e s c r i b e d , and s u c h a d d i t i o n s t h e r e t o a:j may h e r e a f t e r 







 • £QLr»ngri Area, m e a n s t h a t p o r t i o n o f P r o p e r t y owned by the* 
AfiF.ooi rit i o n , •jhown or. t h e P l a t ar, d e d i c a t e d t o t h e common u s e a n d 
o n j o y m o n l o f t h e Ovn?: ' : ; . 
.I . O S . Li\i^ m^;mr; a j i ^ p i i r n t c 3 y nmr;be-. r e d cind i n d i v i d u a l l y 
d e s c r i b e d p l o t o f 2«ru] uhowa on t h e P l a t d e s i g n a t e d f o r p r i v a t e 
O w n e r s h i p , b u t sp*r:;i I; j c a l l y ox: : ] .udew t h e Common A r e a s . 
1 . 0 6 . S i n<-| 1 f. r\jm i i . v Home mejiriL; a . s i n g l e f d r . i i l y d w e l l i n g 
w i t h o u t , wa 1 1 <\ or- root:'.'.- i n oorm.ion w.i Lh othc-:r S i n g l e i ' a n i l y Homes . 
" . ' J i n g l e l-'ausLly ilo;i;v." i n c l u d e s f^ft t i t l e t o t h e V C M I p r o p e r t y l y i n g 
d i ': e.i-;:. 1 y b. .-no;. t : i t h e S i n g l e f a m i l y Home, w i z h i n T.ot b o u n d a r y l i n e s " 
. 1 . 0 7 . OwnjI.M »«eDnu the . e n t i t y , p e r s i o n , o r g r o u p of p e r s o n s 
o w n i n g f».»/..» .«.-. i m p j e t. j i: 1 fs t; o tiny L o t w h i c h ir» wiclu ' .n t h e P r o p e r t i e s . 
\'it\i.]r\ i d It!*.;:; o f t h e nimbi: L" of p a r t i e s [ p a r t i c i p a t i n g i n O w n e r s h i p o f 
c:ar:h I .•• > t , I. :i v g c :Jup of t h o s e pa r I: i fjs r; I«a 1 1 b o t r e is Led a s o n e 
' Cwriot " . 
I . 0/.i . A.S:^ OC.i ."Ii.'liilti '"*:•'* •"••'J ArJpC;: Mvir ldov / s I lOiii^Ov/;', c r.s A:";:.;OC i.ci t i o n
 ; 
:l i; :iU(":f.,.,;:.;oi":- <un*i r-.s ;•. : jn>.; . 
".> [•'.viii'/ji. m-.is!:j ! ; ' . v i y ;>r: r. y;o:i •*.• r e n t i t y v/lic l i o ld i ; 
• i. p i n I.IK: Af.-'. »•: ••»' :i on Kvr-ty .'-'rfsnbr:':' it-; ;r» cv.-:p.,-? , r»i\d e v e r y 
I P . ' 11." u;;L.«.:-.:«.. ' .•".. ; i - . ; L •• r. g ' r . - . . i c • i i-.g l.i'.«-.!y c'-i" t. \\~- . \ : , : , : . .c i .D t i o n . 
' • ^
 5
- • b v . C . L : i i lcL:-1 . •••'••': "J'»-J P h i l 1 i p : - : ; P e Vi.-I r:>|'Mi-.«-n !. . [, ( ' .
 t z\ U t c d * . 
1 i ['.\ i t r - . l I i ci b i. 1 i t y «: v r v.'..»: i y , .iii».! L l ; » ; lj>:j o 1 ci I •.: :i L ' u 'n*-: \ r; 3 , :.' t l C C e S S O L"i» 
'• '-..•ml;.:.: r. 
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.1 . 1 'A . Mo ri.g.=)(j•: i r i c ii . : t ier. " d e s d o f c ru& t. " a n d " r . r u s f d c e r ] •• 
M/n i.>'i.:».vi..*.: i IIC J nc l^ .s " LL uL; ?.: d e e d b o n c f i c i a t y . " 
APTrcr.r: T I - PflO[:PUT>LIU:2l!X-:; 
' ' . . 0 1 . H'VilLf. . l'-f' .LLlA.. Comn-pn A r c ^ . Thfc D a o l a « an'.; w i l l c o - w e y 
i .ne r r i t n p l e L J . L J C L O t h e Common A r e a l:o r.h<?. A s r . o c . i a t i o n , t r e e s m l 
c[»i';-[.r o ! a l l c n e u m b r a r ' i f cfj a n d l i e ) ) : : , p r i o r t:o t h e c o n v e y a n c e o l UK*. 
t:ii-:-;L. L o r , t»i J .^ s u b j e e : : t o t h i s - : D r c l a r a U o n , .^nd f»a 5.:emenL u cnui 
r i q h l. w • o f •- w a y i. J f* r c c o r d . J i \ < \ c c: e. p r. i n e c 11 e. d * e r l , r.hf: A *:•;: j o e i a L i o : i 
w i. .1 I c o v e n a n t ; t . o 1: u 1 L: i J j a l l l h e Lent. ' . ; o f I. hi.'a D e c J n r a L i o n , l o 
ir./-i 1 i>i a i n U h c C o m m o n A r e a i n c jood r e p a i r cind c o n d i t i o n E\l. a l l t . . imen 
: i n d L o o p e r a t e L h e Common Arc:a ar . i t * ; own Gxpe.n.sf: i n a c c o r d a n c e 
v; i t . i i ) I 1 q h :-; t a n d a I 'd .y . 
1>. . 0 1? . 0v^£..r .Le JHfLf*S'JlicJ.1 i"^ S?. o f . J:'.U._iP_y.Q\<?il!r. • E v e r y O w n e r hay; a 
l i g h t c ind c ^ ^ t ; i n c : n l . ot" u s e a n d e n j o y m e n t : i n a n d t o L h e Common Ai:e.a 
T h i u c a n r i n i f . n r i s a p p u r t c r . a n L L:o a n d p a s s e s w j i . h L h e L i L l e Lo e v e r y 
I -OL , .'.'. ul\»"j C'.Cl' I O : 
(?j) * I" ^  »v r i g h t o f i. h e A s s o c i a t i o n Lo e h ^ Y ' g * Y M . - u i o n d b l e 
/J 11 ir. j . : . ; ; ' - : i o n , 11 ziCt. .*; <* r v j . c c , c: n d o L1 I c r f e e s t o r t: 11 e vin e O f 
ciMy . o e t v i o e o r r e c r e a t i o n a l . ' jLo rac j e , o r p a r k i n g r a c i l i t y 
j ; i. t u a : ; e d u p o n t h e Cocimon A v ^ . a . No f a o n s h a l l b u e h u r y e d 
f o r p a r k i n g o p s e l f i c a l l y d e s i g n a t e d o n t.he. P l ^ l cc ; 
a p p u r t e n a n l 1:0 a LoL . 
(1>) T h e r i g h t o £ D i e A s s o c i a r . i o n t o .li.mii". t; h e n u m b e r ot" 
f juo .Mts o l Mc-tub^ry u s i n : i t . h a O.»!ii::;oa A r a a , 
{i.:) T h e r i cjhL ot U s e Ar,^o•":i "d* i.or'\ \:o ?;;vir.;pM-I'\::1 r . h e vI.:JL i UrJ r i q)ir•.-. 
m i d / o r eoinnu:i!i u L i l i r . y s e r v i c e e f a M e n d j e r f o r z\ny p e r i o d 
d u r i n g v d i i e h a n y a s s c s s m e n r . o r p o r i : i o t i r . h ^ r e o f a c i a i n ^ i 
)» i .'.; I..ol.. rrtm.'-iiiu; 11: ip.%• i.d ; »:• 11r1 [;o J." a pe. i. i o d of: n o t Lo c x c e e d 
f.; i. v. t y (GO) d a »•;; 1 o r a n y .in /; i;,.\ c.: r . i o n o f .i L J S p u l.> 1 x.'.; 1 le d r u 1 e .'.'. 
;.;-.d i e g u I. £.1L io:\.-j . 
(cli Tl»^ . r i e h L oL" Lh ' : r.r>?\oc i a r i o n v / l t h Lli-.? a p p i ' o v ^ l ot . s i x t y 
•;r.»v::- i^ i ( « ' / - • ) OL c a e h c lay; : - : o £ Owr.fsiR, r o >:.«='.*: .1 . (•»:•:cha nrj-^ , 
i: y p o t h e c r i i".e , a I i «•• **:a 1; e , f-icj 1" i. <:;aq «.i, e n;*; 1 i ivb* r , d :;'.d i r. a r. e , 
L «J'I ea.».;»•> o 1" ' » .• f..*; 1 f. :' ,:*. 1 .1 c.» 1 p t i / i: c f 1.1• e Cio:n::.on Ar«;-.'1 v.r> a 11 y 
[.. i i v t i l . e i rid i v id ' . i a 1 . c u r p o r w l . t.: ft.'.L'i L y , i.«'-:l »1 i«"_ c iQi^ncy , 
••nil. ) J O : i r y , o r e•: : : \ ' . y . 
(<•) 'l h'.: r i i j l u . <*•:' •":•••.• :•./.; :;..»<.; 1 a t .101; •„.•;. e i a n t .-;; .:,.„.;•.: nf. * f c i . 
p i i l . d i c; u ».. j 1 j I. ' -j • n: ' «*.a. !',:•. r |>;\t'd if.; ;...i.s t • -O^ e?j C G I ' . K J K I 'M-.l* W i t h . 
t h e i n'..•..• 1 f. l'v.! • :•.•'•. ?..•." ; h-..: (.'i.i;;;;i"j!i / ' v / i I »•,•' I h v A ' J . S U a t i l : i o . ' i . 
(I ) 'I'll-.' i . n j h : o f : . ! . e /.s;.»•;.'»•: : .;;: j o n f.o l : : ! . e ::. n»-;:: •*;!'. 0: p i ; • ;»:: a r e 
r. e .1 r u n a L> I y u e ••: e *;:; ^ :* y o r j.h'-. y; *S 1 c i t i l e 1.0 [ H O I . ' : ; : L . L ! U : C.'oiimirin 
A 1 1.: 1.1 a g a i. r 1 ?:.' I o :'•.•(.: 1 o.--;i. r«': . 
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( , j , T h p f. t=r i -el:: iii'i.l C O I I J i I i o i r : o f l l . i r D e c l ar^i l. i nn . 
( h ) T\-i: r .bjhL of \. \\» A:;:.;oo i aL i o n , t h r o u g h iLs T j . \ i y t c c n , t.o 
,-•;<; :..-,LV... r r . l r . : ; :.iul r e g u I at: i on u c o n c e m i r . g uoe o l Lhr. Common 
AT. e a . 
.-' . 0 \ . b~j l e g a t. i on o J' Use . An Owner i.c; d a r n e d t.o d e l e g a r e h.U; 
r i q h l : o f en joyme .n t . t*o t h e Common a r e a an J f a c i l i t i e s Lo Lhc M e m b e r s 
of h i r; £ u m ± 3 y , h i s Lenanfcs , o r c o n L i a c t p u r c h a s e r s who r e s i d e , o n 
i .he p r o p t n . i . y , b o o n e who ir; non-reoid-t.MiL s h a l l havri a n y t?uch r . i c jh t 
o f C:u j uyuu.:\'\\ 
y.()'\. bot. . Koch Lot; j . : : . owner: i n f e e s i m p l e by I. IR4 O w n e r , 
l i c .wevr : r , a r e a v / i i . h jn l ho* <uirvj:-y;jd L o t b o u n d a r i e s b u t ou l . r» ide t h e 
o r i r j i r m 1 !l y c o n s t r u c t e d S i n g l e Par . i i ly home w a . l l u y h a l l be t r e a t e d 
f o r n ) 1 j,'iir,[)0.'j^.'j a^j Common A r c o , .if ad j a c e n t*. t.o a n d n a O i v a l l y 
f or. mi in] n p a r t , o r Common A r e a . The p u r p o s e o f l a y i n g out. a hot. 
j HI i ] c: 1. t h a n r.lir. .Sinrjl.;. I ' f lmily Hume j S LO a l l o w f l e x i b i l i t y i n t h e 
o r . b j j . n a 1 tt i up let F a m i l y Home const.r'i:c:i.,.i on . S u b s e q u e n t c o n s t : r u o l . . i o n , 
i f .-my, iTiuy.!. n e v e r t . h e ! o.r:*i c o n f o r m Lo o r i g i n a l 51inp;le F a u l l y Horn.;* 
1 o 0.r::. i ». » r i , L> i ;••; e , a n < 1 a p p e a van c e . 
A.TriCLK T.IJ. - tlEMDP.KSHlP AND VOTING RIGHTS 
:\ . 6 1 . I±"iLllk^J.".5,:.ili- ir.vei. y Owns r i s a Member o f t h e 
As. ' . iooi.ai . j o n . T h e Lenn "Owner'* I n c l u d e s c o n t : r a c L p u r c h a s f t r s h u t 
t.ioe:.; nor . i n c l ur ic p e r sour ; who lie Id an i n t e r e:"; I" rue r e l y MS s e c u r i t y 
Lor t . ho p e r f o r m a n c e of ;u. o b l i g a t i o n u n l o n n a n d u n c i i t i t l e , i n 
a .'.;.:ji 1 i. r.<; d 1 >y f o r e o I os* 11 r«* c r ?; i in i 1 a r p r o c e e d i n g s . Mtuibo r s 11 i p i .^  
.•ippu 1 ft:;-. o m : r.o arid may n o t be s t t p a r u L e d f r o m f.oc O w n e r s h i p . 
M<.!ir.hftrj:;i:ip 111 I. h e A s s o c i a t i o n a u t o m a t L e a l 1 y t : r « iu ; f : e i *y u p o n 1:1 a n u f e r 
of I: i t . U : b y Lb'-.* ;.e::ni'i1 O-^ner Lo u t i o f . hc r p e r s o n o r e n t i t y . 
'}• . 0 2 . w-.>Li.1 m T? i e-.i 11 r. .«•; . Ti jc A:; y oc:iaL i01 \ \\ns c.wo c: 1..i .»•;5.;o «•; o !: 
vul . i n:j Met ltif. r . s h i p : 
.
(T""Ni?'i'i../j • CI ani;. A Me.Mbei.u OIL: *.:11 M e i r b e r s v/ii..l, Lh-.j e x c e p t i o n 
ol 1 lio l')«.!C J a r a m . . c:i ;uji: A M c n b ^ r a a r c c n L L L l e d LO or:-- v o c e tc>\-
•'.•••K'h ;..'.•>! civvu-od . Wnen moitj U m n o n e p e r s o n hold-.? on i n r . e re::u. i n a n y 
i.-ii., 1: h-: <.j:(jup of cuc l i person.-.; «;hn].l b<- »4 Mertbt-ir. . The vor.e. f o r 
s . i r h !,ui. r->h.o]l lx: e ::e r e i rs<'- d £IL; i.l:ey ai.-.ono t: h e m s e l v •••:?; d t - L c r n i n ^ , but* 
i n ) ) ' J C V r ' C i l . . s h o l L fii>:. :*•'; L l l c U : C»:1?'-. v O t . •:": b-."j C & . S t v:il ; .J-j .:>.• .S p ' j C f. V O a i r.* 
!.; i n<; I -•.: !,:.«!:. A v o t o Ci'OL aL cir.y Ai-;r;oc.i at: i o n fueeLi.r\:;j by a n y o£ s u e i t 
.-..;. (.'.•/:;.:•! :•-, v.-) »>~: i: I. i- r i n |:-i-;:;j?\ o r b / p r o r . y , i s c o n e * • T ^ v e ] y p i - c s u m o d 
I t . | .•
 : I J | . ; \<.;\i'; r. • L : i b u l ' o b U r l; o i '•!»•.• be- l : C O n d v : f l e d vi:: I e i'i fi ^.«r j t I., e J » 
.-, ... j ,.:,.• i i u11 !>; i•:a«• 1 c p) I<'J .• t' o i 11..i L u eo L i ny , o:: vo. r b.;J 1 ob-j o.r t: i o n i .•:; 
i::.»d'.' U\ M : n t i; •.<.M. •. •;• . b y a n c 1 . h t ; i . -o •• 0v ; tK : r o f L h . e StiTr-*: b o L . I n 1. I % •-.-; 
•..u«.-m. . i ; ; o b j •':.•.: t : u " : 1 S i':a'.if:. 1 h o V O b : : i n v o ) v C - < 1 u h a l ' l i - o t ho. COul tLf ' . c l 
1....: u n y p;i r po:•;:.: e:•:':api. I o •:.iT»:eJ iM.«.n••.: wheLhe\" a q i : o r u::-. •-:•: i i iLr ; . 
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£!J.-V}'L..!?.• '''J"' Class li Member i:j Ll»«; Declarant. The Class D 
M.-inber is entitled Lo three U) voles lor L:XC\\ hot owned. The 
rla.'ji; Li Mc-tubet-shi p will ce;-i5c rmd be convevLed to Class A 
('l'jribi-.: r.'iihip upon either of Lhc following events, whichever" occurs 
!" i. rr.;t : 
(a! upon conveyance of seventy-.'live percent (75V) of Lhe Lots 
.subject: Lo i.his Declafalioit t:o purchasers,- or 
(b) the expiration of: (<) years from the date Declarant i irst 
conveys a Lot to a purchase.i;, 
AftTICLtt IV -PlMANCl^ AND 0PEHATIQM5 
1 - 01 . Creation of hi en - Personal Qbl inut i ons . The Declarant 
c-and each uubsequeni: Cwner of any Lot by acceptance of a deed 
I hex e tor, whether or not: 5 r. r;ha.H L>e so expressed in any such' deed 
or other conveyance, covenants and agrees Lo pay to the 
Associ ti t ion : 
(a) annual assessments or cliarcjcs; 
(1.0 special assessments for capital iinprcvcmeiiuS, such 
as.sessnuinf s to be Lixcd, established, cind collected from time to 
lime as hereinafter provided; 
(c) any other arr.ount or assessment levied or charged l)y the 
Association or board oil Trustees pursuant to this Declaration, and 
(rl) interest, costs ol: collection and reasonable attorney's 
!* t • f., a:-; 1 \ t'. \ •.:• .i n .v. P t e r p r o v i d a d . 
All *;m.:h amounts shall be a charge on Lhe land and shall he. a 
continuing lien upon the property against which each such 
as^essm^nt or amount is charged. Such assessments and other 
amounts shall be Lho. pergonal obligation of the person v/ho was the 
Owner of such property at the time when the assessment fell due. 
r^ucu: hi nu or B - i n • I: i tin whall take title subject to any U G H existing 
on the cicqu Lro-.d Property due to any assessment delinquency caused 
by t *lc-;- ' * predecessor?*. - in - i nt.eresi.. Successors- i n-title shall not , 
howt: v-.:.* r', b-..» per son.j'l 1 y liable fur us sessment. s de 3 i.nquent at i:h»r? 
\. i m& Lh'-y i ook L 1 L ] «.; ur.Jess Lhat obi i g^».; i on i s expressly assumed by 
l.littm- . 
••1.0V. Purnofif: <>C A^;7issmeni;s . '".'hi-: a s s e s s m e n t s l e v i e d b y tl:»;: 
/•.r;.:*oc i n ', i e n ;:.h;« J ] b-.: u::^d : 
(;i } |i.»!' L h e p u rposv-. <:f pr -111101 i n g Lh«_- r e c r e a t i o n , "nt-»,. I L h , 
•;.-.fety. .'icid w.-l!**are o f u hv rc-j i den?; ••. o f Lh..- I M o p e t't x a s a n d 
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(1») C o r t h e . i m p r o v e m e n t ^ n d r.i/n n r , f : i i a n c e c i p r o p e r t i e s , 
s*i*v i i. ••..;.., a n d f a c i l i t i e s d e v o t e d Lo t h i s p u v ^ i - r . e . 
Tli''-' a >;.\a.::';:'; m e n t i s m ^ l p L O v i d e . T o r , b u t a r e n o t l i m i t e d l*o, t h e 
I 'L iynvt , ! o f 1 ' i x ^ n o n Ar,;;:vc:i a t j o n : : r o p t " : r t . y a n : ) i n r - m r a n o : : ma i nv .:. i n e d 
i'V t.h'-- Af t r joo i a L i o n
 ( t h e p a y m e n t o f t h e . c o s t o f r e p a i . r i n g , 
r• r-!p l a c i n g , m a i n t a i n ! n< / , a n d c o n . 0 t r n c L i n 9 ov; a c q u i r i n 9 ad*:: i t i on . s t o 
i'.he. Coii'.nioii Aiv;-i. ' i ; t h e p a y m e n t o f .-ldm.i.n I £ i : r a r. i Vr: e x p e n s e s o t t h e 
A n . ' j j c i cil. I o n ; i n o u f c i i i c o d e d u c t Lb t <•». a m o u n t s ; t h e e s * ; a b l 1 F h n ? n t o f a 
1. o :J e r. v e.» a c c o u n t t o t . j . e . p a i r , i n a i r . r . e i i r i n c e , a n d r c p l a c c m e i U o I: t h o s e 
t ' o m m o n Arca>.> w h i c h ;;uif;t i:e. r e p l a c e d o n a p e r i o d i c b a s i s ; a n d o t h e r 
a m o u n t s r e q u i r e d b y t h i n D e c ! a v. a t Lo.n o r t h a t t h e T r u j L c c s s h a l l 
del.( :»r m i i n : Lo b e n e c e s s a r y L c mee-M: t h e p r i m a r y puJ. pO.'JCLi o f t h e 
A*3£Gcic»t . . ion . T i m ;a;: ; t jn j i n c n L a m a y p r o v i d e . . 6 i : i . h o d ! a c r e t i o n o f t h e 
Truf-;r.c:ef.< , L o r t h e p a y m e n t o f o t h e r c h a r g e s , i n c l u d i n n , w i t h o u t 
J.i.mL!.;ai i o n , m a i n t e n a n c e , m a n a g e m e n t , u t i l i t y , c a b l e tt*.i e v i r i o n , 
1. 1. .i:.ih c o l l e c t i o n , s t i v / e r , a n d w a t e r c h a t c j ^ s . 
'1 . ()."t. M a x i m u m A n n u a l A s s e s s m e n t . U n t i l J a n u a r y 1 L ' o l i o w i n g 
r o c o r d i n q o |- d h s D e c l a r a t i o n . t h e m a x i m u m a n n u a l a s s e ^ m ^ n t a h a 1.1 
h e O n e T h o u s a n d Two H u n d r e d D o l l a r s ( $ 1 2 0 0 . 0 0 ) p e r L o t . T h i s 
a m o u n t y h a 1.1 b e t h e b a y i s o f c a .1 ci.il a t 5.on C o r f u t u r e m a x i m u m a n n u a l 
. 1.s:-.'.!.ssmr.'ut. :... . 
(J.I) P L O W a n d a f t e r t h e c b o v r - r c C e r e n c e J d a t e , t h e m a x i m u m 
a n n u a l u : j s o : . u ; m ^ n t Kidy b e i n c r e a s e d e a c h y e a r n o t m o r e t h a n f i v e 
p p r o p / . M . ( 5 " 0 a b o v e t h y m a x i m u m a n s e s s m & r i t f o r the? p r e v i o u s v e a r * 
w 1 t. h o 111; a v0v .a of? t h e Mo.wb« ~:j h 1 p . 
(1.0 T h e A. ' jyoc j a t J o n may c h a n g e t h e . b a ^ i . ' j a n d m a x i m u m oil t h e 
a s s e : : < - ' m o u t n f i x e d b y . . h i s s e c t 2^:1 p r o s p e c t i v e l y t o r a n y a n n u a l 
j»'-.)"iucl p r o v i d e d t h a t :uv/ s u c h chaucj t - i s h a l l h a v e t h e r y s c n t . o f 
r ; ix t :y , ' :> r :v r . ' i i [ i i- : i :cenr. ( f / r O c £ t h e v o t e s of. e a c h c l a s s of. M e m b e r s 
v o L . i n c i i n i ^ r r u u n or. b y p r o x y , a t a m e e t i n g d u l y c a l l e d £01* t h i s 
\.>u ]. p o r - e . 
•1 . 0 - 1 . ;-p'j :- . L a i . •r.«/:?i^sainerjJ:
-
5: ( :o r C a p i t . a l [ m n r o v ^ n f r n t i ; . Jn 
• • ' d d i t i o u t o t h e a n n u a l a . ' j^es s.'r.en t s , t h e A s s o c i a t i o n rn-ay l r : v y j n a n y 
c.)s/-.: 1.-D'-• m'!! 11, yo. ' : 1 a ftp».ic i 1JI .:J>";J.Je.;:.x 1 n c n t , a\ .\p 1 i c a 1 J 1 c t o 111 ci t y R a r o n 1 y . 
>::-ii.MT i a l * -.";:'»1.-: f.- fin\c u t n ir-i?*/ - n l y b e l e v i e d t o d e C r a y , i u w h o l e o r i r: 
!•••' r t , t;.«'• :.:os:L of. a n y cour,':. r u ' \ t .i o.\, r ^ c o n . ^ t n . i c L .i.on . r e p a i r 0 1 
r».:j.d a«'.•'• i> • :u f.i. r.v.''ii:n-.:t Arc-a f. I > n o t vi »?'..•;, 1 i >;l;nr(.'.';: a n d p e r s o n a l 
;:.c.»;»f<ri y i *•-. I • \ l e d I 1 nr : *- l.O . s p e c i a l a S h>.'; 5.; Liriti n t y, :i*.#. i».;l. hriv*-: t h . e a ' . ' . ' j en t 
« T j ; i > ; t •,' :•;.'•••/!-• n j ' . ' e r e e f i t ! ' i 7 i i cd: t h e v o t e s o t oac l* . cl.•".:-;:•; o f t h e 
• -l-.'f.ib" t :; "ml !:" r iv.c-d t o v.V.. ».-' , i n \.,-: r r»ui\ :.«r i>/ p i o x . y . d a i:ic-:.e.f i iK{ 
t l n l >• i-.i 1 1 »-d ff.n t h i *^i fi'.:: :.» :••'.•.••.• . 
' • ' ' ' • /.'.Id i t j . ».i! U».J.. . /.-J 1J1::.: •'.«'.!'e '!.', n . j i t t i . ' l ' l u . Lo:i t<- i. \\r- a n n u a l 
• ::•:••'.,.• :i-•!4.1 .'.; i n d :.;;:• ' : i j : a.'..v?v: ::.*;: I'-.u : I.. :•.: !•»•• o . i . p i l ri 1 i m: i: ovcui:: ' n t S 
.•!»; 1 i •» >; i •/. • • • .1 ! . •; t f.: l n , '• !«•": / • tt .•- *.^ C i -:»1 i o n T= 11 a ! 1 I v) V y ;J •. i ••.•'', a .-. j a .i. t. i O n a 1 
.i »;.-;r- :;y::n:' nl ?; .>s iin-'iy l.««.; i •••;.;•:.;.•;. 11 y :: I*:".MI, I j u.«; O J t: i !•%<;• ! 'oi l !r%: p u r p o s e ? . 
j. ,-.^  1.1 i ;• i j I-.J
 %n\'..\ r n:!';».''.»: . f.*#j I hu d.-Uiu*'' j r-. o r ci i a i u i.»t i o r . !\*:-;uli i 11 rj t o 
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siLrtj.'Lr. or other Common Areas from the activities o£ t^s City of 
North i.. ,'I^M in ma i i.hi i.ni ng, repairing or leplacing utility lines or 
J ac i I .i. L i C.T; Lhctecii, It. is achnowleJyyd that the ownersl'.ip ot* 
utility lin<-s, underground or otherwise is in the City up to and 
inc. I udi. ng the meters for individual units, and char they are 
installed iV:iuJ shall be ir.ai ntained to City speci C icac \cns . 
1 • <">rt • ?(9.t ice and Quonim for Assessment Meetings:. Written 
notice ot any meeting of Members called for the purpose of taking 
any action authorised under Sections 4.03, 1.04, or 4. OS shall be 
i;ent t.o all Members at lease thirty (30) days in advance of said 
meeting. At the first scheduled meeting, a quorum shall consist of 
Members, or proxies, entitled to cast sixty percent (60*) of all 
vole.1:; of" each class* of Membership. If thf> quorum requirement is 
not met a r. such a cv.ee ting, another meeting may be called, on at 
Jeaat thirty 0 0 ) day advance written notice, and the required 
quoxum fjl: any j?.ueh subsequent meeting shall be one-half of: the 
required quorum at the* preceding meeting. No such subsequent 
meeting shall be held more than sixty (60) days following the 
) > rece cl i i\<j wec t i. n q . 
4 . 0 7 . U_n_jij-.qrm Uato of Assessment . Doth annual and special 
assessments must be f i xr.d nt ri uniform rate fior all Lots. The 
method of: determining the assessments, dues, and charges may not be 
changed without the prior wrirten approval of all f.ir;:t Mortgagees. 
4.O0. Periodic Assessments. Annual, special, and additional 
assessments may be collected en a monthly or quarterly basis, as 
the Trustees determine. 
4.0:). pare of Commencement of. Annual Assessments - One Dates. 
The annuel] assessment provided for herein shall commence to accrue 
on tlits first day of the month following conveyance of the Common 
Area. The: first annual assessment shall be adjusted according to 
the 'number of months remaining in the calendar year. In the 
absence oi a determination by the Trustees as to the amount of said 
assessment , the I'irat annus 1 assessment shall be an amount equal to 
f;0*i' of the maximum annual assessment provide above: . 
At 1 e.:> s. i•. h i r t y ' J 0 ) day3 pr io i to 11 \£ commonc.f--*11<=.• n t of each 
in-'W assess m.-nt poi'jud, the Trustees shall t',enc\ or cause zo be sent 
a v.'rir.r.oii n«.>ti.ee of the annual assessment to each C.-.nev subject 
the. i e to. |h.»c:«ipt'. of no-.jee shall not be & pr* - ."ftcju L .site to 
validity «.»f the asscsssm-n'.. . 
Th-: rissi:ss:n-jfit dr.f: datfeji Lha.LJ. be estcibl i shed by the Trustees. 
The Tru.'.-f *iv«; mn v piovide for the payment of ar.ru.icil and special 
a '.:s:'::'; 3 m e n t v: in e q u a l i u.;:t * 1 1 ; 'lists i I, L ougltOaC i.l:-.* a .-;.••:•: ssir.--; it y e a r . 
T h e Tt'i:nt.^ :i;:i sh:ill pi-epj:''": .r! ro.M'.e:' of t. he P r o p e r t i e s a tic: t.h* 
a s s e s s m e n t s a p p l i c a b l e I h e r e t o at i h e s a m e tine t h a t it shall fix 
Llie a m o u n t of the a n n u a l aa-j^rsrm-.^ni , w h i c h ro.ii.Oi. shv*!J L- kept by 
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t. Im ,i'n:o:'.ii.iLi.:t' u l the. A s s o c l a t. i o n , who s h a 1 L l u ' c u r d paymeMitc o f 
,I:;:;I?:.;:;IH •-L:-; a n d .nihil I a l l o w i n: ; p o o t i or» o 1; thr* roy;l Ri by .my Momber 
u I. i. u..i.-;•••». ial»! •.": I. i me.;; . 
'I'll:* A:.. in o ': L a ( i o r'i .<.; b a l l , u p o n d ^; i\ a n d , c r»d 1" o r ;\ r .-•a •?. o 11 a b 1 c 
c h . i u j e , f u r n i s h a e e r : ; i. f i c a i . o s i g n e d by a n o f M r r - r o c rhc-: 
A J ; ! ; O : : ! ; I L LOCI r ;eLLin'f f o r t h w i i o l h c r tht-*> o s s e s a m c n L on a s p e c i f i e d Lor. 
bo»o l.)6!tM*. p a i d , Such ctu"l i l i i c u t c s , when p r o p e r l y . t u r n e d , F ! i a J. 1 b e 
n . j 'H ' . ' ius iVf! t :v i .dc : ice of t he . pflyme.MiL of a n y a s s c s s i n e n : . o r f r a o t i o n a l 
p a r i , i . l i c i o o i w h i c h .is t h e r e i n j?d\own t o h a v e b e e n p?. i d . 
'1 . JO . N o r I -Pa. yj nent _ o f Ass e >=: s i ;\ i-i: i r - Re rv. e d i e *;; . A :* y a >; *; e ^ s m c n t 
o r i M.SI: a i l m e n t t h e x e o f noL p a i d w i t h i n t h i r t y (10) d a y s a f t e r t h e 
d u e d a t e t h e r e f o r s h a l l b e d e l i n q u e n t a n d s h a l l . b ~ a r . u i t t - r e s r . f rom 
l h c d u o d a t e a t t h e r a t e , of e . i y h r e e u p e r c e n t ( IG*) p e r annum ( o r 
s u c h le.r.:-;i*iV r a t e a s the* T r u s t e e s s h a l l d e t e r m i n e a p p r o p r i a t e ) u n t i l 
p a i d . T h e T r u s t e e s may, i n the*, n a u e o f t h e A u u c j c i a : i o n . 
( a ) b r i n y an a c t i o n a t l a w a g a i n s t the : Owner p e r s o n a l l y 
o b l i g a t e d t o p a y a n y l a i ch d e l i n c u e n t a ^ s f t s s r r . e n t w.i. t h o u t w a i v i n g t h e 
.1 j . e n o f a ^ s e s s n c n l , o r 
(1); may j .o j c c l u s c t h e l i e n ac jn . i r . s t t h e P r o p e r t y i n a c c o r d a n c e 
w i t h t h e lav*':? o f Lhc S l a L e o f U t a h a p p l i c a b l e t o t h e e x e r c i s e o f 
Powe r• r, o L" &a"i o i r\ 0 : c d s o£ t r n s l : o r r.o t. he. f c>;: e c 1 o ' jure o f 
f' '-orbj.-nj«^;, oi. .in a n y o t h e r c a n n e r p e r m i t t e d by ;<iw( a n d / o r 
( c ) may r e s t ' r i r . t , 1 j m i t o r t o t a l l y t e r m i n a t e any or. a l l 
: ' ;ervicc:M p e r f o r m e d by t h e A y u o e i i i L i o n i n b e h a l f of t h e d e l i n q u e n t 
hW/.iub'/•'. r . 
T h e r e >.;hal.l h»': advle.il t o t h e a m o u n t o f any d e l i n q u e n t 
a .s^et ts iner . i i. lu"< c o s t s a n d e. >.peiise.s o f any m o r i o n , s a l e o r 
Vnrc'C lo.vni i n , :\i'w) a r e a s o n a b l e . r ' . r o n i f e y ' s f e e , tocjf . ' thar w i t h a n 
amount f o r t h e r c o s o n a b Le r e n t a l f o r t i \e. L o t t ro r? t h ^ t. i ire. o f 
cofiii;icTic.:r.Kionr •'.: Lhc fo re -c l o.c-;u r e . Tin?. A s s o c i a t i o n s h s l . 1 be e u t j . L l e d 
i o l h e <i[j| »<.i i r. Uncu t of «." r e c e i v e r t o c o l l e c t t h e r e n t a". in:;oine. o r 
r h c rcciMuri.ibh-! r e n t a l w i t h o u t r«:-yai«.l t o the . v a l u e , ol" t h e o t h e r 
s e o u i il y. 
A p •••„»;: i ,',( :;a :. e j . . \ ; h'.»rcby c o n L u r r e d u p o n Llie A s s c r i-it i on wl:ich. 
ut ri'.iy ••.•:•:«"!»•'•: i :. t.• . b 'ndv: t h e pov/»": r of f;a t o t h e L o t oi; an Ov/ner may 
!••.- :jc»bl i n ' hf- iic.nn».r } M*OV j t ied by U t a h l a w pe r t a i n i ,%.'j t o dee.-l.c; o f 
l i » : : ; l <:.*: • I ::... i d *•.?.:?;,? '•<" i a I i o n w o i ' O b^Mt.* f .i <:* 1 a t ' y »•'.-:-•» .i r t ^ e c l o f 
t i i . : ; t . 'rip;.: A:; :.;o .. i c. *. i J.» • c:..: y (.bj j i.tj i • M I. r-'i ri n y p; tt 'r •.. •;. :\ o : »r r\ t 1 1 y 
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4 . 3 1 . Sul)« «cr] i nj i jJoiL. (if b i c i \ t o Mo rt n a q cijj. The: L i e n ot t h e 
.,:;.,-ess;.... iti .<; pmvj.i.-.l for hcioin shall b* raiboi dina r e to Lh* lien oE 
,,,,-• JJ.I.SL I; J: i i;.ic;i. hftld by cm i i:::r. i t'.wr. ioiia 1 ).cnO«i. o>. ;.nc.ufed by 
i I,,, (v.do: al lieu:-; t" i\q Adrian >:u; 1a t ion or the Vet crane* Adminicle ra t ion 
i. I. til--: M'.ii.-L -j.iM'> w.".if; roccrclcf.1 ;;: ior to the date the a £ sscs "men t 
became flii-::. .Sale or '.;ranr;fer of: c^ ny Lot shall i.oL afltect the 
ji:-:r;ci:;.'.;iiiT"MU. lion. K O W K V H V , r.h* ?:a 1 e or transfer oC any Lo:. pursuant 
i a I.' o J: r:- o : o :r. ufc of a 1: :i. r 5' i; Mo r r «y a <:j o or any p re c e r- d i n q in lieu 
! hereof , shall ext iirjuish I'he a^es^.Kie.nr. lien as to payments which 
beoYime. i.;»Jr. prior Lo such .»*ja)e or. Cr.ansf.cir. No sale or" transfer, 
|i:,,w.-.:vr;r< lihall re. :i five a Lot or Owr.er from persona: liability for 
rj.^r.o.wijd-.ruii.r: coming duft aCLer lie Lake; title or froin the lien of 
auch la ter a:jytfi:.y.;in«ni,-.?> . 
1 . 1 2 . 1 iookr» and Rccov(.1 L? _c) n d A\J.rli-Il • The AssoclaLion is h a 11 
nai.iit a.i n curaMii; copies of the beeia J: a::. Ion , Articles, Uy'baws, Rules 
,I(K.1 otlu*r L'iir.i.lnr ilo::unic»nL L , as well a^ its Own boolca;, r^onrd^' and 
financial ±n.a l: e mrr n i: :•; which. sha3 1 a 1 ] be civailub.le f.or inspection by 
l.ol. Ownors and insurers as well a«; by holder:;, insurers and 
Lj«!.-:i7-an:-.<.>v.1; of fi.r^L Mortgager, du r.i ng normal business hours upon 
t:'nr;onat0. a notice. Charges* nhall be inade for copying, researching 
«•/)- ftxh.r«u;:rinq from such documentu. A Lot Owner or holder, insurer 
t.r qua ram o: uL a L'nyL Mortgage may obtain an audit ol: Association 
r.-ror-il.s a '* i t::; own expense no long a^ - the. result.'-? o!i Lhe audit, are 
11J ov i d< :d to L hr: A.ci:-;ocia L ion . 
AUTICLG v •• INSURANCE: 
r
_; . 0.1 . C•.i:.Jna 1 '• v i ' u s u r arict$ on Co'nnon Are.ri . The T r u s L c c i i i d i a l l 
k e e p ,.»1L .i iir-u t a b ! e i f ;x .proven'ent^ a n d f i x t u r e s ol : t l - c Couimon A r e a 
i n:.;ii i:«..'.d a %j a i i*i/;'. 'I cj::;r; o r d a m a g e b y t.\ rx f o r e h e C u l l i n s u r a n c e 
l t'.n I acoi'.'.n r. I* r.ont:n t . ;nan;ot" ( n:u) r;>»ay obt".£iir. i n s u r a n c e ag^ in r . i t r=nich 
(«t in.-: I- h a v.a i'Ail and oa .i.u.ia 1 r. i n* a^j i. h.e A s a o c i . a t i o n tnay cit>.cm dcif.i a r a b l e . 
^'Ixr. A r.i.•;•:.><:.• i a :'. i <:>a #r»,:i y a l .no insure- : a i : y o t h e r p r o p e . i;i*.y whntkfcr r e a l o r 
;ia.ri;c;u,i'I , o-.-avi'.J h>' '..'he A^fio:: l a I", i on , a g a i n s t l o s r ; Of da;nac;^. by l i r e 
,.i,,:l «; 11 (.; \\ o L' 11 :•• v 11 ;.•'/. c i L d -.5 a :J t h e 7^  y >/ o <. •' i. d t i on in a y d o e (ii ci e ^ j. L ci i j 1 e
 f w i L. h 
i.l»a Aj-.s 'uciiii . jrjn a s t h e Ovater a n d b e n e f i c i a r y ol" yuch i n s u r a n c e . 
Th«..* .iiij";i.it:!ri:v Ci'ivfrray-:.' v . i t i i r e u j j e c L l.o rh.s Co:nniov. Aie«.» i d u i l l b e 
.....;••.;. 1.1....... i i n i.If- nan>e of", ar-.d t h e p r o c e e d s t h e r e o f : i d u l l ^e p a y a b l e 
i,-/( i. hr ; ;..?,.••;."•..:• i..11. i o : ' . Iny> J r a n r : ^ ^Jroeee«. l r» s h a L i L-•-• u y e d b y i' hCt 
/•.:*i::•_»«* I.a i'. i <'>'•'» / .ov t hr.j 7 *•• [:,i i r o r i*e-j;J 1 *ie«..^.-ier11 o iT 11 \e p r e ; . _• r I. y L o r w h i c h 
; !,».• i r i .•; 11 r" •* i: i •; v.,.i:; Cci r f i -:l6 . Prcti*. !. Ui:i.': T o r a l l .i n:.ai :••.:• :..r: f •: i f.i (rr-;.l b y 
: h..: A !';?•;«••.: ' <a. i,n;i a i £ f:o::;-:.-.on e :«:pe.ni»o :• vd*. \ c h : i t " - a l l l.>e . : .:*:1 a.irrd . in t h e 
, - j j l - j i a n : ; : . - . I ... :• :..»•:. ;„.i=>: u i".:-. f:.«-jd,.: l..y 1. I • - • A s s o c i o L l o n . 
:'::i .-•. • r-a , V.\\C: 
i >:i i .-:• :I.M I t oL 
rcu:---- m .such 
eon..; I t o t .he 
..•fee i a l j .on or* 
r.c JL *.:• 11 ir.j t h»V 
» : ; '. i » » • 
•i . » a i • : » • : :• i , 
. . ! ! • » v a : f .-• . 
I . i » •:» . » • : I i : - . ' 
h.i 1.1 : ..-;..» b . ' * 
. I J : n a a i f «.i :*f '•" 
: •...-.: l.t.) f ; « - i : ' i U ? l l . y j ; r ; v.; ! a I . OfT: OT\ t"d K« C O " 
! • • ' . . ; . I. . M O: i t ' .a i f .:U ; d «'. i..»fl'. ! U l i e j f I i : f I'/ :c;t . 
.:.. 1. ••••.:.. a. /• I d ;.r-. I :».•:: r..•:.•:•. ia 1 f y a n d fc i I. ».* : tr.% 
' : ' :•.:: a. • :>;•. ?". d-:--•!':; Apj:» i :.i; • r i a la:: i n a n /ns ' .o ina 
.•-.•;! i. v a I-..•:.. •..• i ' . 'nvjiti . : : le . . iuc: . . i o n C o : d 
:•.{ (i 1 1. L I:-* !!•; i IUJ I •: l \ i r , i i l y \\o\w*':r, 
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:-;r. t Lif :i ni"v» I port ion.*. ; and f i x t u r e * ; t h e c e o f . I n s u r a n c e pLe<niums f r o m 
a n v i-meh I > 1 »•  n !•:•.; i: i iii.ii«rar c.\* i o v e r a g e , and a n y or. hftr i n s u r a n c e 
|:f«'.;i i.i.nii;v p a i d l.r/ Lh'J /\:;:JOC i.a t i o n f . h a l l btt S CO;:unOn CXp^niiC o f t h e 
A:;:;.; »C i .•It. i o : \ I. O b e i n c l u d e d i n UlOi r e g u l a r a n n u a l S S S i S i f t l G l U S afj 
I'!•/i .-.•.! !.>/ l.'.:?••. A s s o c i a t Lor-. Th<.-' . i n s u r a n c e c o v e r a g e w i t h r e s p e c t , t o 
r. IK: S u v j l ^ IVimi'ly Home:* .-jhalL be w r i t; c e n i i \ t h e name o * , a n d Lhc 
p t'oci.'eJi'J I'.lu.'i'c-of: s h a l l l:ti p a y a b l e l o Lhe A s s o c i a t i o n a s T r u s t e e Cor 
I" h e O v / i i i . ' l .-J • 
!.-, .(.)•!. P o o l acemonc o r n^n.n.-ir o f P r o p e _ r t y . I n I:In- e v e n t o f 
d a m a g e Lo o r d c s L i u c c .i on o f a n y p a r t of thf: Common A r e a 
i mpr.c»v*\:-.ien I. :•;, I.he A.* . ;ooeia i ion «•; 11a 1 1 r*=»pair o r r e p l a c e Lhc same f rom 
t h e j.h,sui.'aiK..«.' proceed.*:, a v a l l a b ' c ! . I f s u c h i n y u r a r . C f ; p r o c e e d s a r e 
.i n:;u L I" i r. l e n t . Lo cover , the . cord'.r; o f r e p a i r o r r e p l a c e m e n t ot" t h e 
p r o p e r t y d a m a g e d o r d e s t r o y e d , t h e . A s s o c i y L i o n may make a 
i.e^riMj-it.I'UCL Lou a s s e s s m e n t a g a i n s t a l l L o l O w n e r s t o c o v e r t he . 
a d d i t i o n a l e o u t oi: r e p a i r o r r e p l a c e m e n t n o t c o v e r e d b y t h e 
i n i i i i v a n c c p r o c e e d s , i n a d d i t i o n t o a n y o t h e r common a s s e s s m e n t s 
made aij.?i i.n.v.r ??uch L o t O w n e r . 
In Lhe e v e n t t h a i , t h e 'A: ; . i JOch. i t ion i s ma i n t a i n i ng b l a n k e t 
i : ; isu^J. l y and l i r e i n s u r a n c e , on t h e S i n g l e F a m i l y l lomtis, t h e 
A>'::-".oc; j . , i : . i (;ii :J} id L1 r e p a i r o r r e p l a c e t h e ra^me t o t h e e x t e n t o f t h e 
i i\r,\)VL\:\i :rj. p roceed . '* a v a i l a b l e . 
J : : t h e e v e n t o f d a m a g e o r o b s t r u c t i o n b y T i r e o r o t h e r 
c a s u a l t y t o a n y p o r t i o n of t h e d e v e l o p m e n t c o v e r e d by i n s u r a n c e . 
wi. i t t o n -in t h e name of t h e A s s o c i a t i o n , t h e Trur.u: e.es cite e m p o w e r e d 
i •;•» a n d r . h a l l r e p r e r . e . n t t h e . M e m b e r s i n a n y p r o c e e d i n g s , 
iirigoL.i a t . i o n r ; , HCL11 ernrmr.f; o r a g r e e m e n t s . 'Die A s s o c i a t i o n itf 





 - I J.-, ri! '*.)• 3- i..!- Y T n . ' i u r a n c e . 'I' h e Ti*u 3 L e e u :i h a l l o b t a i n ci 
* -. mipj. /.dir*ns i ve p o l i c y of p u b l i c l i a b i l i t y i n s u r a n c e c o v e t i n g a l l o f 
I hv\ Common P r o p e r t y f o r a t l e a e t f i , 0 00,COCJ.OO p e r o c e u : r t - n c e f o r 
P«'.r 'r :onal 01. bod i l.y i n j u r y a n d p r o p e r t y d a m a g e t h a t r e s u l t s f r o m t h e 
n p e r a r i o n , na/. n t e n cine «J Ot u s e oL L h e Cowman A r t n i s . L i a b i l i t y 
i i n s u r a n c e p o l i c i e s o b t a i n e d b y t h e A s s o c i a t i o n s h a l l , c o n t a i n ei 
"•.;...v.;i a b i l i t y of* i n t e r e s t " c l a u s e f o r ftndorsernent v /h ich s h a l l 
I .j «..:.l Ui. U-. i/.i-...: .i t •..•mre r I'rorr. der iy i r ic j Lhe c l a i m c;[ a n Ov/nei* b e c a u s e o f 
ii! v.] 1. i (\i:i\\ i\'-l::> o!! l.hrr A s s o : : i at" i on av o t h e r Ov/nerf; . 
1
, . (; '\ . i i d;riJ. it. vf T»\r ;urance . 'J he T r11r; te.c .*.-; ma y e 1 e c t 
I u.h'. : i i \- «•«.»».••.: L a ' j ' / aqa i. n s t d i. shant: i ' ; l r.cLLi on i h v . pa:, t ol* 
:iu:--.: '.:..::.;, ••: f I" i r c: r s , *T.pl oy r.-es , v c l u ' V / . o c r i j , i:ia nc'.y.-. .T.-IM'! L 
•,»-|i--..: : ? •. • r.j.*...;i'.i : l»l r- I. o r Ii -.: i .d 1 j iig Cuu-I-.: h o l d t'.nd c n i k c L 
I, •:;•.... r 1.1 u f t. he Ov.-.u- •. v.: o r l ^ u l j t u " . . I i'i p K ocu r i f i'j (. i d e l i t ^ 
s »!•• '; •.-••a'.*:-'" ••: s h a l l . '•o-'. a ;. . ' li»."y uhir. . : : *; l - .a l l : 
( | } f. a-,-- i .h ' j /.:;•;•*•.•: i >~\ V. Lot; a s o b i i g e ^ '"*r be::: (- I. j e '- a ; V , p l u s 
:.o obt'':i l. n 
• . a n a g e r t i , 
••.'•lenus o r 
e i f o r t h e : 
i n s u r a n e e 
; > ) • ..••
 W |- .1L l. ;•• ti i n iif; ..v.noiin1 n.t.)t l cL 'y t h a n Lh>.: :-a :•» o t 
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Li) t h r e e m o n t h ' s o p e r a t i n g e x p e n s e / ' , and 
(b) t h e w'LW. J.i.u.;;n r'r. :;;^ i: vns o f t h e As j o c i a t i on w h i c h may bOi 
r
»:» f.lcr.;ui;i.L a I. «.i :• y - i.•"•>«-*, a n d 
M ) c i o i i t a i r , w n i v - r : ; of a n y d e f e n c e b a s e d on t h e ev.nl u s i o n o f 
p e r s o n : ; who n e r v e w i t h o u t corr.pcnr.a t i on f rom a n y d e f i n i t i o n oL 
•' f:Mnpl uyp.ft " . 
!J . o t i . A n n u a l Rev j ew_ _ of. ...Pol i c i e D . A l l i n s u r a n c e : p o l i c i e s 
. • ;ha\ l l'.>": re\ii .<iwcd a t ) e a y t a n n u a l l y b y t h e T r u s t e e s i n o r d e r Lo 
a s c e r t a i n w h e l . h o r Llio c o v e r a g e c o n L j i n e c ] i n t h e poJ u : i o : i i. u 
«ni f { i '• i e n t t o tunke a n y n e c e s s a r y r c p a i r u o r r e p 1 .ejeemeut n oL t h e 
P r o p e r t y w!r, i,:h u\-.iy h e damaged o r d e & t r o v e d . 
ART r.cu-: vi - AHHIITIVCTURAT, CONTROL cowvrrrj^ 
M(> .»•; t ) 1.1<:. ciJ I•• e , h n i l d i ng , f e n c e , v/a 11 o r a d d i t i o n , e x t e 1*>.'; i on o r 
oxpon:..! i o n o f a n y o f t h e f o r e g o i n g s h a l l be c o m m e n c e d , e r e e r . e d or. 
m a i n t a i i i n r l u p o n t h e P r o p e r r.i P. X, n o r ; ; h a l l a n y e x t e r i o r a d d i t i o n o r 
diaiUjU o r a l r e r a t i o n t o finy L o t o r S i n g l e F a m i l y Home b e m-ndc u n t i l 
i. h e p l a i n ; a n d ?;pec:i f i c a : : i o n s . s h o w i n g t h e n a t u r e , k i n d , a h u p e , 
h e i g h t , m a t e r i a l ; ; , o o l o r r , and l o c a t i o n o f t h e same i f h a l i have* bcc;ii 
i : u b m i l t e d t o a n d a p p r o v e d i n w r i t i n g ais t o h a r m o n y ol: e x t e r n a 1 
ci-.^ i: i r ]n
 k;iit.l l o c a t i o n i n r e l a t i o n Lc.) «:-'.ir r o u n d incj n L n i c t u r c ? a n a 
L o p oc j j. ;.i | y I s y by f h t* 'i' r.u s L e. e .s o r , 1 f :.-. u e 11 u cj omm 1 I; 1e e i a i n c: x i s L ts n e e , 
by ^r-i A r c h i t e c t u r a l C o n t r o l C o m m i t t e e c o m p o s e d o f t h r e e (3) o r w o r e 
r e p r e e . o n ' . a t i v«u a p p o i n t e d b y t h e T r u s t e e s . I n t h e t^venL u a i d 
Tr:u:-;i.t:o:j, o r t h e i r d e s i g n a t e d c o m m i t t e e . f a i l r.o a p p r o v e o r 
d i s a p p r o v e y j c i i d e n ion and l o c a t i o n w i t h i n t h i r t y (30) d&yt'; a f t ; e r 
:;«-.iid p I CMIU a n d s p e c i f i c a t i o n s h a v e b e ^ n uubm 1L1 e d t o i t , a p p r o v a l 
w i l l n o t he r e q u i r e d a n d compliant" :*: v;i . lh t h i n a : i. i c l e w i l l b e 
c 1e•:•:nivti i t o ha v»:: 1.:ec I\ mjde . 
Nor-w i i ln:;r a n d i ng tdir: f o r e g o i n g , w i t h o u t t h e p r i o r w r i t t e n 
ci p u:. o v ^ 1 • j f «:« r. 1 c a s t. s i :••: r. y - r, ev^ : i £.> e i*;ce t J t ( 6 7 ^  ) o f. t hc Ov/1; c r s , 
( \ c i t h e r t h e A>*.n.;oc i a t i.o:t no/: t h e A r c h i t e c t u r a l C o n t r o ] . Ccrnnu t t e c 
iih-.il.l IIOVH, : lirf: ] Ki». •/«.".:. -, Liy a o t oi a m i ^n i o n , i.o c h a n g e , w c . i v . c r 
.•\b.-:indo:i a n y p l a n . .?..:.!'. o r.o o r r c g u l c d - i o n s p e r t a i n i nq t. o tl^'.i: 
; i i i * l i ! l i • r-1 i; i .; ! r ! - : : : i » ) n (.'•.' I I:-: •:»:•: I f> r i o : . ; i}) [)<»!.'•- i*;-n \ t'n-* c\ r I:I.I i 111, e n n n -..'C* o t 
rlv/«.'"l") i i :«'|T; f • :: i l#Cit:a - :u:J Lli-'-i m a i n t C s i i a n c e 0 1 L I J C C o i i u n O i i A / e a , 
: u-':! u:! i ng v. ? I 15:, i . cn r ' ev , O r i vev.Miyr;, l a w n s and p b.m'. j .ngn 
AJ-rn'-ni-: v i • Ry/n-ir'TOi^ MAI urt-HAt:c:R 
'' • ''• i •'•'••...' '. ' i «' • L' I•".VJ. • .•:> • -*.1.1 -:L-J.^ J.Q b y O w n e r . K a ^ l i ''/.•/n •': r :";!i.-ii I b-i* 
; • . • : . ; : } • ) : i : ; . l» 1 e: : o r \u. \ 1 I: f : • ; . ; : ' ..••.: I.O i..)i-.-
 f.- :•: t e r j O :* o ( II:- ; : .S 1 : r j I e r ' a r r i l i y 
i! ,!!•.._•
 c\i;d I. .i <•••./1 n.jd .-.V t h ' i r:wnm , e x c e p t .i n c 11 :-:.'"«•: f: roru a r e a s 
i;|,-:n!.i 1 i. »:-rd r. •'. ('< ;::i-ii'>:') A:»ru.". l-'.a::h Ov/n-r" idiaLL i i k u . n l i u n rdir: <;: ;••; tf: r i O r 
r..(' 1 he ; - ; iu ' jb - r-'r.i:ii! • y !(.,:•..: :''^\ F.or in a c c o r d a n c e wicd: g u i d e l i n e s c;nd 
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s i a n d »i' el r i :»'.u. I.o) i )i by elm A s c o c i at. i o n . IT t h e Owner f a i l s t o 
[. .•jri 'oim n...i i iir.r:naii • t h a i : ;. < Mir.- O w n e r ' : ; r e s p o n d j -J M L t: y . a n d a f t e r 
i..,.;; i ( 1 0 ) d a y s vf . i t .L.en n o v i c e ( w h i c h n o u i c e y;ha l I :\o\. be t e t . j i . M c d i n 
Mi-.1 f'.vo.iil. of <--i.\ti r. g e r . c y or a t h r c u i l Lc l i f e , h e a l M i , p r o p r ! r r . y ( 01. 
•sa f »!t- y ) , r 1 -> 7' i uf;v.e..?.:-: s h a l l pfovir.lt.>. cxi . e r i o r m a i n t e n a n c e u p o n e a c h 
s u c h M i n g l e F t m . i l y I lonie firicl ho t . . T h e coal', o I: s u c h tn.TinCeiUJncf: 
s h r i l l b e a s s e s s e d agains=l: Mte S i n g l e F a m i l y Home o r Lo t a n d s h a l l 
bc.:;t..n;n: a 1 i\:w u p o n s u c h p r o p e r t y p u r s u a n t t o G t c L i o n 1 . 0 1 h e r e o f . 
'f.ti?. I:'J>[-.oj:Jj,)i; M.-J i.ni:enanc«? b y Ar.snei . LIt_i_cA . The A s s o c i a t i o n 
. s h r i l l b e i »:ij;[)'*:-ns i b'J c i'oi; ma.i n i ' e n a u o e u p o n t h e Common A r e a , tuad t h e 
a r e a o f a n y r.ol: o u t y j . d e t: 11e. w a l l s o f t h e S i n g l e . F a m i l y Hom^s w h i c h 
i :::i o t r hf-s Mr:inc c h a r a e t e r a s s u r r o u n d i n g Common Arr.c: . The: c o s t o f 
yaich m a i n t e n a n c e u h a l l b e a common e x p e n s e . 
7 . 0 ' 4 . K>;L^..ri f-»i M a i n t e n a n c e C o n t r a c t fa > Any Owner who w i s h e s 
t o conLr . ' . iO w i t h t ' nc Assoc.i .yi. i o n f o r m a i n t e n a n c e o f i: lie O w n e r ' s 
. S i n g l e F a m i l y home, a n d hoL may d o :JO b y s i g n i n g an a g r e e m e n t wi t h 
t h e A s s o c i a t i o n a t a m u t u a l l y a c c e p t a b l e p r i c e f o r s u c h . s e r v i c e s . 
Thn c:o:.iL o f t h e s e s e r v i c e s s h a l l n o t b o a common e x p e n s e , b u t s h a l l 
be p a i d oxa/J u.s i v e l y by t h e Owner , 
7 . 0 '1 . A>.;<:e.s s fit Rea san^bljc_JI.o u_rs . Fo •:' c he pur pose . .v.-o 1.e. 1 y o f 
|:fi;j:o'i','ii i ruj t h e m a i n t e n a n c e r e q u i r e d b y t h i s r . r i ' i c l e , t h e 
A F :•; o c i a t i o n , i. ho u g h i t s d u 1 y a t.r t:} io v i v. e d a g e n t s o r e m p l o y e c u , s h a 11 
h a v e t h e r i g h t , " ; t l c r r e a s o n a b l e , n o t i c e t o t h e Owner , Co e n t e r u p o n 
a n y Lot . a t l v a n o n ^ h l c hour :* . 
7 . OS . Al t e r a t i e n s o [ M a i n t e n a n c e P u t l f t s by R u l e s . T h e d u t y 
uf: ui.,1 i n t . »>>. na r . e e f o r r.he. a r e a o t r. L o t o u t s i d e t h e w a l l s o t t h e 
S i n g l e F a m i l y Horn.-., a n d t h e Common A r e a s a d j a c e n t and a p p u r t e n a n t 
t o Lli'.'. S i n g l e F a m i l y Ik>:'.i« »n;iy br». a l e r t e d by R u l e oi; t h e 
A.ssoo.i a r. i on . 
AKT I CI .:•'. VI i 1 - USK HL-£'1'U I OT IONS 
!l . 0 1 . iJ.illL-':.iilJ .^^ i V....ii^.iLLI.i.(*•!LiilLlli • ^ ^ i o f t h e p r ope ; ' t i e s wI; i c 11 
.!>»:? *;ul.> j I,:L'!; r:. O t h i s Dcvjl a r :••'; i r.n arc- h e r e b y r t s r . r i c\: f-d f o D i n g l e 
I,;, -,.i .1 y ! :.• mi'.':;, .-•;:(: I MI i i'.iiisf.j!; :M c o n n e c L i o c t hei.ev; i r. h , i n c l u d i n c j , buL 
;!..?. I ifnit«..",i r.'». co:;if:'.ui':: t y i.'.! i J d i IK];-; o n t h e Coinnio:; p r o p e r r . y . Al .1 
bu.i 1 d .i utrp'j o: :"L ru'. ' i . .J vtr-.'. c •! *r'U'^ ."1 on t h e P r o p e J l. i e:-> s l ^ a l l be of.' new 
;or ' . s l i not : i on a. ncl n:.;j bu M ft i r--.:?; < :' wi. r u c t u re.c; . s h a l l be r e m o v e d fro-.r. 
oi. h»M l'scra*. i.-. v. i.»:*- M>-* l>ro:---r( i ; :^ et'/u.l r\>j j.nil'r-'s-^aju e a t bui"! d i n g s o r 
y.\ r» i'.: I u i e>'. d :.'•'.:-. 1 c; 11 I ,_• r. i. >.> i..! J :. s •:• .u't i :: j a 1 1 y cons'«- t u c c ed s h a M IK-, b u i l t , 
.-.n a n y i.»..a. . *:•» i n n ' .din-; <"••; :•;'.. t uc:t.\i r e o f a t c m p o i c i r y eh.a L c i c t e v , 
• ri) i .1. i.- r
 ( b-»j;i ::•:•!. i. , i r : ! ' 1 . , '\ a ;•»;•; :•*.!• , ^ h - j ^ l : , g a r a o e , l.'-.vn o r o t h e r 
. I U M i.: i ! d i i'.g •';!•. .»i.l. b ". p b . w e . : •*•: ufa-.d o\x <w\y ! . ' ' l f-.i. ;;-iy t i : «.e . 
a . L - . 1 . •.'.:.:•'s a ; •.»_„'.! J '.;:: i.J--.:.:: L!i-ul:-j ojli": .^aJ . i i J i • ri'-r- '•••"' l '-.s ::*:i: *d i ug a n y | , i o < d .. iu i r . . (...) i ue .. ivu!..'..:: y h e r e i r . . i : .sh.-i M. r.t- ( - . ." [a-css ly 
i » r - f . i i i. :;:•"» i l.» I •.; I '* ; : I KjC 1 a i ii n .1 ' - ' 1 . i:i 'i '. I i t . - . 11 \ .SuiCh. I. a -V ;. «. i L L *.:C-J J U i n t h e 
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s o l e o p i n i o n o! b •• • 1 a r i m ' . may l , c r e a s o n a b l y r e q u i r e d . c o n v e n i e n t , 
o f j n c u J - n t il l L.o : no cu i i s f L UIA ion of 5.;inrjle P a n i l y ;!om.es a n d t h e 
t-i^J.u of: r ; ech Home;; a r .d /c - r Lot:-; cuv j n y t h e p e r i o d o- co :u . r. r u c t i o n 
(W\c\ s a l e of s a i d Monies and I .on* a n d u p o n s u c h p o r t i o n o f t h e 
\ > L-<.r.\\ i L; & r, nr. D o c l n r n n L deems n^cf -ss rU 'y , i r.cl ud i ncj, h u t no:* l i m i t e d 
i ;o , a bu& in f i sa of:;, i c o , s t o r a g e - r ,n>-i3 ( c m i s L r u c i i o n y a r d , G.Lqns, 
rnodijj. u n i t s a n d s a l e s o t t i c c s . 
U - f l ' i . .'•; i.qr.s• Commercj a) _, Acr j v j t y . PIxcept f o r onci T o r R e n t " 
o r " F o r . ' i a l ^ " s i g n o f n o t moro Lilian f i v e (5) s q u a r e f e « L , n o 
a d v e i t .i s i r.cj s i e n s , b i l l b o a r d s , o b j e c t s o f u n s i g h t l y a p p e a r a n c c , o r 
n u i s a n c e . ' . ; . sha l l , ben erec:i;esd, p l a c e d , o r p e r m i t t e d t o r e m a i n o n Buy 
Lot: o r a n y p o r t i o n o f LIIG r r o p t s r i i i e s . No co inmcrc i .a l a c t i v i t i e s o f 
t iny k i n d w h a t e v e r s h a J i be c o n d u c t e d i n a n y b u i l d i n g cr on a n y 
p o r t i o n o f t h y P r o p e r t i o s . The f o r e g o i n g r e s t r i c t i o n s s h a l l , n o t 
upp.l y r.o t h e comine r c i a l a c - L v i l i e s , :J iyri.T? a n d h i l l boa i d s , i f any, 
of t h e D e c l a r a n t o r i t s a y c n L s d u r i n y Lhe c o n s t r u c t i o n a n d s a l e s 
p e r i o d or by t h e A s s o c i a t i o n in f u r t h e r a n c e o f i t s p o w e r s a n d 
p u r p o 5 : c j : ;e t f o r t h h e r e i n a f t e r a\\i] i n i t s A r t i c l e s of 
i n c o r p o r a t i o n , H y l a w * . arid Ruler ; ;:if^ d Her/ul a L i o r . s , a s t h e r.ciive may 
bo a m e n d e d f ra t i t i m e t o (: i me . 
0 . 0 * . ()u i t.-n, tin j < »vi;n.*iil . Mo no>; i On >*.; o r o f f en £ i v H a c t J v i 1: y 
t d i a l i ).)(?. e a r. r i e d on u p o n a n y p a r t o f t h e P r o p e r t i e s r . o r s h a l l 
n n y u h i n y bu d o n a t h e r e o n w h i c h moy be o r may b e c o m e an a n n o / o r i C i j o r 
nu i . . s a u c e t o t h e r.c i c j h b e r k o o d , o r w h i c h s h a l l i n a n y way i u L e . r f e r e 
w i t h t h e q u i e t , e n j o y m e n t , of e a c h o f t h e O w n e r s o r w h i c h s h a l l i n 
a n y w a y i n o : f . a se t h e r a t e : of i n s u r a n c e : . 
f ' . f b j . An tuifi 1 r.. No an i iaa" r,, 1 i v e s t o e k o r p o u l t r y o f a n y k i n d 
r : h a l ! b v .1. r.i i r j ed , b r e d o r k e p t :u\ a n y of Rciid L o t s , e x c e p t t h a t 
doc-:-;. cs.il. L> (.*.! o t h e r h o u s e h o l d p e t s , t w o o r l e s s i n t o t a L n u m b e r , 
11.ay b o k o p t p r o v i d e d t h a t Lhey a r c n o t k e p t , b r e d o r m a i n t a i n e d f o r 
a n y o o m m o r o i a l p u r p o a e . N o t w i t h s t a n d i n g * t h e f o r e g o i nci, no a n i m a l s 
•* • r f o w l in. ly be kepi* on the-; P t op*-. 1 i; y v / l i ioh r e s u l t i n an a n n o y a n c e , o r 
•arc obiio:«: i oii;";, by n o i s e , s m e l l c r o t h e r w i s e , t o L o t O w n e r s . A l l 
n e t s m u s t i.io kepi , w i t h i n t h e i r Own HI . ' f t h o t o r o n a l e a s h when i n 
t. h e L'oirmion A r * a j \ . 'l 'iii 'j p r o v i s i o n may b e mad;i iuor:o r e s t r i c t i v e b y 
; i\: 1. v o f t ) i i: A rj:; o c i a t i c 11. 
(j . 0 S . >f •'.•••.• o f C.'or^ .moM A i, en , t h : c e p t f o r Lhe l i g h t : - ; oh .* ncj r e s r , 
,. 111 i eri ::c:.-.;, ijv/M-rs:; a r e he:, •d.y pi. c> 11 i h i r e d a n d r c s t i i c t •-•«.! r r^m u s i n g 
.my i.» f .»:aid Cr)i\\\:\rji\ /.v*:k, o t h e r *.*.han vj \>z rm.L i :„•_- d I r i th.ifis 
i»-M.:!ti i ..it i v • 11 of (.< >v<.:ii-?.r.L u o r a s tviy }'.>•:: a i l o v / r i d l.»y ti:-.- ' i rv i i iLues . I'L 
i :. #'• :.i 11 »..•'•.:"' y , : V/. n O ' d »r .! :••?(! a n d c K j r * i : d b y i^ 1. J [.)c'\ l I. it;.-.: ;". _/i r l •.; r - iCrd t h a t 
: ) : » . , j . . • : : : . i ; :: U..:t i^ :"•;.-: «d:^ r ; . :ULUJI b e n e f i t ; of a l l 0 ••-.•; erf. of l .otr i .in 
i ii./ t i :.i:.n;:, i i <-:: a.'.d. ::. : - j c e s s ^ r y fo r t h e p r o t e c t , j or t of rii»- j iit.e i e.ul'»U.s 
i«: . i'l : r-r. i d ' . ' . . ' i ; : ! v : i - i .d t .• I I-,:- 'J<.H« «!ti-*M'. A u e ^ i • 
,'V; J.i ;'••:».: ;. '.<! • '•:•- •.:••.••• r a I !. p r o -j r".rnn c •> f d e •/O I r .p::.r.«:»:.. o L t h e 
• •. o ; M r i I. i «:•.' : ; : : > » n :•'.•••• i d--;-»!t i a I <,«.:!;,i:. .:i i t y a n c i (. -;> •:::r\---)'.: • c r j i - t h e 
;M,I r i - i / i i iv.j M . - . . - ? « ' d , t P.-'- i/ -•:: i .: r a n t i . h a L L h a v e L h e r i ^ h t . o ! \ . : . ;e u L t h e 
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Common Ai.wrf and fac i Lit i e*s i hereon, including any community 
b\i I Icli : ;cj:J , without charm* duriuc-j the Sci 1 cs constructio:: period Lo 
aid in its marketing activities. 
n .07. Pd.rJsi!jr-l • Parle ing space-::-; v;5thin the properties shall be 
uKcd foi* parking of motor vehicles actually used by the Owner o); 
hi:; j mir.'^d ia; tc f am.U y /CM: personal use and not for commc re i a] use . 
Mo motor vehicle which is .inoperable shall be placed in parking 
aren^, n\\c.\ any motor vehicle which remains parked over 72 hours 
.v>luill he. subject to removal by the Association, at the Owner' r. 
eKpttnao!. Such expenses of removal shall be secured by the lien for 
iiiCi-ceMsmcinl obligsit ion*; previously provided in Section 4.or. if 
parking spaces lire designated on the plat with numbers 
corrciipondinij to Lot numbers, each such space is for the exclusive. 
use of the Lot Owner. If parking ar^aa are not designated on the 
plat with I.or. numbers, l: ho Trustees may assign vehicle parking 
space for each Lot. Recreational vehicles, boats, travel trailers 
and .similar property may not he parked in common parking areas, and 
unless permitted by rule of the Association, .may not be parked in 
parking areas designated on the plat for exclusive use. 
U .on . Planting and Gardening. No planting or gardening shall 
hft done, and no fences, hedges or walls shall be ereer.ed or 
maintained upon any Property except. «uch &s are installed in 
accordance wir.h the initial construction of the buildings located 
thereon or as approved by the Trustees. 
n.Oii. L^WumtaJL ApP£VE.?JLL.US . No Lot Owner shall cause or permit 
anything (including, without limitation, awnings, canopies or 
shutters) to hang, be displayed or otherwise affixed to or placed 
on tho fty.l'»rior walla or roof' or any part thereof, or on the 
outside of windows or doors, without the prior written consent of 
the Trustees. 
U . 10 . ICxf.ftri or Television or other Antennas . uo ey.terior 
icidio or other antenna*, except one television ancenns which shall 
not exceed J:our Lwl: in heigh;:, per Lot, shall be placed, allowed, 
or maintained upon any hot or upon any structure or portion of the 
improvements situated cuid located upon the Properties without prior 
v/rittc::*, approval of the Vrusr.ees. 
n . I i . GYi) bar:e Po- • wii) . All rubbish, trash, and garbage shall 
\y- r,--<: j u L r? T: I. y r e m o vec! .' ; r»m L1 y.c 1 .o t s ,'i n d s h a l l u o t hf- r'j 1 1 a w e d t c*» 
/•i .*. <::ui:!u J. o t c 111v i v:o: i . c: .;; !..a•{; •'r s !>:.••. 11 <\ t< v: p 1 n r.c j n p ro;:-:r c o : 11; a i n e r s . 
i. . i": . O i 1 .....i'u:]. ! •i«iiii\i„...Qp^\r..it jjnr2/:. N o o i l dri.i ! ii-.-j. o i l 
rPive.'l«. >pir.v::nt o p e ratio::;;, o i l i •- C i n i n g q u a r r y i n g , o: minir.ci 
r..f)r»i^ i. ir •>,••»'; »">'.. a n y Mr-.: :,hall Lv: p e :'IM.1 t t e d u p o n o r i n ihc- IropiU'LiLf: 
(.j- a n y ho1.. . t»o i.i--: i i----, 1 i.'.*'.: , :;!'.:ii:t, en; o t h e r £ t r u ; t u r~- d ^ u j i j n e d 
\ ( j \ ; \\<i-.: i n b -.•: i i>'j '"• o'. ! o r na r u r a l g a s s h a l l b e *: rrMji.e'J , 
m a i. UI.LM i no.d , oi per^uti-.- I ui.:/: i.li-. P r c p e L t i e.'j o r a n y L o t . 
fnr ir, I'I/, i .-, .-; c, ^',7 i If. 
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n . 1 . 3 . ) MLy/r i o r lit i l i Li er . . A l l u t i l i t i e s . M >: f \ i r e s . a n d 
L-.'ju i puu-.m. i n s r . a l 'J »..»I w i t h j n a Lor., r:orn:nen.::i ng a t o p r u n e w h e r e t h e 
u t i l i t y 1 l u e s , p i p e s , w i i ' c s , c o n d u i L:.;, o r s y s t e m s CAT*', b o u n d a r i e s 
oL a r.o; - s h r i l l b e ma i u t a i ned a n d k e p t i n r e p a i r by t h e Owner 
UhiL'c.rjl . An Owiuff s h / i l ] do r.-r? / i c t n o r a n y work c);:s v.-jll i m p a i r 
; J I I / e a s e m e n t c r lie r e d i . '..-iT.cn t n o r d o a n y a c t n o r a 1 ] cw r.?\/ c o n d i t i o n 
[. .:J e x i s 1 w h i c h w i ! l ! ncvu r s c l y a f f e c t Lhc o t h e r Locs or O w n e r s . 
0 . 1 1 . P e a s e s . Any lear.;* o r r e n t a l cu j te ement s h a l l be i n 
v;i. i L i n g cind s h a l l prov. idf: t ha t , t h e t e r m s o t t h e l e a r . c s h a l l b o 
s u b j e c e ."in a l l r e s p e c t u Lo t h e p r o v i s i o n s o f t h i s Dcc la r. a t i on , t h e 
A r t i c l e : * o f I n c o r p o r a L . i o n . nyhiw.^, a n d R u l e s a n d R e g u l a r i o n s of t h e 
A s s o c i af. i u n a n d t i u i t a n y f a i l u r e b y l e s s e e t o c o m p l y w:r.h Lhe t e r m a 
ol' s u c h clucuiiieiiLis s h a l l c o n s t i t u t e a d e f a u l t : unr'.tM Lh-." l e a s e . 




 • <n • r .nc:roar:)nne;n;s . L'ach L o t and Lhe p r o p ? . 1 t y .\n t h e Common 
A r e a : ; s h a l l h e s u b j e c t t o aw e a s e m e n t f o r e n c r o a c h m e n t s c r e a t e d b y 
cr.ni:;! r u e ' , : 'i or •: , yoLt. i u i j , and o v e r h a n g s , cis d e s j g n e . d o r c o n s t r u c t e d b y 
( h'-j O c c l f i i n u t . A v a l i d e a s e m e n t f o r sv j i d e n c r o c i c h m c n U ' e n d f o r t h e 
i;i;i.inU:r;. 'int:o o f £Lkii.it-, s o 1 o.ng a s i r . s i m n d s , siheill. and d o e s e ; : i s t . 
In t h e e v e n t t h ' j s i u u L ' J . u r e com:.* i u i u g L o t s if; p a r t i a l l y or: t o t a l l y 
J.IL'IJI: r o y e d , a n d t h e n . r e b u i l t , t h e O w n e r s o f t h e h o t s .so a f f e c t e d 
a g r e e t h a t m i n o r e n c r o a c h m e n t s o f p a r t s o f Lhe a d j a c e n t h o t s o r 
Common Areoi. ; due. t o c o n s t r u c t i o n s h a l l b e p e r m i t r e d and t h a t , a 
v a l i d <:nst.-;i,t.:uL t 'oi; s a i d e n c r o a c h m e n t a : id Liu?, m a i n t e n a n c e t h e r e o f 
s h a l 1 exi s t . 
V'('*?•• IL!':..LLi.U'-•'=?. • There , i s h e r e b y c r c a l . n o a L1 .-"u. )•: 1. •' e a ^ e n r - n t 
u p o n , i.iCro.'ii';, o v e r , a n d uud^-r a l l o f t h e Drop?: r;t i c s f o r i n c p . e s s a n d 
e g r e s s , . l i m i t e d . Lo w a t e r , s e w e r s , g a s , t e l e p h o n e , e l e c t r i c i t y , a n d 
:-.\ ( m i s t e r t e l e v i s i o n a n t e n n a s y s t e m . T\y v i r t u e o f t h i s a o o e i r c n t , i t 
s h a l ! h e e x p v e s s l y p e r m i s s i b l e fot. t i l l p u b l i c u r . i l i t i e r ; s e r v i n g r .he 
f.'i:o[.K-!i'!.ici t.o l a y , r o n u L r u c L , r e n e w , o p e r a t e . K\M\ m a i n t a i n 
O'. ' . ' iduil ' .s ' , c a b l e s , p i p e s , m a i n s , d u c r t s , wire..1;, cind o i l u t r n e c e s s a r y 
iicjii •.['•m.::ni'. on Lhf?. P r c p c f L i e j , p r o v i d e d t h a t a l l s u c h s e r v i c e s s h a l l 
b e p l a c e d u n d e r g r o u n d , e x c e p t th . :L r .Aid p u b l i c u t i l i t i e s i;»ay a f f i x 
\nd iM.-si nt.r. i si e l e c t r i c a l « . v l / o i ' t e l e p h o n e v . ' i r c s , c i r c u i t s , a n d 
c o n d u i t s o n , cjbuve., a c r o s s , ai'.'l unck?r r o o f s a n d <:.:-." e;. i.or w a l l s . 
f,\'»'.;w.n. h:;i- aud.i ng a n y t h i n g t o th»> c o n t r a r y c o n L a i n e d *:. ul: i s s e c t i o n , 
\\) si.'v-.Tr r r : , f;].::r:i: 1 i.c:iJ ! i .nes . v / j i . e r I i . n e s , o r o t h . e r «.:'. 1 • i'. : V J may tic 
1 us.!, n ! ! >:-r] or 1 <;• !• OC'.JI •- .1 on I. he P r o p e r L i e s e x e c ; ' '. ..-;•: .» ni t ic i l 1 y 
p ?. 1 ••; r .-ii un-:d •'•.i\>.\ ;:\ p | , j. (.• >.T; •;] by il-*.- Ore I ..11 ..u 11 o r 111*.» res* *;. »_• r a p p r o v e d t»y 
;»••. 'I , 11 .-i ro... 01 the* A?-:so j.i a t ' . on . . '-Jhould ar .y \ i l i l i - \ y : r. n : i >;\\ j .ng a 
S ' l l ' v i c v * -C-i iV*.- f I'./d b y ' h - 'J*: f',-... -•• ] ••Mi.iOli:1":.".!'. llf:T*r". I H p :*•*.. j ' . ! • . • : I l e C j U C S t v» 
: . ;»• •" \ I : 1" »/: i :;.• ' im s i t I »y S-.:p'-!'( a : -• f«..-;;•(.»! i ! . l i . / l e; d u C U i u - e S . • ; : . j : ' ' u . L Ot* t ! i e 
r.:i:\*'r ••;:[. \ f i\\ * ; ' . ' . - . i l i li.-iVi.1 L •'•.: f i '. | ! : ' L O g s a u ' : ! i ' . ! ' : ! i •:. .:, •:.- •• •: O. O n s a i t-1 
l'j « =j..C: i i y wi i !J-JI. ;••.»•. i L i : -O. i : •.; v.-i ' h Lh.:.: t:e J. ms l i v re :0 ; o '. .; •. I. i 1 i i; i e ^  
i l\.u. a r e . i.u:i t i l l e d i n . u s e : c »u ido t:, f>j l • i r e . H ih r. !••.• '.' ••• -..j.-. A r o a s o f 
I h.1 h O | v ; ; i i i e s sh;-'. ! ! !»•.• u -J : a t ; . i u c d b y Lhe Av.so.v i a .. ; :, 
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»i . 0'] . Hil l i c e ,. _ I-'i re_ r]nd A111 HI]_fn\o_£ •!• •.•:t.y.i_c o - An e a s e m e n t i 5 
! i r . : r . 'Ol . :v C.l ' ••• n ^ , ; ^ to • ! -l p o l i o * : , I i 1C p l O t «";• 'L iO? • , c*r.ibu 1 J!1C* S e r v i c e s , 
,uu.l Ml 1 s i m i l a r p«_-L :.;oiif: t o e n t e r 1.1 p e n t h e r . t 1 ee t ..; a:\:.i Common Aver, 
i n t. 11 o p •"'• 'c' i"o i m a n c o O C t; 11 & i. r d u L i o L' . 
0 , ()>'\ . Mi : ni:r.Mi:iij..c;r?. .hy_. Af^ocy-La t_j on . An ea r;en:~ :";L j.i'j h e r e b y 
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IM WITNESS WHEREOF, ch<2 undersigned, being the Declarant 
h^ ;.',:in, has hr.ceuatc s-sr. il..c harv:! and saol thin ^J^f'^ day of 
r > b r"l-k-1 - y-i 3. f) D a . 
P H I L L I P S D-iVf:Lor-Mu,:«rf L . C . 
Peter O. Pnilliprf/ Managcft 
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ADDENDUM "H 
IN THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
STATE OF UTAH, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CACHE 
FIRST EQUITY FEDERAL, INC., on its 
own behalf and on behalf of ASPEN 
MEADOWS HOMEOWNERS ASSOC, 
Plaintiffs, 
PHILLIPS DEVELOPMENT, LC, 
PETER 0. PHILLIPS, LYDIA PHILLIPS, 
ALDEN B. TURNBOW, LARRY ANDREWS, 




Case No: 000101886 CN 
Judge Gordon J. Low 
This matter is before the Court upon the Defendant's Motion to Dismiss which was 
argued before this Court upon the 26th day of March, 2001. The motion is brought on two bases, 
one is pursuant to Rule 41(a)(1) Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, dismissal is mandated because 
there have been two voluntary dismissals of the action and second, that of res judicata as the 
Federal Court's dismissal was with prejudice. Without reviewing all the details and the reasoning 
behind the argument nor the principles cited, the Plaintiff first filed this action in the State court, 
voluntarily dismissed the same and then filed an action in Federal Court and then voluntarily 
dismissed it there. 
The dismissal in Federal Court is unique in that a motion was first made to remand the 
matter back to State Court but before any action was taken on the motion, another motion was 
filed by the Plaintiff for a dismissal on the basis that there was no jurisdiction. 
Cited in support of the Defendant's Motion to Dismiss here, among other cases, is the 
X) 
tf\\V 
Utah case of Jessop Thomas v. Ezra Mark P. Braffet 305 P.2d 507 (Utah 1956). That case states 
the law with respect to dismissal under Rule 41(a)(1). The discussion on page 513 of the opinion 
goes to the issue as to whether the rule is good or bad in its overall effect. The Court goes on to 
say, "however, we are here concerned only with the rule as it is and whether the two dismissals 
act as an adjudication and preclude further litigation. So long as it is extant, a Plaintiff should not 
be able in a perfunctory dismissal to escape its consequences by a simple device concluding the 
order recital is dismissal without prejudice." (Italics added) Although here the dismissal was 
"with prejudice" which will be addressed below. However, it should be noted that this was not a 
perfunctory dismissal. This dismissal was for lack of jurisdiction and voluntarily filed by the 
Plaintiff, because it would have been dismissed in any event by the Court itself absent Plaintiffs 
motion or on motion by the Defendant. There has been no harassment, nor abuse of the system. 
Had the Plaintiff simply waited until the Federal Court ruled on the Motion to Remand or had 
filed nothing at all or proceeded in Federal Court as though it had jurisdiction, that may have 
required the Defense to file a motion to dismiss. Counsel did the right thing in filing to dismiss in 
Federal Court as under Rule 11 of the U.R.Cv.P., he could not maintain on behalf of the Plaintiff, 
an action there knowing that the Court was without jurisdiction. The Plaintiff then found itself, 
once the Court lost jurisdiction because of the intervening bankruptcy, to be on the horns of a 
dilemma. Either to continue to prosecute in Federal Court in violation of Rule 11 or voluntarily 
dismiss the case because there is a lack of jurisdiction or have it remanded. Either of the latter 
would have resulted in the same action being brought to this Court and the parties be in the same 
position the parties are now. This again, was not & perfunctory dismissal but a necessary 
dismissal. The overall aim of the U.R.Cv.P. are met with the dismissal in Federal Court because 
the Rules encourage adjudication on the merits and discourage a party taking advantage of a rule 
the purpose for which is not met by its strict application. The purpose of the Rules, including 
Rule 41 is to provide for fair and just determination of the issue. "[T]hey (the Rules) shall be 
liberally construed to secure just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of every action." 
Certainly the most operative word of the three is a 'just' resolution. There has been no 
compromise or vexatious result affecting the Defendant in this case because the first two cases 
were filed but no service occurred. There is a question about as to whether the Defendant was 
even aware of the fact that actions were filed but as no service of process was obtained and no 
responsive pleadings needed to be filed, no vexatious result could have occurred. The Plaintiff 
should not be punished for doing the right thing. 
The other issue with respect to the motion is whether the decision made by Judge 
Campbell of the Federal Court is res judicata. Judge Campbell acknowledged she did not have 
jurisdiction in both the original order and on the Motion for Reconsideration. Lacking 
jurisdiction she cannot dismiss the case with prejudice. A Court without jurisdiction cannot 
render judgment which has a preclusive effect on the merits and relinquish jurisdiction. A Court 
must have jurisdiction to render a binding judgment. A dismissal based on the District Court's 
relinquishing its jurisdiction deprives any ruling that court may make on the merits of a 
preclusive effect. Disher v. Information Resources Inc. 873 Fed.2d 136. Even though the 
wording of Judge Campbell's decision was "with prejudice" that cannot have a binding 
preclusory effect on this action because the Court is without jurisdiction to make any ruling 
except that of a dismissal. 
The Defendant's Motion to Dismiss is therefore denied. Counsel for the Plaintiff directed 
to prepare a formal order in conformance herewith. 
Dated this day of April, 2001. 
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